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Introduction

Proteins onEarth today aretheconsequences of acomplex process of biological evolution.
A typical protein contains about a hundred amino acids linked in a well-defined sequence.
Evolution has created many variants, some of which perform similar functions in different
organisms. The common feature of these biologically active biomolecules is that under proper
conditions they all fold into close-packed, typically globular-like structures. X-Ray diffraction
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy methods demonstrate that the 3D structure of
proteins (over 7700 coordinate sets are available now in the Brookhaven Protein Databank)
arethermodynamically well-defined. Sincemanyproteins havebeen found to fold invitro,and
the native state reached in vitro is the same as that reached in vivo, it follows that the onedimensional information contained in the sequence of amino acids is sufficient for a protein
molecule to organize itself into its folded conformation. Thus, aconclusion was made that the
native structure ofthe protein moleculecorresponds to itsthermodynamically most stable state
i.e. to the minimumof its free energy.1 Christian Anfinsen in his 1972 Nobel prize acceptance
lecturedescribed thethermodynamichypothesisofprotein folding asfollows:
"This hypothesis states that the 3D structure of a native protein in its normal physiological
milieu (solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other components such as metal ions or
prosthetic groups, temperature, and other) is the one in which the Gibbs free energy of the
whole system is lowest; that is, that the native conformation is determined bythe amino acid
sequence,inagiven environment."
Soon after Anfinsen's thermodynamic hypothesis was stated it was shown by Cyrus
Levinthal that this hypothesis implied a paradoxical result: a typical protein molecule has far
too many conformations to permit a thorough search for the global minimum.2 To overcome
the Levintal paradox researchers attempted to preserve the concept of the global minimumby
arguing that compactness and the secondary structure organization of the protein molecules
reduce the effective size of the conformational space available to them. However, the
compactness itself only lessens, but doesnot eliminate theconformational problem. Hence, the
Levintal paradox is real, and the only way to overcome the Levintal paradox are the guiding
forces engineered bymolecular evolution.Thefirstfunctionally important action of anyprotein
after biosynthesis is to fold. In other words, only a tiny fraction of the total possible
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conformations available to a polypeptide chain is sampled during folding and this subset of
conformations maybe viewed as akinetic pathway. Aunique folding pathway, if it exists, can
beelucidated byexperiments.But experiments do not confirm thispoint of view, rather that in
the earlier stages of folding aprotein possesses a largeensemble of structures. The problem is
then not to find a single route but to characterize the dynamics of the ensemble through a
statistical description of the topography of the energy landscape.3-6 The most detailed
description of theenergy landscape willbeobtained byspecifying thefree energy average over
the solvent coordinates as a function of the coordinates of every atom in the protein. The free
energy of the solution at a particular fixed protein conformation will be named further as an
energy not to be mistaken with the free energy over different conformational states of the
protein molecule. At thisfinelevel of description, the energy surface of the protein is riddled
with many localminima. Someof these minimacorrespond to largeconformational differences
andthe interconversion between themcanbequite slow. Not allof theconformations between
the unfolded and folded states of a protein molecule are equally probable. In fact,
conformations with lower energy are more likely than those with higher energy. For a protein
tobekineticallyfoldable, there must be a sufficient overall slope of the energy landscape. It is
because of this overall slope of the funnel, that folding occurs as a progressive organization of
an ensemble of partly folded conformations along numerous parallel pathways. An important
question is how these parallel pathways are connected to each other. It is clear that the
pathways, being numerous at the top of the funnel, have to converge as they approach the
unique conformation of the native protein. In the funnel the spontaneous tendency to fold is
opposed byrandom thermal motions asmeasured byitsentropy. Whileenergy and entropy are
inbalance at thetop and bottom of thefunnel, they arenot for intermediate positions. At these
intermediate positions initiation of favorable energetic contacts requires the protein tofirstpay
an entropic and energy price before the downhill tendency of the energy landscape can be
manifested. The set of structures which fulfill these requirements represent the transition state
(TS) for protein folding. The projection of the funnel landscape on an appropriate chosen
reaction coordinate results inanenergy profile where thedenatured and the folded states sit at
the bottom of energy wells,whereas the transition state is at a maximum. The denatured state
ispopulated byavast number of distinct conformations with abroad spatial distribution, while
thefolded stateisdominated byasingle conformation.
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Experimental and theoretical studies strongly support the fact that at the TS level the
folding toward the native conformation is based on the nucleation growth mechanism.7-8
Therefore, the folding problem of two-state small monomeric proteins can be reduced to the
question of how the folding nucleus at the transition state is formed from the ensemble of
partly structured conformations in the denatured state. The aim of this thesis is to show how
the sequential thermodynamic approach maybe of relevance insolving theprotein folding and
fold recognition problems. It is shown that in the denatured state the folding is energetically
favored by certain highly fluctuating nucleation regions (oc-helices and(or) /?-hairpins), which
in experiments based on site directed mutagenesis are revealed by their high O-values. In the
TS the folding is favored by the packing of these nucleation regions together with other
portions of the polypeptide chain thus leading to a broad distribution of the O-values. The
packing process results in anucleus with native like-topology, approximately correctly formed
secondary structures andloopregions with different degreeof order.
The fold recognition strategy is a consequence of the fact that the native-like nucleus is
separated from all other folding alternatives by a high free energy barrier. The calculations of
the free energy of the folding nucleus are based on: 1) statistical mechanics of a linear
cooperative system, and 2) a self-consistent molecular meanfieldtheory previously developed
for electrostatic interactions (see chapter 3). Molecular field theory is used to describe the
long-range residue-residue interactions, while one-dimensional statistical mechanics is used to
find out thepathway of theproteinchain inthemolecularfield.Thebasiccharacteristics ofthe
molecular field are determined by rough geometric characteristics of the native structurepacking patterns. A predicting strategy can be formulated as follows: 1) A set of
thermodynamically most favorable packing patterns is constructed which has to be consistent
with the length of the tested protein chains. These patterns are represented by the
combinatorial set of the thermodynamically most favorable mutual positions of a- and (or)(3regular regions with definite lengths and spatial orientations; 2) A set of thermodynamically
most favorable tertiary folds isdefined for eachpackingpattern; 3)Calculations arecarried out
to determine the free energy of theprotein chain over all available sets of tertiary folds; and4)
The tertiary fold with the minimalfree energy isexpected to bethe same or very similar to the
native one. As afinalresult one obtains the distribution and corresponding fluctuations of the
secondary regions along the sequence andtheir contacts in space.The free energy minimumis
obtained by a minimization procedure in which proteins "fold" from a random state by
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collapsing and reconfiguration. Reconfiguration follows a general drift from higher to lower
energy conformations, and reconfiguration occurs between conformations that are
geometrically similar. In other words, the free energy minimum is represented as a "folding"
funnel with a collection of geometrically similar collapsed structures, one of which is
thermodynamically stable with respect to the rest (but not necessary with respect to the whole
conformational space).
Theorganization of thethesisisasfollows: chapter 2presents areview of the basicphysical
principles that govern protein structure and focuses on the thermodynamics as well as kinetics
of protein folding and unfolding. Then chapter 3 starts with a discussion on the basic
elementary interactions which contribute to protein structure and stability, with emphasis on
the electrostatic interactions. Electrostatic interactions are described on the basis of a novel
approach which uses the idea of a self-consistent field adapted from statistical mechanics.
Properties suchastitration curves,protein stability andpKashifts arediscussed. Inparticular it
isshown that thecontribution of electrostatic interactions to the stability ofproteins isclose to
zero. Chapter 4 concerns the application of the theory of electrostatic interactions to the
calculation of the pKa's of the 98 residue (3-elicitinprotein, cryptogein. Unusual in this protein
isthe existence of four ionized groups buried in the hydrophobic core. The NMR structure of
the 98 residue (3-elicitin, cryptogein was determined using l5N and 13C/I5N labelled protein
samples. Calculation of theoretical pKa's show general agreement with the experimentally
determined values and are similar for both thecrystal and solution structures. In chapter 5the
topological requirement for nucleus formation of a two-state folding reaction is considered.
The self-consistent field approach is used to calculate the free energy of the folding nucleus
and to approximate thedescription of theelementary long-range interactions such as hydrogen
bonding and hydrophobic interactions.Thelocalinteractions between residues, which are close
in sequence - as inthe a-, (3-or loop regions - are accounted for in an explicit form based on
experimental parameters. Finally, inchapter 6the problem of protein fold recognition of small
monomeric proteins with less than 80 residues is discussed. The thesis is concluded with a
summary inEnglish,Dutch andBulgarian.
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Background

Protein Architecture

At the lowest level of describtion, a protein molecule is made up of amino acid residuesNHCHR/CO- linked together by peptide bonds in a definite sequence. The amino acids differ
only in their side groups R,. There are 20 different side chains specified by the genetic code.
Manyothersoccur astheproducts ofenzymatic modification ofproteins after translation. The
sequence of side groups determines all that is unique about a particular protein, including its
biological function anditsspecific 3Dstructure.
Depending on thechemical nature of the sidechain, the amino acids can beclassified into a
few distinct categories: 1)Ionized groups-Asp (D),Glu(E),Arg (R),Lys(K),His(H) andTyr
(Y). At neutral pH, Asp and Glu are negatively charged, while Lys and Arg are positively
charged. Tyr has an -OH group but it dissociates onlyat highpH. 2) Polar but uncharged -Cys
(C), Ser (S),Thr (T),Asn (N)andGin(Q).Cysplaysaspecial roleinproteins because its-SH
group allows it to dimerize through an -S-S- bond to a second Cys, thus covalently linking
regions of the polypeptide. Ser and Thr have an -OH group which is able to form hydrogen
bonds. Asn and Gin have polar amide groups with even more extensive hydrogen-bonding
capacities. 3) Hydrophobic groups- Ala (A), He(I), Leu (L), Met (M), Phe (F), Tip (W), Val
(V)and Pro (P).These groupsconsist onlyofhydrocarbons,except for the sulfur atom inMet,
and the nitrogen atom in Trp. The side chains of these nonpolar amino acids are only slightly
soluble in water. Pro has stronger stereochemical constraints than any other residue, with only
one instead of two variable backbone angles, and it lacks the normal backbone NH for
hydrogen bonding. Pro can create a kink in a polypeptide chain. Thus, Pro is, in spite of its
quitestrong hydrophobicity, usuallyfound attheedgeof theprotein. Tyr isalso a hydrophobic
amino acid because of its benzene ring, but itshydroxyl group allows it to interact with water.
Gly, like Cys is a special amino acid. It has a hydrogen atom as its R group; thus it is the
smallest amino acid and has no special hydrophobic or hydrophilic character. The structure of
all amino acids,except Gly, are asymmetrically arranged around the Ca carbon atom, because
this atom is bonded to four different atoms or groups of atoms (-NH2, -COOH, -H, and -R).
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Thus all amino acids, except Gly, can have one of two stereoisomeric forms. By convention,
these mirror-image structures are called the D and L forms. They cannot be interconverted
withoutbreaking achemicalbond.Only theLforms ofaminoacidsarefound inproteins.
Amino acids in aprotein molecule are connected bypeptide bonds1 (fig.l). In terms of the
accuracy of protein structure determination, all of the bond lengths are essentially invariant.
The dihedral angle ft), which characterizes the rotation around the peptide bond, is very close
to 180° producing a trans - planar peptide bond with the neighboring a-carbons and the N,
H, C, and Obetween them all lying in one plane. However, there is evidence that ft) can also
vary slightly.2 Cis peptides, with 0 =0°, can occur in Pro-containing peptides but essentially
never for any other residue. Since the peptide units are effectively rigid groups which are
linked into achain bycovalent bonds at the Ca atoms, the only degrees of freedom they have
are rotations around two bonds: the Ca - C and the N -Ca bonds. Aconvention has been
adopted to call the angle of rotation around the N -Ca -bond, phi(O), and the angle around
the C -C bond from the same C„-atom, psi(40. In this way, each amino acid residue is
associated withtwoconformational angles <X> and 4*.

Figure-1.Thepeptidebondjoiningadjacentaminoacidsinaprotein.

The angle pairs O and 4* are usually plotted against each other in a diagram called a
Ramachandran plot.3 Fig.2 shows the results of such plot for O and 4* taken from a large
number of accurately determined protein structures. Most combinations of O and 4* angles
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are not allowed because of steric collisions between the side chain atoms and main chain
atoms. From fig.2 it is seen that the observed values are clustered in the sterically allowed
regions for the p-sheet conformations (O=-180/-44; ¥=60/180), the right-handed a helical
conformations (O=-134/-50; ¥=-70/40) and a small region of left-handed a helical
conformations (<t>=44/115; ¥ =-30/60).
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Figure-2. Example of aRamachandran plot. The main chain dihedral angles <I> and ¥ areplotted for the
phosphorylated isocitrate dehydrogenase (entry 4ICD from Protein Data Base).

In contrast to the other amino acids,Glyplays a special role because of its single hydrogen
atom as a side chain. As a consequence Gly can adopt a much wider range of conformations
allowing unusual main chain conformations inproteins. In proteins Gly isoften required inthe
case where mainchain atoms must approach eachother very closelyor incases when piecesof
backbone need to moveor hinge.Thisisoneofthemainreasons why ahighproportion ofGly
residues isconserved amonghomologousprotein sequences.
The a -region intheRamachandran plot isrepresented byan a -helix1 (fig.3). a -Helicesin
proteins are found when a stretch of consecutive residues all have the O, ¥ angle pair
approximately around - 60° and - 50°, corresponding to the allowed region in the lower left
quadrant of the Ramachandran plot (fig.2). A typical a -helix has 3.6 residues per turn with
hydrogen bonds between C = O of residue n and NH of residue n+4. Thus all NH and

10
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CO groups are joined with hydrogen bonds except the first NH groups and the last CO
groups atboth endsof the a -helix.As aconsequence, theendsof a helices arepolar and are
almost always at the surface of protein molecules. In proteins the a -helix is almost always
right-handed. Short regions (3-5residues) of left-handed a -helicesoccur occasionally.

Figure-3. Schematic view of an (X -helix. Only the right-handed (1-4) form of the helix is shown. H-bonds
are shown as dashed lines. VAL-ALA and PHE-PRO are used as an example to show that H-bonds occur
between each 4 successive amino acids.

The second major structural element found inglobular proteins is the p-sheet4 (fig.4). This
structure isbuilt up from acombination of several regions of theprotein chain. These regions,
(3-strands, are usually from 5 to 10 residues long and have O, *F angles within the broad
structurally allowed region in the upper left quadrant of the Ramachandran plot (fig.3). (3Strands are aligned adjacent to each other such that hydrogen bonds can form between CO
groups of one (3-strand and NH groups on an adjacent p-strand and vice versa. The P-sheets
which can be formed from several such p-strands are pleated with Ca atoms successively a
little above and below the plane of the p-sheet. The side chains follow this pattern such that
within a p-strand they also point alternatively above and below the p-sheet. P-Strands can all
run in the samedirection in which case the sheet is described as parallel. In the case when the
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successive strands have alternating directions, the sheet is called antiparallel. Almost all psheets, parallel, antiparallel, and mixed, as they occur in known protein structures have their
strandstwisted.Thistwist alwayshasthesameright-handedness.

Gin

Glu

Figure-4. Example of a 4 stranded (i-pleated sheet. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines. Two
adjacent (3-strands are represented by arrows. Two other P-strands are represented by their backbones. The
directions of amino acid side chains which are placed above and below the (3-sheet, are represented byGin and
Glu as an example.

In proteins secondary structures, a -helices and p-strands areconnected byloop regionsof
various lengths and irregular shape.5 The loop regions are at the surface of the molecule and
are rich in charged and polar hydrophilic residues. The main chain CO and NH groups of
these loop regions, which ingeneral do not form hydrogen bonds with each other, are exposed
tothesolvent andcan form hydrogen bondstowatermolecules.
Although at first sight the folded structures of proteins look complicated and even random,
molecules with widely different sequences show structurally many common features. Firstly,
when all atoms are included in a structural representation of a protein molecule it is clearly
observed that there is very little empty space left. In other words, the extremely varied sizes
and shapes of the side chains of the amino acids must all be fitted together in a very efficient
packingwhich iscomparabletothatof smallorganiccrystals6'7 fig.5.

12
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Figure-5. 3D-representation of a protein. The histidine-containing phosphocarrier protein from E. Coli (lpoh
entry from the Protein Data Base) is used an example of all atom packing restrictions on protein core formation
bythe side chains of the secondary structures. Only the parts ofthe secondary structures which contribute to the
core formation are represented in atomic detail.

Secondly, hydrophobic groups tend to be buried inside the proteins forming a non-polar
core, while hydrophilic side chains are nearly always exposed.6"8 Nearly all the buried polar
groups, such as the main-chain -NH and -CO groups form hydrogen bonds. Thirdly, the
requirement of a structure to be compact and hydrogen bonds to be formed by buried polar
groups necessitates the formation of a-helices or (3-strands by a large proportion of the
polypeptide chain. Major parts of a -helices and (3-strands are buried, so they run across the
molecule, while the interconnecting loops form few intramolecular hydrogen bonds. As a
consequence these loops arepositioned almost always at the surface1> (fig.5). The requirement
ofclose packing restricts the observed packing anglesbetween the a -helices or/and (5-strands
to a limited amount of possibilities. Yet there remains sufficient room for various threedimensional arrangements. Fourthly, amino acids are "handed" (except for glycine), and
naturally occurring proteins contain only L-amino acids. As a consequence: 1) a-helices are
right-handed, 2) (3-strandshave aright handed twist of thepeptide units along their axes anda
left-handed rotation between adjacent strands in the (3-sheets (fig.4), 3) The connection
between two parallel strands in the same sheet is almost certainly right-handed. 4) Cylindrical
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sheets (that is /5-barrels) are right-handed.12"19 Lastly, most protein structures fall into five
rather distinct classes,20 which are defined according to their secondary structure content: a proteins have only a -helices; p-proteins have mainly (3-sheets; a +P proteins have a -helices
and (3-strandsthat do not mixbut tendto segregate along the polypeptide chain; a /(3proteins
have mixed or approximately alternating segments of a -helices and (3-strands; and "coil"
proteinscontain almost noregular secondary structures.
In the last few years one of the most exciting developments has been the realization that,
although there are manyprotein structures, they can beclassified into fold families. These fold
families correspond roughly to the different patterns of super secondary structure association
and their topological connections.21"23 Comparison of the tertiary structures of homologous
proteins shows that their 3D structures are conserved in evolution more than their primary
structures. The amino acid sequencechanges that occur over long periods of evolution lead to
small structural variations: -a-helices and (3-sheets shift relative to each other.24-25 Radical
insertions and deletions which lead to more extensive conformational changes tend to occur
mainly in loop regions. Insertions are allowed in some P-strands to give rise to a so-called Pbulge.2The sequence and structural modifications are acceptable, if they maintain the stability
oftheprotein anddo not adversely affect itsfunction. Thesameistrue for proteins which have
low sequence identities, but their structural details and, in many cases, functional features
suggest that they have a common evolutionary origin. The analysis now available of the
structures in the Protein Databank shows that the number of different protein folds is about
400. Of these folds, approximately 25% belong to the all a-class, 20% belong to the all /3class, 30%belong to the a I(5-class, and 25%belong to the a +p -class. The reason for the
small number offolds ismost likelyto behistorical. Apparently, earlyinevolution awiderange
of general functional and catalytic properties could be realized by a relatively small number of
proteins and was it easier to produce new proteins with more specific properties by the
duplication,divergence andrecombination ofoldproteinsthan byabinitioevolution.
Large and even moderately large proteins, can often be subdivided into domains which are
contiguous inprimary sequence andhaveacompact threedimensional structure. Such domains
satisfy most of the architectural constraints which are validfor smaller proteins. Often theycan
fold independently andcan becreated asseparatefolded entities inthetesttube.26
Finally, functioning protein molecules areoften multiprotein complexes such asfor example
hemoglobin. Hemoglobin isnot a single protein chain, but iscomposed of four domains which
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areheldtogether onlybyvanderWaalsinteractions.Thislevelof organization isreferred to as
quaternary structure.26

Thermodynamics andKineticsofFoldingandUnfolding ofProtein Molecules

Ourideasonprotein folding pathways andtheproperties of thenative state ofproteins have
changed dramatically in the past few years, because of the development of new experimental
and theoretical methods. Recent advances in protein engineering and NMR procedures have
enabled the description of protein-folding pathways at almost atomic resolution. This allowed
theory and experiments to converge, yielding the basic principles of protein structure
organization andknowledge aboutthemechanismsofprotein folding.27"37
The main protein properties can be classified as kinetic and thermodynamic.
Thermodynamic properties of the native state include high compactness, a low energy
necessary to stabilize the protein structure against the highly entropic unfolded states; low
energydegeneracy, leading to aunique nativestructure which isimportant for its physiological
function; a hydrophobic core in aqueous media; and abundant secondary structure. On the
other hand, the kinetical properties involve a fast folding time (for the formation of the native
structure underphysiological conditions) andaslow unfolding time(which isimportant for the
stability of thenativestate).
Studies of protein folding areusually carried out bychanging environmental conditions. For
example aprotein moleculecanbeunfolded byraising or lowering ofthetemperature.3842 The
latter is connected with the fact that part of the binding forces involve the entropy of the
surrounding solvent. In addition, folding canbe induced bychanging thepH of the solution, or
by adding compounds such as urea and guanidium hydrochloride. Thermodynamic
characteristics such asthe free energy difference between thefolded andunfolded forms of the
protein moleculecanbestudied bymeasuringtheir relativeconcentrations. The concentrations
are determined by using probes which can distinguish between the folded and unfolded forms
of the protein molecule. Thus, viscosity measurements can be used to probe whether the
molecules arecompact or extended. Low X-ray scattering areused to determine compactness.
Probes suchasvisiblelightor fluorescence spectroscopy aresensitive to the local environment
of certain amino acid residues, thus indicating the presence of secondary structures. The
nuclear Overhauser effect and other NMR phenomena give information about the relative
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location of two groups in a protein molecule and thus give information about the tertiary
structure.4344 Calorimetric studies give the total energy content of a protein solution which is
connected to theequilibriumconstant through theVan't Hoffslaw.Biological and biochemical
procedures can be used for the binding of antibodies to the protein inorder to determine what
fraction of the molecules exhibits antigenicity. In addition, it is possible to use assays of the
activityof anenzymebecause theactivitydepends onthethree dimensional environment ofthe
activesite.
The first step in understanding how proteins fold include knowledge of the rates for the
elementary structural processes involved. With the availability of several new fast kinetic
methods (for example nanosecond laser temperature jumps for the initiation of the folding
process4547), it is now possible to measure rates on any timescale of interest. Data are still
rather limited, but the rates at which a number of elementary processes occur, such as the
formation of the helices and loops for helical proteins or of (3-hairpins and loops for P-sheet
proteins, have been measured. Thusexperiments based ontime-resolved infrared spectroscopy
for the average helix content suggest that helices may generally be expected to form in ~ 100
n s 46,47On the other hand, helix formation can be used to estimate the rate of turn formation.

Thus modeling of helix-coil kinetic data from temperature jump experiments suggest that the
rate of turn formation is ~ 500 ns. Loop-formation rates can be determined from
intramolecular ligand binding studies. Using photochemical triggering and nanosecondresolved optical spectroscopy, the time constant of the heme binding to a Met residue located
about 50 residues distant from the heme along the polypeptide chain was found to be 40
|j S 48,49 Theoretical estimates50-51 suggest that the rate of shorter loops (6-10 residues long) is
approximately 10-25 faster than 50-residue loops, that is, ~ lus. As a result the above
experimental data suggest that loop formation would be rate-limiting at least for the fastest
folding proteins, i.e. approximately 1jas seems a reasonable estimate for the shortest time in
which asmallprotein can fold.
Thermodynamical experiments showed that in most cases protein folding and unfolding
involve only two thermodynamically distinct states or phases (fig.6).52 The folded state
consists of a spatially narrow distribution of structures, whereas the unfolded state contains a
much larger number of distinct configurations that have a much broader spatial distribution.
The state at the maximum in the free-energy profile is called the 'transition state' for protein
folding. The two-state picture is also consistent with the fact that different probes, such as
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viscosity or spectroscopy, indicate that the transition occurs at the same set of conditions as
measured separately byeach of the probes. This makes it possible to compare calorimetrically
determined equilibrium constants directly with spectroscopical determined ones, and they
agree.38 One of the main experimental observations is that the free energy difference between
folded and unfolded forms is often quite small, of the order of a few kBT. The two-state
thermodynamics ishowever notuniversal.There areseveralexamples inwhichdifferent probes
show non-coincident transitions, such as multiple domain proteins and the molten globule
state.

unfolding conditions

F(Q)
Fast

folding conditions

Figure-6. Free energy profiles for protein folding and unfolding for two-state proteins. Q is the reaction
coordinate. The process U'—>Uis the response of the unfolded state to the change from unfolding to folding
conditions. N—>N'is the response of the native state to the change from folding to unfolding conditions. The
barrier between the folded and unfolded states is not sharp, i.e. there is an ensemble of transition structures of
which the probability of proceeding forward to the native state is significantly higher than back to the unfolded
state.

In addition to the equilibrium measurements, kinetic consideration of the free energy
profiles in fig.6 indicate that fast initial processes can occur even in two-state proteins. In
experiments, in which the solvent is changed from strongly unfolding to strongly folding
conditions, collapse to more compact structures occur. In the free energy profile this is a
barrierless process and therefore very fast. The formation of a more compact denatured state,
as the denaturant concentration decreases, is a general property. An interesting issue, that is
addressed by fast mixing experiments, is whether the compact denatured state under strongly
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folding conditions retains a random organization of the polypeptide chain, or whether it
assumes a native-like fold, asfound inthe molten-globule state.53-54 Fast processes occur also
in unfolding experiments prior to the formation of the unfolded state (fig.6). Changing the
solvent conditions influence the distribution of conformations in the native state and make
partly unfolded structures rapidly accessible. Conformational changes in native proteins is
known to occur in approximately picoseconds. Therefore, fast structural changes may occur
prior to crossing the main thermodynamic barrier to the unfolded state (a process that usually
takes milliseconds or longer). In two-state kinetics both folding and unfolding are single
exponential processes, and the ratio of the folding and unfolding rate constants isequal to the
population ratiooffolded andunfolded statesobtainedinequilibriumexperiments.54
Protein molecules onthe onehand arefinite systems and at the sametimethey are still very
large in atomic terms. These features of protein molecules give the possibility to consider
protein folding from two points of view, namely as a complex chemical reaction28 and as a
phase transition.55 There are a few major questions around which the theoretical studies are
focused: 1) What are the sequence requirements for proteins to fold rapidly and be stable in
their native conformations? 2) What are the thermodynamic mechanism(s) of protein
stabilization and the kinetic mechanism(s) of folding? 3) Are there special native structures
(packing patterns) that are more likely to correspond to the native structures of foldable
proteins?4)What isthebest approximation for protein-folding energetics?At present, because
of the time scales involved in protein folding (from several microseconds to minutes),
simplified lattice protein models whose dynamics are defined by Monte Carlo methods appear
to be the only candidates for computational studies. Simplified models55-56 provide a coarseo

grained description (1 ms and > 10A, respectively), i.e. they cannot depict all the details of
protein structures such as location and size distribution of hydrogen-bonded secondary
structures, side chain conformational degrees of freedom important for packing, etc. Each of
these different detailshas its own energy scaleand it isnot obvious how theycan betaken into
account when making the connection between simplified models and experiments on real
proteins. The main requirement for simplified models is their ability to reproduce the most
essential effects of protein folding: aunique native structure, a large number of conformations
(the 'Levintal paradox'), fast folding to native state and cooperative folding (first-order like)
transition.
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Fromthepoint of viewof thecomplexchemical29-56 reactions it ispostulated that: firstly, in

its non-native interactions, aprotein resembles a random heteropolymer. In its extreme form
this suggests that the energies of globally distinct states can be taken as random variables
which areuncorrelated (randomenergy model). Secondly, when apart of the protein molecule
is initscorrect secondary structure, theenergy contributions are expected to be stabilizing. In
addition, when a correct contact is made, the energy may go up occasionally, but when
averaged over all possible contacts, the energy will go down. Thirdly, the conformational
states of protein chains with random sequences arecharacterized byarough energy landscape.
The source of the roughness are the frustration arising from conflicting interactions and
geometric constraints, which present a large barrier for the reconfiguration between different
conformational states. Thus protein folding is regarded as the motion of a protein chain on a
partially rugged, funnel-shaped energy landscape as it searches through an enormous number
of possible configurations on its way to the unique native structure. The landscape of the
protein funnel is characterized by three parameters: the mean square interaction energy
fluctuations, AE2, measuring ruggedness; a gradient toward the folded state, 8Es; and an
effective configurational entropy, SL, describing the search problem size ('Levintal paradox').
The main feature of the funnel description is the concerted change inboth the energy and the
entropy as one moves along the reaction coordinate (similarity of the configuration to the
native structure-degree of collapse, helicity, fraction of correct contacts and dihedral angles
etc.). Astheentropy decreases so does theenergy. The gradient of free energy determines the
average drift up or down the funnel. Superimposed on this drift is a stochastic motion whose
statistics depends on thejumps between localminima.In afirstapproximation thisprocess can
be described as diffusion. There are different kinetic scenarios depending on the variation of
entropy, mean energy and ruggedness as the protein ensemble descends in the funnel. If the
energylossalwaysexceedstheentropy,whentheensemble of intermediate structures becomes
progressively more native-like, there is a 'downhill' scenario. This occurs for folding funnels
with very large 5£ s . The rate of folding does not follow the first-order chemical reaction,
rather it depends mainly on the lifetimes of the individual microstates. If a glass transition
occurs before the native state is reached, the overall kinetics become multiexponential.
Different protein molecules are stucked in a few different microstates with different rate of
folding. When the entropy decreases more rapidly than the energy, a free energy maximum
results. At themacroscopic levelthe folding isdescribed bya single-step, exponential kinetics.
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The 'ruggedness' of the landscape isresponsible for thetransient trapping of structures that are
either partially folded or misfolded. Inother words, there is aglass transition which can occur
either before the thermodynamic barrier or after it. If the landscape is sufficiently smooth, the
traps are shallow and there is no significant accumulation of intermediate structures that may
result in slow and/or multiphasic kinetics. In this case, only two states (folded and unfolded)
are observed inboth kinetic and equilibrium experiments (fig.6). Activation to an ensemble of
states near the top of the free energy barrier is the rate-determining step. Another very
important factor, which controls the search for the native state, is the geometric constraints
coming from the chain connectivity and determining inparticular the native state accessibility.
They force the sequence to assemble by following an average sequential order. The protein
initially collapses and starts a reconfiguration process until some critical residues are properly
assembled. Once this occurs, the probability of formation of other native contacts is enhanced
andthefolding results inan increasingly rapidcollapsetothenativestate.
From the point of view of statistical thermodynamics55 the important question is whether
the principle of minimal frustration, postulated in the random energy model of energy
landscape,28 can berealized withrealisticHamiltoniansbythechoice of appropriate sequences.
It is postulated that the size of the energy gap between the native state and the unfolded
conformations determines the stability and thefolding rates of proteins.According to this idea,
large gaps are associated with fast folding and stable sequences. Combination of design and
folding makes it possible to investigate protein folding and evolution separately from the
problemoffinding thecorrect potential functions for theHamiltonian. Asintherandomenergy
model, the energies of the conformations, which are not similar to the target structure of a
given designed sequence, are statistically equivalent to those of a random heteropolymer. This
leads to the existence of athreshold energy Ec such that the probability to find conformations
with an energy well below Ec is extremely small. In other words, if the probability function
W(E) is such, that W(E)AE gives the number of conformations with energies belonging to
the interval (E,E +AE), than the energy spectrum of aheteropolymer has a quasi-continuous
part at E >Ec such that W(E) » 1 and a lower discrete part at E < Ec where W(E) ~1.
Therefore the successful design should create sequences whose native energy EN is well
below Ec. Inthis wayrandomconformations willnot haveenergies close to that of the native
conformation and therefore will not serve as deep energetic traps for folding. Another
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important factor, which is necessary for the reproduction of the most universal feature of the
thermodynamics of real proteins, is cooperativity. Cooperativity suggests that proteins, at
conditions in which their native state is thermodynamically stable, follow a first-order-like
phase transition. This is supported by simulations on simplified model lattices. In these
simulations more cooperative transitions between unfolded and native states (with little
structural similarity between them) were found to correlate with sequences designed to have
large energy gaps and faster folding at temperatures where their native state is
thermodynamically stable. In contrast, sequences having a noncooperative-folding transition
fold very slowly at the condition inwhich their native state is stable (a temperature lower than
that of the glass transition is required to stabilize native conformations in this case). As was
already discussed above, the double-well free energy profile (fig.6) suggests two relaxation
times: one for the motion of a protein chain inthe free energy minimumcorresponding to the
unfolded state (which is very fast); and second to overcome the free energy barrier between
unfolded and folded states. In the fast folding part there is a reconfiguration via a collapsed
'burst-phase' intermediate, but this strongly depends on the conditions. Thus at higher
temperature, at which the entropy contribution is more pronounced, partly structured
intermediates are favorable. However at lower temperatures, in which the enthalpic
contribution to the free energy barrier becomes dominant, low energy intermediates are
disfavored. Andfinally, thecooperativity suggests that kinetically the protein folding transition
follows anucleation mechanism.The nucleusisthe lowest of all the free energy barriers inthe
transition stateensemble ofconformations. It isrepresented bycertain nonlocal native contacts
which lead to the formation of a critical fragment after which the subsequent dynamics lead
unidirectionally tothenativestate.
Recent experiments and theoretical (computational) developments have drastically
improved our understanding of what happens during the folding of protein molecules and how
this depends on such characteristics as environment conditions (concentration of denaturants,
pH, temperature etc.) and amino acid composition. In recent years, it has also been realized
that thesearch for aunique structure inaglobular proteins involves thediscrimination between
different overall folded structures, and that the collapse into a globule having secondary
structure does not by itself solve the problem of the search for a unique three-dimensional
structure.56 Thus the question still remains how this understanding of the protein folding
problem will help to solve the problem of protein tertiary structure predictions. There is no
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improvement in predicting the correct energetics of the residue-residue interactions. This
difficulty can be overcome by sequence design, but is limited in its applications to simplified
lattices. Improvement is needed in the direction of more realistic representation of protein
chain conformations including secondary structure formation and side chain packing which are
crucialfor the formation and stabilization of the native state. It isthe aimof the present thesis
tomakeafirst step inthisdirection.
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SUMMARY
Starting from the simple case of an external field acting on non interacting particles, a
formulation ofthe self-consistentfieldtheory for treating proteins and unfolded protein chains
with multiple interacting titratable groups is given. Electrostatic interactions between the
titratable groups are approximated by a Debye-Huckel expression. Amino acid residues are
treated as polarizable bodies with a single dielectric constant. Dielectric properties of protein
molecules are described in terms of local dielectric constants determined by the space
distribution of residue volume density around each ionized residue. Calculations are based on
average charges of titratable groups, distance of separation between them, on their pKa's,
residue volumes and on the localdielectric constant. Aset of different residue volumes isused
to analyze the influence of the permanent dipole of polar parts of the residue on calculated
titration curves, electrostatic contribution to the free energy of protein stability and pK shifts.
Calculations with zero volumes- which means that charged portions of protein molecules are
viewed as part of the high dielectric medium- give good agreement with experimental data.
The theory was tested against most accurate approaches currently available for the calculation
of the pKa's of ionizable groups based upon finite difference solutions of the PoissonBoltzmann equation (FDPB).For 70theoretically calculated pKa's inatotalof sixproteins the
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accuracy of the approach presented here is assessed by comparison of computed pKa's with
that measured. The overall root-mean-square error is 0.79 compared to the value 0.89
obtained by FDPB approach given in the paper of Antosiewicz et. all.1 The test of DebyeHuckel approximation for the electrostatic pair interactions shows that it is in excellent
agreement with experimental data as well as the calculations of the FDPB and TanfordKirkwood methods on the pK shifts of His64 in the active site of subtilisin over the whole
range of ionic strengths.2-3 The theory was also analytically and numerically tested on a simple
models where the exact statistical mechanical treatment is still simple.4-5

INTRODUCTION

From early studies 6 where proteins are assumed to be impenetrable spheres with charges
uniformly distributed over their surfaces it was widely believed that the destabilizing effects of
pH on protein stability were mainly due to the repulsive interactions between titratable groups.
These result from the large net charge that accumulates on the protein when it is far from its
isoelectric point. However recent experimental advances have shown that the main difference
between the folded and unfolded protein states comes from a smallnumber of amino acids with
anomalously shifted pKa's in its native state.7-8 Since these important experimental results were
recognized, the main goal of current theoretical approaches is to represent the electrostatic
contribution to total protein stability in terms of individual free energy contributions of acidic
and basic groups, as well as to understanding the physical basis and estimating the degree to
which the protein environment of each group alters its pKa's relative to the pKa's of the
groups which surround it.
Various methods are currently available for computing the electrostatic energy of
polypeptide or protein molecules but not one method is perfect for all applications. It is
important that in all these methods, the only specific characteristic of the protein molecule is
that in its native state, the protein forms a compact spherical-like region, the surface of which
separates two regions that differ in their composition. The molecular interior is generally
considered to be of low dielectric constant.9-10 Outside the molecular boundary there is an
aqueous medium of high dielectric constant. Analytical solution of such a model for natural
shapes of protein molecules is not yet available because of the complex behaviour of the
dielectric constant and ionic strength through space. The only existing analytical solution which
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deals with hypothetical spherical molecules has been proposed by Kirkwood.'' In one of the
most popular versions of this approach 12 the protein is assumed to be a sphere with charges
located at discrete sites immersed at some fixed distance beneath the surface of the sphere.
This model has been modified to incorporate depth parameters and surface accessibility13-14.15
Attempts were made to deal with the detailed microscopic dielectric effects of the protein and
the surrounding water molecules. The application of the method known as PDLD-"proteindipoles Langevin-dipoles"16, gives reasonable results. There are also models which treat
proteins with arbitrary shapes. They can be separated into two groups with the use of PoissonBoltzmann (PB) differential equations on the basis of a finite-difference approach17,18,19,20 o r
with an integral formulation of the problem on the basis of an appropriate density distribution
of induced polarization charge on the protein-solvent boundary. 21 Recently, the finitedifference solutions of PB and particularly linearized PB equations appear to be the natural
approach for computing detailed electrostatic fields in and around macromolecules.1-2-22-23-24-25
An important recent application26 examines the contribution of salt bridges to protein stability.
From these results, it follows that the native state is weakly destabilized relative to the
denatured one. In the last few years an attempt was made to incorporate the PB model in
conformational-search algorithms.27-28
Because of the complexity of averaging both conformational and charged states for protein
chain and each ionised residue respectively, previous investigations have attempted to attack
one or other aspect separately. A well known approximation which averages over the
ionization state of charged residues is the iterative method of Tanford and Roxby. 29 In this
method each ionizable group interacts with the average charge of the other groups. Recently it
has been shown that this method is a mean field one and a reduced site method has been
proposed. 5 Here, only the pKa's of residue groups which are near to the pH of interest are
treated with the full statistical mechanical expressions; the other ionizable groups are treated by
a mean field approach with some modifications. However at some pH values all of the acidic or
basic groups must be included in the rigorous statistical mechanical summation. Some
improvement was obtained by introducing the so called hybrid statistical mechanical/TanfordRoxby approximation4 and "cluster method". 30 A powerful Monte Carlo method has also been
developed which is very apropriate for large systems.31
A theory was developed which deals with the folding process of a fictitious two-state
thermodynamic pathway using a porous sphere model for unfolded protein chains. 32 - 33 The
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potential for the unfolded state is calculated using the Poisson-Boltzmann relation and the
interior of the porous sphere is taken to be a linear function of the chain density. The folded
state is accounted for by the approximation of the Linderstrom-Lang model. The theory
successfully accounted for pH and salt effects on myoglobin stability.34
In this present paper we present an approach which deals with both the problem of
conformational state and of ionisation of individual residues. The electrostatic interactions
between the protein titratable groups are considered on the basis of a self-consistent field
approach. The method is based on the approximation of electrostatic interactions between the
titratable groups with the interaction of each of them with a self-consistently determined
molecular field. The field can be different for different titratable groups or for identical groups
placed atdifferent spatial coordinates.
The explicit treatment of heterogeneity of residue sequence makes it possible to determine
all specific dielectric properties of ionized residue environments in the native as well as in the
denatured state. The use of molecular field approximation gives the possibility to replace the
complex dependence of electrostatic interactions on the space distribution of residue charges
with a sum over separated energy terms, each of which depends only on the coordinates of the
corresponding ionized residue. This allows, in a simplified form, to take into account the
averaging of electrostatic interactions over the different conformational states of the protein
chain. In this paper we consider the difference of electrostatic free energy between the native
and the denatured state of the protein chain. The native state is characterized using spatial
coordinates taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank. Electrostatic interactions in the
denatured state are only between residues which are close to one another along the chain but
not further than three residues, and strongly dependent on protein chain sequence.
In order to clarify the accuracy of the theory presented here the self-consistent field
approach is applied to determine 70 individual pKa's in a total of six proteins with currently
available experimental data- bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI), ribonuclease A (Rnase
A), ribonuclease Tl (Rnase Tl), two crystal forms of hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL), T4
lysozyme and barnase. Our results are also extensively compared with the most accurate
methods existing now based on the finite difference Poisson-Boltzmann method 1•4-22-23 as well
as analytically and numerically tested on a simple models where the exact statistical mechanical
treatment is still simple.4-5
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THEORY
Statement of the problem

The protein molecule is seen as a linear system with a given amino acid residue sequence
along its chain. Amino acid residues are treated as polarizable bodies with a single dielectric
constant. Dielectric properties of the protein molecule at any specific chain conformation are
described in terms of local dielectric constants determined by the space distribution of residue
volume density around each ionized residue. Electrostatic interactions are long-range ones so it
is not convenient to chose any particular conformation of the protein molecule as a reference
state of zero free energy. For the reference state we chose the state in which the residue groups
along the chain are disconnected from each other and separated at a distance where they
cannot interact and where there is no dissolved electrolyte. The ionization properties of
separated residues are described by their intrinsic pKa's which define the free energy E" of
charging the ionized groups. The pKa values in folded or unfolded protein chains are affected
by the pair charge-charge interactions-E:j, the desolvation of ionized groups and their
interactions with polar but neutral groups-£•. For a particular chain conformation the partition
function of the electrostatic part of free energy is a sum over the 2

exp

statistical weights

- — for a chain with N ionized residues. The pK shift of a
RT

particular ionized residue i is defined as follows: the partition function is separated in two
terms Z,(0) and Z,(g") which represent the charge or uncharged state of residue
i respectively and q" is 1 when the residue (' is basic or -1 if it is acidic. It is important to
remember that Zf (0) represents the sum over the statistical weights of 2N~' ionization states
of all other ionizable groups along the protein chain. So we have:

2.303
The titration properties are defined as:

Z,(g, )
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The equations (1) and (2) give the formal solution to the problem of pH dependent

properties in protein molecules but are of little value unless it is possible to evaluate the
partition functions Z,(0) and Z, (q"). The aim of this paper is to evaluate these terms on the
basis of a self-consistent field approach.

Self-consistent field

If a protein has N ionizable residues, a given ionization state of the protein can be defined in
terms of the vector {<7,},i=l to N, where q; is0 when the group i is neutral and 1for basic or 1 for acidic groups when it is charged. The Hamiltonian of electrostatic interactions at some
given ionization state of the protein molecule can be represented in the form:
N

N

i

N-IN-l

£({9.})=I«;+I*.4-SI*.

where fit is the change in electrostatic energy of charging the group i in water, A,.(j;) is the
change in electrostatic energy of the ionized group i in the all neutral protein environment
relative to the aqueous phase, fJr^rA

is the energy of electrostatic interaction between

residues i and j , in their charged state.
Following equation (3) for the free energy F of electrostatic interactions between the
titratable groups in the protein chain we can write:

F= -RT\r\

XexP

RT

In many cases when the interparticle interactions have multiple characters it is appropriate
to assume a simplified form for them, in such a way that the main properties of the system are
conserved. The required modifications can be obtained on the basis of some minimization
rules. For our purpose as a starting point for the minimization procedure the most appropriate
isthe well known classical statistical mechanics Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality. 37 ' 55
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Let {£„} betheenergiesofthe states for theinvestigated system and \En} betheenergies
of the same states for the modified one.Allproperties of the systems are described intermsof
theprobability distribution oftheirstates.Wehave:
=exp

'F-E.
RT

and P. :exp

(4)

RT

where
F = -RT\n

V^6™

RT

and F

-RT In

XexP

RT

are the free energies of the systems. Their probabilities have to fulfill the usual normalization
conditions:
n

n

Using (4)theGibbs-Bogoliubovinequality canbewritten inthe form:
F<F'+(E- E) p.

(5)

Theinequality (5) statesthat thefree energyofthe systemof interest islessthan or equalto
thefree energy ofthemodel systemplusthe average valueof thedeviation of theenergy levels
of the system of interest relative to the coresponding energy levels of the model system as
calculated in the model system. Free energy F of electrostatic interactions can be obtained by
theminimization overtheenergy E'ofthemodel systemintheform:
F = min{F+(£ - E')p)
Inequality (5) gives only the upper limit to the free energy of the system of interest.
Therefore the choice of the model system and it's adjustable parametrers are restricted by the
requirement that the limit on the right of inequality (5) be as small as possible. In the most
simple case the model system is chosen in such a way that real interactions are approximated
bythe molecular field acting at each charged residue. In this case the last term inequation (3)
isrepresented inthe form:

where 0(?}) isthemolecular field.
Therefore the Hamiltonian of the model system at some given ionization state {qt} of the
protein moleculeis:

(6)
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i

In a molecular field, ionized residues are independent from each other, so for the free
energy F'ofthemodel systemwecanwrite:

F =-RT •InZ,Z=J][ l +exp(-(i". •*'+*••ft)'(«."f +tf'*(*}) ) / ^ ) ) . <7," ={ "J
Theprobability that residueiisinthecharged oruncharged form when itisplaced at space
coordinate ^ is:

p'ti>—Yi

—-2

W

n d [ p{? )

1+exp(-(/z,. •?,"+A,-(r,)•(<?,") +q1; • 0(r,))//?rJ

~ '

Theprobability ofsomegivenset lq"} is:

nexp(-(^.-•i"+*•< • (<?.") 2 + 1 " •*{« ))IRT
kl
'({«*
n(i+ex P [-(^. •<?," + A, -( 9 ;) 2 +(?; - ^ ) ) / / ? r
Thus from equation (6) for the free energy of electrostatic interactions between the
titratablegroupsintheprotein moleculewehave:

F=F+^p{\q:])\^q:-fu{n,?iyq';-q:-^)

)

F^limf^^y^him^n)

(7)

where
q{r,) =0-(l-P

{?,)) +ql'-Pfr)

5F
<5F
Fortheself-consistent solution from — ^ ^ =0 and —T—- =0 weobtain:
m(r,)
Sq{r,)
8F/S®{r,) =q(rl) and <&(?})=] T / , ( ^ , 0 ) • q{r,)

(8)

i*'

where O(^) plays the role of a self-consistent field. Minimization of free energy in (7) is
carriedoutbyaniteration process.Wecanbegin with some arbitrary chosen molecularfieldor
somedistribution ofaveragecharges.Ineachstepofthe iteration procedure using theequation
(8) we define the molecular field which acts at each position in the globular structure. This
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field depends on the distribution of mean charges obtained at the previous step. Thus at
equilibrium the charge distribution obtained by the molecular field must coincide with the
charge distribution bywhich themolecularfieldisdefined. Depending onthesharpness ofthe
minimumitispossible thatthefree energy willincreaseifthe stepistoolongandtheminimum
ispassed.Thisisovercomebyintroducing aparameter X (0<X< l) intheform:
®(r)=A-(*(r),-*(F) / _ 1 )+*(r) | _ 1
where1 isthenumberofiteration steps.Iffree energy increases X isdecreasedbyhalf.

Clusterfield approach

The maindifficulty ofanykindofmeanfieldmethod isthat itisnotpossible to account for
states inwhich oneor several groups arecharged andothers neutral. Themeanfieldmethod
enforces symmetry andneglects correlations andasaconsequence allthe ionized groups are
seen as simultaneously charged. In the case of dominant repulsive interactions above some
critical value the meanfieldmethod leads to errors which are analyzed below. Here wegive
some modification of the self-consistent field approach described above which can take into
accountthecharged anduncharged stateofdifferent ionizedgroups.
For a particular ionized residue ithe other ionized residues are separated in groups or
clusters each ofwhich includetheresidue i. Weassumethat thedifferent clusterfieldsdo not
act on residue ;'at the same time. So they represent different states of the system. Wewill
illustrate the modification scheme in the most simple case of two cluster groups: thefirst
cluster- includes all charged groups; the second cluster- includes only ionized residue i all
other ionized residues are kept neutral. The second cluster is directly connected to thesocalled 'Null' model-the assumption that theprotein environment- inourcase the electrostatic
charge-charge interactions- do not shift pKa's of ionized residues at all. Onehas to keep in
mind that only the electrostatic interactions between the titratable groups are treated selfconsistently. The resulting free energy of residue ;' over the cluster fields is given by

t ,fx*,^

-RT\n 1 -t-exp

RT

form isgivenbythe formula:

J)

,asaconsequence theprobability that residue iisinthecharged
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E" +E; -RT\n

exp

1+exp

' q, xo, ^
RT

V

P =-

1+exp - E" + £ , -RT\n
(
r

f

E" +E^
RT

+exp

q" X $ ;

RT

)

I RT
J) J

J

E"+Ei +q" xO,."
RT

E.+EA
RT J +exp

exp
1+exp

1 +exp

/RT
sj J

E" +E,+q"

XQ,A

RT

Thepartition function oftheresidue iinthepresenceofanexternalfield isdefined asasum
overtheclusters with nonzeroexternal fields,therefore for thefree energy wehave:
f

F/RT = -\n

1+exp

E"+E,+?;'x$^
RT

JJ

The external field O, is again determined by the equation (8) but now the probability/*is
givenbythenewformula defined above.

Electrostaticfree energies

As was already mentioned above the protein molecule is seen as a linear system which
consists of different amino acid residues, some of which may ionize. Residue groups are
treated as polarizable bodies with asingle dielectric constant. The charged portions of residue
groupsaretaken asspheres withchargesplaced at their centers.Theprotein chain is immersed
in a solvent medium which is treated as a dielectric continuum. The solvent can contain a
dissolved electrolyte. Anyparticular chainconformation for aprotein molecule with N ionized
groups is characterized by the set of 2" electrostatical energy levels-which are simply
represented by all possible combinations of charged and uncharged forms for the ionized
groups. Taking into account the reference state the charged ionized residues are characterized
withaninternalfree energy givenby:
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An assumption is made that electrostatic potentials caused by the charged ionized groups
are governed by the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann differential equation 52 :

Ve(r)V<&(r)- e{r)k2{r)e^>(r)+\np{r) =0
, S7te2NI
ek2= , "
kBT
where Na, e, kB, T, O, / are Avogadro's number, the charge on the proton, Boltzmann's
constant, absolute temperature, electrostatic potential, and ionic strength, respectively. As a
consequence of the above assumption the electrostatic energy levels for a particular protein
chain conformation aregiven bythe formula:

where {r,} and \qt) define the spatial coordinates of amino acid residues and the distribution
ofcharged anduncharged ionized residuesalongtheprotein chain respectively.
The usual numerical or analytical (for some simple assumption about the shape of the
protein molecule) way to solve the PB equation is based on the assumption that the protein
charges are separated from the aqueous phasebytheprotein surface and as aconsequence are
part of the interior of the protein molecule. Therefore for the interior of the protein molecule
the solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the electrostatical potential produced at
coordinate r- by a unit charge placed at coordinate r, is given in the form
o(r,,r\ =—j
-,+$>\r,,r\, where the first term is the usual Coulomb term with the
e r r
A '~ J\
dielectric constant equal to that in the interior of the protein molecule. The second term is
connected with the dielectric interface between the protein interior and the aqueous phase. The
electrostatic potential o (rt,r71 outside the protein molecule can be separated into two basic
terms which correspond to the interaction of the ionized groups of the protein with the
polarization charges which they cause in the aqueous phase, and with the atmosphere of the
mobile ions around the protein molecule. Adetailed description of the variety of terms in which
the electrostatic potential can be separated, their physical interpretation and the accuracy of the
overall scheme of calculation compared to the experimental data and simple exact soluble
models is well documented.22,23,25,38,39
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Our approach differs from the above only in its assumption that the ionized groups are seen

as part of the aqueous phase rather than the interior of the protein molecule. This point of view
is supported by recent experimental and theoretical molecular dynamic calculations of
dielectric constant of protein molecules.40-41 The mathematical background is the same
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann differential equation, but the solutions now are different. We are
interested in physically simple model solutions of PB equation rather than exact considerations.
This follows from the basic assumption already made in the derivation of self-consistent field.
The external field in equation (8) which acts on ionized groups is averaged over their charge
state. Moreover in the average procedure we do not take into account the correlation between
the ionized residues. Therefore we can use such solutions of the PB equation which are
connected with the most probable charge states for the individual ionized groups. For charged
groups there are three possibilities: to be highly extended toward the aqueous phase; to be part
of the interface between the protein interior and the solvent and to be immersed in the low
dielectric environment of protein interior. It was already shown in the literature that the last
case for single and even for closely interacting charged groups is very unfavorable. 26 - 30 ' 42 In
most of the cases they will be neutralized, or if the charged forms are stabilized by some
additional interactions, such as for example hydrogen bonds, they will not contribute to the pH
dependent properties of the other charged groups. This follows from the fact that the
electrostatic potential, which two opposite interacting charges produce, must decrease when
charges approach each other.
In the case when ionized residues are seen as part of the high dielectric medium the
following approximations are made: firstly, charged ionized groups do not interact with the
polarization caused by the other charged groups, secondly, the ionic atmosphere around each
charged ionized group is not affected by the other charged groups and lastly, we neglect the
position-dependence for the contribution of the atmosphere of the mobile ions. As a
consequence the solution of the PB equation outside the spheres of the charges can be
approximated with the well known Debye-Huckel expression and the third term in the
Hamiltonian of electrostatic interactions takes the form:
I

I

"\

-a

2

e exp

l"f{r,,rj)q"

••9i

\

(

e\r, -r.

1 +- a
V

r

4j

-q"

(10)
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where a is the charge exclusion radius and rd is the Debye radius. Inside the charged spheres
the solution has the form:
Ofrt,r) =—.
r
e|r-/;.|

x
e

rd +a

From the first term, taking the potential on the surface of the charges one can easily derive
the expression for the self-energy of the ionized residues caused by the polarization of the

1 (q"ef
and from the second term, the self-energy caused by the mobile ion
2 ea

solvent medium

1W'ef
atmosphere
v

1
x

2

e

.Taking into account the reference state the second term in
rd+a

the Hamiltonian of the electrostatic energy levels is given by:
X[q')
,yi
''

=

^-^-x
2 e

(11)
rd+a

Different considerations are needed when ionized residues are seen as part of the dielectric
boundary between the protein interior and the aqueous phase. The boundary is treated as a
region with non zero thickness described in terms of local density which characterizes the
packing of protein chain portions around ionized groups and as a consequence the dielectric
properties of the ionized residue environment. The modification, which can be derived from
simple physical considerations, concern the charge exclusion radius which is taken to be an
effective radius rather than the actual dimension of the charge portion of the ionized residue,
and the Debye radius of the mobile ion atmosphere.. This can be illustrated in the following
simple example. Let us look at the case when a charge is immersed in the centre of a dielectric
sphere with radius R and dielectric constant e2 surrounded by a solvent medium with
dielectric constant £,. The difference of the charge self-energy caused by the polarization of
the dielectric sphere and the surrounding solvent medium is given by the expression:
AF; =

(<7,"<0

1

1

1 0 iq'le)2
a

RJ

2acff

£2

£, J

If R » a , aeff ~ a. It follows that the dielectric properties of local regions around each
residue in the folded protein chain attains that of the infinite bulk medium with the same local
dielectric constant not far from the residue charge. Therefore we can neglect the boundary
effects associated with R, or account for it by the effective radius of the residue charge.
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The above simple analysis allows us to assume the following model, from which a Debye

screening length can be obtained. Let r^ be the concentration of mobile ion in the solvent
medium far from the region occupied by the chain. An assumption is made that the interface
between the interior of the protein molecule and the aqueous phase is penetrable for the mobile
ions. The concentration of mobile ions around some ionized residue iis:
1 \\

1
n =ntl- exp

2aeffRT

where £ w is the dielectric constant of the solvent. Thus for the Debye length of screening we
have:
i

n)
As a consequence of the above considerations, for the second term in the Hamiltonian of the
electrostatic energy levels we can again use the Debye-Huckel solution, but now the basic
parameters as charge radius and Debye length are function of the residue spatial coordinates.
For each residue there is a sphere with specific radius from which one can derive the
corresponding effective parameters for the Debye-Huckel solution. For charge radius the
coordinate dependence is very small such that we will keep this parameter constant. Hence the
second term in the Hamiltonian takes the form:

*•<„•)•-vwhere a

ff(

=—
aeff

a

1

1

1

1

1
r

</

+a

«ry

k)2

(12)

) is the effective charge radius; e is the local dielectric constant of
R

residue i in the folded state of the protein molecule, e" is the local dielectric constant of
residue ;' in aqueous solution in the absence of all other residues, e is the electronic charge.
The third term in the Hamiltonian now is approximated by the expression:
r. —r,\ —a .

(<7;)-/,M)-(<?;H;)-

•exp
\r,- r , •£,-,•

1 +'d J

ill) (13>
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where £,:/ =—-(ei + £ J and rc

n{£ij))

InDebye-Huckeltheorytheterm
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beginsto

be important at high ionic strength wheretheDebye length reaches values of afew angstroms.
But taking into account that part of the space inthe vicinity of an ionized residue is restricted
a

eff

for themobile ions from theprotein body,wewillaccount for thisbyneglecting the term
inthedenominator. Furtherwewillneglect aeff unlessotherwise specified.
The advantage of theexpression (13) isthat now theenergy between two residues depends
on the local packing around and between the interacting charges from residue groups, which
arefar alongthechain but close inspaceto the interacting pair, rather than onthe shape of the
molecule.
Theinteractions between theionized groups whentheyareseen aspart ofthe interior ofthe
protein molecule are reduced to zero because of the zero probability of individual ionized
groups to be in charged form. This strongly reduces the possible errors connected with the
above approximations which inthe other case, when the charges arefixedand ionized residue
do not change,their ionization statewillbe very great when wemove from the aqueous phase
towardtheinterior oftheprotein molecule.

Localdielectric constantandlocalpackingdensity

The main idea of the model for calculation of dielectric constant e(r) is that a dielectric
constant £, equal to that in the protein core, is ascribed to each amino acid residue. Chain
conformations form different kinds of residue distribution in space .So we have the following
picture: small particles with intrinsic dielectric constant el are distributed randomly in a bulk
mediumwithdielectricconstant E2. Theelectricalfieldisaveraged inavolumebigger than the
irregularity of residue distribution. For such a mean electrical field the bulk medium together
with randomly distributed particles is treated as isotropic and a dielectric constant may be
involved.43 Anexact resultcanbeobtained intwocases:
1) n(r)« 1 , £, and £2 are arbitrary

e(r)=6,+/i(r)-J' + " 2 ^ )

(14)
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where e(r) isexpanded about n{7) andcorrected tofirst order.
2) le,- e 2 | « £ , +e2
._. - 35(e)2 £{r)= £
j ^ - ,e = el+n(r)-(e2-el)

(15)

Equation (15)may betransformed intheform:
e(r)=i - » ( r ) . ( l - « ( r ) ) . ^ ^ l

(16)

where
5(e)2 =(1-«(?))•( ^ )%»(r)-(& 2 ) 2
&, =e, - e=n(r)(e 2 - £ , )
& 2 = £ 2 - e =(l-n(r))-(e2-e,)
Onthebasisof equations (14)and(16)wetakethefollowing approximated form:
e(r)=£-n{r)(]-n(r))-t±-^-

(17)

e+e, +e 2
where e(r) runsbetween e, and e2 when n(r) runsbetween 0and 1 (see fig.l).
For the determination of local density each residue isplaced in the center of a sphere with
suitableradiusandtheaveragevolumedensity istakenintheform:

^)=I^-KH^IMMW
i

V = J47tAr2 •f(Ar,R)iAr

, 0<|^- r.| < R

0(/?-|j;-r,.|) =O i f ^ - ? j | > R a n d 9^R-\r, - r,.|)= 1if |^-r,.|</?
where i is the number of the residue along thechain; v, is the volume of residue i;
SIR- jj- fAItakes into account only this group of the chain which contributes to the density
insidethesphere, f( ^ - r\, R\ istheweightradial factor insidethesphere.

(18)
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Figure-1 Dielectric constant asafunction oflocal density. Thetheoretical curve isrepresented as (
)
(seeequation (17)).Linear relationship (
) between the £ =4 and £ = 80 isgiven asacomparison and
hastheform: £ = £lv +n-\£

- £ , ) , where n isthelocaldensity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Numerical test on small model systems
Two interacting titratable groups.

We consider a detailed physical picture of a self-consistent field approach on a simple model
of two interacting titratable groups.4-5 The Tanford-Roxby approximation 29 works quite well
for weakly (< 1kcal/mol) interacting groups but breaks down when groups with similar pKa's
interact strongly. The Monte Carlo sampling technique was also tested on the model of two
interacting titratable groups. 4 The usual Metropolis algorithm is shown to converge far more
slowly because of the energy barriers between states of low energy, causing the Monte Carlo
trajectory to be trapped in a local minimum. When two ionized groups change their states at
one Monte Carlo step the results are in excellent agreement with the exact solution. Our
approach is also a mean field one, but it differs from the Tanford-Roxby method and gives fully
compatible results with exact solutions up to coupling energies of 2.3 kcal/mol. For higher

43
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coupling energies the results are similar to those of theTanford-Roxby approach. However for
coupling energies between 2and 2.3 kcal/moltheminimization process becomes unstable. The
comparison between theresults of thepresent study and that of Tanford-Roxby4 as well as the
exact solution ontheindividual averagechargesat2and2.76kcal/mol isgiven infig.2A,BThe main result from fig.2 isthat above 2.3 kcal/mol the curves diverge from each other in
theregion of pH valueswhere they are halfionized.Fromequations (7) and (8) one canfinda
simpleanalyticalexpression for theequilibriumfree energy asafunction oftheaverage charges
ofthetitratable groups relativetothereference stateofzeroenergy interaction:
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Figure-2. The individual titration curve of two identical ionized residue having pKim = 5.0 and coupling
energy 2 and 2.76 kcal/mol. Fig.2A-titration curve at coupling energy 2 kcal/mol; (—) calculation was by the
self-consistent field approach; (
) calculation was done with the complete statistical method. Fig.2Btitration curve at coupling energy 2.76 kcal/mol; (—) calculation was by the Tanford-Roxby4 approximation;
(
) calculation was by the self-consistent field approach, the middle line represents the case where the
minimization of free energy start with equal fractional charges for the ionized groups; ( • ) calculation was done
with thecomplete statistical method.
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1.+ exp(-2.303<?, x (pH - pK{ ))
RT

• = In

l.+ exp(-2.303?, x (pH - pK{))x

<?,

exp

1.+ exp(-2.303<? 2 x (pH - pK2))
In
1.+ exp(-2.303<? 2 x (pH - PK2 )) x exp -

xEx{l2,

RT

RJ,

^ "

(g,)xgx(Q
RT

where pKj and pK2 arethe intrinsic pKa's of the groups while E is the sign-independent
interacting energy inkcal/mol.Because we are interested in the case where ionized groups are
half ionized, there is an additional condition which has the form \qi) +\q7j=\.

The

equilibrium free energies for coupling energies of 2 and 2.76 kcal/mol, as a function of the
averagecharges,areshown inthefig.3A,B.
At coupling energies between 2 and 2.3 kcal/mol the free energy minimum becomes very
wideandthe minimization processdoesnot converge well.Athighercoupling energies (Figure
3B) a second free energy minimum isattained. If the coupling energy is increased further, the
separation between the minimumsalso increases: when weconsider thefractional ionization of
the groups, we reach a situation where one of them is fully charged while the other is
uncharged. After the first 1or 2 steps the minimization trajectory entirely lying on the free
energycurves obtained bytheequation (19) alongthe maindiagonalof the square phase space
as is shown on fig.3A,B. Depending on the starting conditions the minimization trajectory can
be trapped in one of the local free energy minimums, or can be kept on the top of the free
energy barrier. As a consequence of the entirely symmetrical potentials, which each group
produceontheothertheminimization trajectory, degeneration intoasinglepointoccurs.
At low pH values the fractional ionization of the groups is small and as a consequence the
effective average coupling energy is smaller than 2.3 kcal/mol. Therefore at these pH values
the free energy has one minimum. At high pH values the fractional ionizations of the ionized
residues areclose to 1,but intheseconditions the coupling energy is only a small perturbation
to the individual probabilities of each of the ionized residues to be in the charged state when
there is no interaction between them. Hence at these pH values the free energy also has one
minimum.Physicalinterpretation ofself-consistent minimization offree energycan begivenon
the basis of the definition of the entropy of nonequilibrium systems.44 The minimization

(19)
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processcanbe seen assomekind of equilibriumkinetic which depends on the starting point in
thephasespace.

A

B

0*

c

Figure-3.Equilibrium free energyasafunction oftheaveragechargesoftwoidentical ionized groupswith
pKm =5.0;fig.3A-couplingenergy 2 kcal/mol andfig.3B-coupling energy 2.76kcal/mol. Thecoupling
energy2kcal/molrepresentsthecriticalvalueabovewhichthefreeenergyminimumisdegenerate.
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Eachpoint ontheminimization trajectory represents anonequilibrium state,whose selection
isrealized under aself-consistently determined molecularfield.Thisfieldrestricts the systemin
some region in the phase space, the volume of which represents the entropy of the
nonequilibrium state. Therefore, the entropy of the system in the external field can be
represented inthe form:
S«ontq _fpexl.field

_

/Q\\/RJ

where the external field O is averaged using the Hamiltonian in which the external field is
already included.Thus,thenonequilibriumfree energyofthesystemhastheform:
Fnlmeq IRT ={E)^IRT- S^"""

(20)

When one of the groups is acidic and the other basic there is no upper limit, self-consistent
and exact solutions are identical everywhere. The exact solution according to the chosen
reference statecan berepresented asfollows:
RT
where Wt 2=

l.+W,xW2 x| exp(-*'

H2
RT

- 1.

exp(-2.303xq]2 x[pH- pKl2:))
-.
'•
—rr aretheprobability of the ionized groupsin
1.+expf-2.303xqt2 x(pJY- pK,2)]

thereference state.

TenInteracting TitratableGroups

The model system of ten ionized groups was first proposed and investigated in detail by
Bashford and Karplus5 who introduced the reduced-site approximation. Thereafter the model
was widelyused asatest for novel approaches. Therefore themodel isuseful for a comparison
between different approaches. The basic idea of the reduced-site approximation method is to
usetheexact statistical mechanicalcalculation over asubset oftitratable sites.Thereductionof
the number of titratable groups isbased on thefact that not allwill titrate at apH of interest if
their pKa's have a broad distribution over the range 4 to 10, which is typical for protein
molecules.
The basic assumptions of the model are as follows: pKa's of the groups are randomly and
uniformly distributed intherange4.0 to 10.0,andthegroups arerandomly assigned asbasic or
acidic with equal probability. All self energies are set to zero. The accuracy test isassessed by
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the root-mean-square and maximum deviation relative to the exact solution. The test
procedure is separated in two parts: in the "strong coupling" case-the pair interactions are
randomly and uniformly distributed in the range of 0.69-2.1 kcal/mol.; in the "moderate
coupling" case- the pair interactions are randomly and uniformly distributed in the range of
0.138-1.1 kcal/mol.
Because of the additive way in which the parameters of the system, pKa's of the different
groups,pH andthepair interaction terms Etj, appear intheHamiltonianof the system, there is
some kind of translational symmetry relative to the pH.For example pK and pH always arein
combination (pH - pK) multiplied bysomeconstant. Therefore ifallthepKa's arechanged by
the same valueA,the systemcan be kept inthe same state bychanging the pH inthe opposite
direction -A. Therefore all calculations are made at pH=7 over the total of 3000 sets of
randomly generated pKa'sand £,, for thestrongandmoderatecases respectively.
The results for strong and moderate cases are shown in fig.4A,4B. The histogram bars
represent the results taken over all 10 titratable groups in all 3000 'molecules' relative to the
averagecharge9oftheindividual groups.
Fromfig.4Aand fig.4B wesee that for thestrong and moderate cases, the maximum errors
of the self-consistent field approach are similar to that of the Tanford-Roxby mean field
approach. But the average errors are similar to that of reduced-site approximation, especially
for the moderate case, where at the extremes of 0 intervals, the self-consistent field approach
givesbetterresults.
This can be easily explained. The upper limit for the site energy in the case of repulsive
externalfieldis 2 kcal/mol above which the self-consistent field fails. On the other hand, the
results depend strictly on the distribution of titratable sites as either acidic or basic. For
uniform probabilitydistribution, themost probable isthe50%:50% acidic against basic groups.
As such conditions depend on the character of the distribution of pair energy interactions Etj
the titratable sites are influenced by the attractive or close to zero repulsive fields, where the
self-consistent field approach and the exact solution give essentially the same results. The
maximal errors in fig.5A,5B show that at high repulsive interactions the self-consistent and
Tanford-Roxby approaches give very similar results. The assumption that for the uniform
distribution inmost cases, the resultingfieldwhich acts on a particular site isclose to zero, or
is an attractive field, can be illustrated by the Cluster field approach described above. In this
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approach the states with the resulting repulsive fields are ignored because the unshifted pKa
states are more probable. The deviations from the unshifted pKa states are taken into account
only intheresulting attractivefields.Theresults aresummarized inTableI.
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Figure-4. fig.4 Average and maximum errors of Tanford-Roxby-' (gray bars), reduced-site approximation^
(black bars) and self-consistent field (white bars) for ten interacting groups. Errors are defined as the difference
between the exact 0 values and that of the corresponding approximation. For self-consistent field the
calculations are made for all of the groups of the 3000 random 'molecules' as explained in the text. Fig.4A,B
represent the strong and themoderate case of coupling energy between the titratable sites, respectively.

The alternative way to view these results is directly connected to the central idea of the
reduced-site approximation.5 From equation (8) it follows that thefieldacting on a particular
site isasumof terms each of which isproportional to theprobability that that particular siteis
in the charged state. Therefore at any given pH only sites which are more likely to be in the
charged statewillcontribute.
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Method

Table I
Teston mall model Svstems
chare fraction
free nergv kcal/mol
Coupling
Average Maximum Average Maximum
error
error
error
error

Predominant state approx

Strong
Moderate

Cluster method

Strong
Moderate

0.022
0.006

Self-consistent field

Strong
Moderate

0.044
0.015

0.240
0.097

1.200
0.520

0.170
0.062

0.077
0.024

0.310
0.140

0.220
0.096

0.290
0.106

2.400
0.850

This is also very close to thecluster and predominant methods.30 Cluster method separates
titratable groups into clusters and treats intra-cluster interactions exactly, but intercluster
interactions approximately. Thepredominant method takes into account singlehighly occupied
ionization states. The comparison with these methods allow us to include not only the
fractional charges but also the free energy of the system. The results are summarized inTable
II.

Table II
Test on small model Systems

Average
charge
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0

Self-consistent field
moderate coupling
strong coupling
Average Maximum Average Maximum
error
error
error
error
0.064
0.003
0.033
0.007
0.137
0.004
0.049
0.010
0.011
0.176
0.003
0.046
0.012
0.220
0.002
0.054
0.149
0.002
0.053
0.007
0.176
0.003
0.060
0.008
0.198
0.004
0.096
0.014
0.084
0.148
0.005
0.010
0.139
0.005
0.058
0.013
0.032
0.069
0.003
0.007

Cluster field
moderate coupling
strong coupling
Average Maximum Average Maximum
error
error
error
error
0.034
0.060
0.980
0.620
0.046
0.790
0.038
0.600
0.030
0.760
0.029
0.590
0.650
0.026
0.500
0.047
0.480
0.024
0.420
0.027
0.047
0.027
0.430
0.025
0.390
0.023
0.340
0.030
0.250
0.020
0.270
0.018
0.180
0.015
0.180
0.017
0.095
0.008
0.080
0.009

The free energy obtained by the predominant and the self-consistent field approaches are
veryclose to each other because both arebased on the most probable state of the system. But
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for the average charges the self-consistent approach gives very close results to that of the
cluster method both for strong and moderate cases. For the free energy of the system the
cluster method isconsiderably moreaccurate.

Test of Debye-Huckel Expression for the Electrostatic Pair Interactions on Aliphatic
Dicarboxylic Acids:DeterminationofpKaShifts
The model calculations are based on the following assumptions:first-carboxylicgroups of
thedibasicacidsareseen aslowdielectric regionswhich atclose distance givethe contribution
to the atom density around each of their effective charges;second-only the closest CH2 group
gives contribution to the atom density around carboxylate charges when the number of
intervening methylene groups isgreater than 2.Theradiusof the sphere inside which the atom
o

density around thecharges iscalculated bytheequation (18) is 5A.Because of the symmetry
at this radius the carboxylic groups inoxalic acid are half screened by each other. The infinite
longdibasic acid ischosen asthereference state.
The calculations are carried out using their X-ray coordinates of the dibasic acids. A
dielectric constant 2 is assigned to each atom of the dibasic molecule and the atoms are
o

o

o

represented by their van der Waals radiuses: ^?C= 1.7A, RCH2 =l.9A, R0 =l.5A. The
surrounding solvent is treated as a continuum with a dielectric constant 80.0. The charges of
carboxylate groups are placed in the middle between the anionic oxygen atoms. Electrostatic
interactions between the charges are approximated by the Debye-Huckel expression and
because there are not dissolved electrolytes inthe solvent the Hamiltonian of the system takes
theform:
^
E

332

166 r\

1

P

ex r a
where dielectric constant e is determined by the equation (17), ris the distance between the
charges of carboxylate groups, etlis the dielectric constant of carboxylate groups at their
o

reference states and a=2A istheeffective radiusofthecharges.
The exact statistical mechanic and self-consistent field expressions for the pK shifts are
givenby:
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explAp/r™

730ixqx(pH-pK)
RT

2.303

1+

lf-cons.

ApKse"-Cl

<?xO

_

2.303 xRT

23QBxgx(ptf-pK)+£Y
RT
-qx{pH-pX)
2.mxqx(pH-pK)

, where O isdefined byequation(8).

Theresults aresummarized inTableIII-Awherefor comparison wegivethe calculations
obtainedbythe FDPB method, Coulombpair interactions with dielectric constants e=80.0
and £=rx 10 taken from thepaperofRajasekaran et.All.42

dibasic
aciddil
oxalic acid(0)
malonic
acid(l)
succinic
acid(2)
glutaric
acid(3)
adipic acid(4)
pimelic
acid(5)
suberic
acid(6)
azelaic acid(7)

experimental
2.36
2.26

Table III-A.
pKa shifts indibasicacids
pKa shifts
self-onsistent
FDPB
field
1.71
1.70
5.41
2.41
2.40
2.42

E=80.0

e=r

0.98
0.83

25.49
18.47

0.84

0.70

0.71

0.82

0.58

9.00

0.47

0.54

0.56

0.49

0.47

5.98

0.38
0.34

0.44
0.41

0.47
0.41

0.37
0.30

0.40
0.35

4.14
3.15

0.28

0.36

0.36

0.27

0.31

2.49

0.26

0.32

0.32

0.24

0.27

1.89

The results are in very good agreement with the experimental data. The deviation in oxalic
acid as already was noted aremore probably connected with the sensitivity of the calculations
to the radius of the atoms when the charges are close. In the work of Rajasekaran et. all42 a
value 1.87 havebeenproposed for the C-atom and avalue2.55 for the pK shift was obtained.
With this correction our calculations give value 2.37 for the pK shift which is in an excellent
agreement with the experiment. Alittle deviation inthe case of long dibasic acids comes from
the fact that the effective radius inside which the atomdensity iscalculated isconstant. In real
dibasic acid with increasing the length between the carboxylic groups the dielectric constant
have rapidly to increase to that of the solvent 80.0 ascan be seen inTable III-A inthe column
of pK shifts calculated by the dielectric constant 80.0 and their correspondence to the
experimental data.
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Test of Debye-Huckel Expression for the Electrostatic Pair interactions on Subtilisin:
Determination ofpKaShifts ofHis64onRemoval ofAsp99and Glul56
Aset of different residue volumes isused to analyze the influence of the permanent dipole
of polar parts of the residue groups. The volume of amino-acid residues and some of their
atomic groups aregiven intableIII.45Spatialcoordinates ofresidues aregivenbythe centreof
mass of their heavy atoms. The volumes used in calculations are divided into four groups. In
thefirst group residues aretaken asa whole;inthe second group the volume of the polar part
of sidegroups are subtracted; inthe third group the volume of amino and carboxyl groups are
subtracted; inthefourth group residue volumes aretaken to bezero. Ineach group the residue
centre of mass isdefined between the remaining heavy atoms after deletion of the polar parts.
In such away it ispossible to account for theinfluence of thepolar parts of the residue on the
dielectricconstant.

TableIII
Residue p K * 4andvolumes4-*
volumefA )
residue

group1

A
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L
M
N
Y
P
Q
R
S
T
V

88
108
111
138
189
60
153
166
168
166
162
117
193
122
143
173
89
116
139
227

w

group2

group3

88
77
80
107
189
60
121
166
155
166
162
104
184
122
130
131
80
107
139
227

55
44
47
74
156
27
88
133
122
133
129
71
151
89
97
98
47
74
106
194

PK

9.3
4.5
4.6

6.2
10.4

9.7

12.0

The centre of mass of the polar parts of the residue represents the spatial cordinate of
residue charges and is defined between the heavy polar atoms. Local density around each
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residue charge is calculated in the sphere with radius 8A with the space coordinate of
nonpolar parts. The internal dielectric constant of residue groups in the case of non zero
volumes is 4, the dielectric constant of the solvent medium is 80. The effective radius of the
0

chargeofionizedresidues is 2A.
A detailed experiment using site-directed mutagenesis has been carried out on subtilisin in
order to evaluate the pK shifts on His64 in the active site of the molecule, caused by the
replacement of Asp99 and Glul56 by serine residues.3'35 Subtilisin is an excellent example for
our test for the following reasons: Firstly, it is a relatively large protein with 275 residue
groups among which44can ionizeincludingthe 'N'and 'C terminus and thedistances between
O

0

thedifferent pairs vary between 4A and 45A. Secondly, thisprotein isalready tested2 on the
ability of various theoretical methods to reproduce experimental data and this allows
comparison of the present approach with already existing methods. Thirdly, the available
experimental data obtained by Fersht and coworkers3'35 covered a very wide range of ionic
strengths which is very suitable for estimating the ability of the present approach to reproduce
the ionic strength effects. The results of this approach and that of other methods, taken from
the paper of Gilson and Honig2, are summarized in table IV and table V. Calculations are
carried out ontheX-raycoordinates ofthesubtilisin moleculetaken from thefilelsbt from the
PDB data bank. In the file, lsbt Asp99 is inverted with Ala98. In order to make our
calculations compatible with that in the paper of Gilson and Honig we have used the same
coordinates for Asp99 obtained bythese authors. Table IV includes the results of the removal
of Asp99, while in Table V, the results are summarized for the removal of Glul56. From the
paper of Gilson and Honig theresults chosen areobtained bythe Tanford-Kirkwood (TK) and
detailed PB methods. The TK method is carried out at three different depths for the charges,
which is very similar to our test on different volumes of residue groups. What is more
important isthat allthree methods are solutions ofthe linearized PBequation. TK and detailed
PB are based on the assumption that charges are part of the low dielectric environment of the
protein molecule and TK approximates the protein as a sphere, while the detailed PB takes
advantage of detailed protein shape. Our present approach is based on the assumption that
charges are part of the high dielectric medium. From the physical point of view, the solutions
of PB outside and inside the protein molecule have to converge when charges are close to the
protein boundaryfrom both sides.Thisisexactly what onecan see intableVandtable VI.Our
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results with zero volumes are close to the TK with depths 0.1A while those with volumes of
0

group-3 are close to the TK with depths 1.0A. In the tables V and VI the values obtained in
parenthesis include the Stern layer around each ionized residue. The thickness of the Stern
layer cannot be varied to any great extent because of the restriction from the packing of
o

residuegroups.Themaximalvalueis 1.5A. Theresultsobtained with the Stern layer are better
and cover the experimental results over the whole range of ionic strengths. The root-meansquare error of self-consistent and clusterfieldapproaches relative to the experimental data in
the case of Asp99 removal is 0.08 and in the case of Glul56 removal is 0.06, which can be
compared with the experimental error ±0.06.36 For TK and DPB these values are 0.097 and
0.09 for Asp99and0.06 and0.05 for Glul56. Inconclusion, fromthepresent results it follows
that the solutions ofPBwithcharges placed outside themolecule interior canbe approximated
with sufficient accuracy to the modified Debye-Huckel expression which depends on local
characteristics ratherthan ondetailedprotein shape.

Method
Experiment
Self-consistent field
(zero residue volumes)
Self-consistent field
(residue volumes from group3)
Cluster-field
(zero residue volumes)
Cluster-field
(residue volumes from group3)
Detailed Poisson-Boltzmann

TableIV
His64 pKshift caused bvtheremoval ofAsp99
Ionic strength (M)
0.005
0.010
0.025
0.100
0.38
0.42
0.36
0.26

0.500
0.10

0.19(0.20) 0.17(0.16) 0.11(0.14) 0.06(0.10)

0.01(0.02)

0.31(0.34) 0.28(0.31) 0.22(0.26) 0.12(0.16)

0.05(0.05)

0.21(0.21) 0.16(0.16) 0.13(0.13) 0.05(0.08)

0.01(0.02)

0.31(0.34) 0.28(0.31) 0.22(0.26) 0.12(0.16)

0.03(0.05)

0.31

0.29

0.25

O.If

0.24

0.19

0.15

0.09

0.04

(depths=0.1 A •£ , = 2 • £., = 78.0)
Tanford-Kirkwood

0.26

0.21

0.17

0.12

0.07

(depths=0.5 A.-£ = 2 • £, = 78.0)
Tanford-Kirkwood

0.32

0.27

0.24

0.19

0.14

(Stern layer=2.0 A , £
Tanford-Kirkwood

= 2

0.10

, £ = 80.0)

(depths=1.0 A , £ = 2 •£, = 78.0)
£p -aninterior dielectric constant of the protein molecule; £.( -solvent dielectric constant; pKshifts of His64
are represented bytheir absolute values.
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Method

TableV
His64 pK shift caused by the removal of Glut56
Ionic strength (M)
0.001
0.010
0.025

Experiment 3,3 '
Self-consistent field
(zero residue volumes)
Self-consistent field
(residue volumes from group 3)
Cluster-field
(zero residue volumes)
Cluster-field
(residue volumes from group 3)
DetailedPoisson-Boltzmann

0.100

042
041
°'39
0.24(0.25) 0.17(0.18) 0.14(0.17)

°25
0.07(0.11)

0.42(0.44) 0.33(0.37) 0.27(0.32)

0.16(0.21)

0.27(0.29) 0.14(0.18) 0.12(0.16)

0.05(0.09)

0.43(0.45) 0.33(0.37) 0.27(0.32)

0.16(0.22)

0.42

0.37

0.34

0.27

(Stern layer=2.0 A . £p = 2 • £ , = 80.0)
Tanford-Kirkwood

0.28

0.23

0.19

0.12

(depths=0.1 A . £ „ = 2 . £ , = 7 8 . 0 )
Tanford-Kirkwood

0.31

0.26

0.22

0.16

(depths=0.5 A , £p = 2 . £ , = 78.0)
Tanford-Kirkwood

0.39

0.34

0.31

0.25

(depths=1.0 A . £ , , = 2 . £ , = 7 8 . 0 )

Titration Curves
The self-consistent field approach isapplied to determine thetotal average charge of native
proteins at different pH and room temperature as well as the free energy difference between
the native and denatured states. We chose three proteins which had been well-studied in
previous experiments: lysozyme46, ribonuclease-A47 and ribonuclease-T1.48 For the last two
proteins (r nasa A and r nasa Tl) there are excellent experimental studies7 which allow
comparison of the theoretical results with those of the experimental data of the electrostatic
contribution to protein stability. For lysozyme only the titration curves of the native and
denatured forms are used.46 The crystallographic data are taken from the Protein Data Bank:
lysozymefile71yz,53ribonuclease-A file 7rsa,49ribonuclease-T1 file 3rnt.50
Titration curves of ribonuclease-A and ribonuclease-T1, in addition to that of lysozyme, at
different ionicstrengths,areshown infig.5 andfig.6 respectively.
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Figure-5. Experimental ( • ) and calculated titration curves of Ribonuclease A 4 ' and Ribonuclease T l 4 ° at
different ionic strengths: 0.1(A); 0.01(B); 0.15(C); 0.03(D); 0.01(E). Theoretical curves: (
), calculated at
volume group 1(see table III); (
) calculated at volume group 2; (
) , calculated at volume group 3;
(
),calculated at zero volumes.

The pH dependence of total average charge isobtained from the expression of free energy
the molecular field: F =^F: , where F- is the free energy of residue i in the molecular
field <&(*;).

~2,3' 8pH~HrfyH

i ' q'

It isseen that in the case of RNasa Aand RNasaTl the best fit with experimental results
is obtained with zero residue volumes. Therefore the ionized residues are seen as part of the
highdielectric medium.Lysozymeshows somedeviation from thispicture. Thebest results are
obtained at second and third volume groups, as it shows lower polarity. This difference
between the dielectric properties of proteins can be explained if the distributions of ionized
residues amongthelocaldielectricconstantsareobserved. Thesedistributions areshown inthe
fig.7 wheretheproteins arecompared ateach volumegroup.

101112
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Figure-6. Experimental^ and theoretical titration curves of hen egg lysozyme. For the native form
experiment ( • ) is at ionic strength 0.1(A), for the denatured form at 6M GuHCl. Theoretical curves are
calculated as follows: (
), calculated at volume group 1; (
), calculated at volume group 2; (
),
calculated at volume group 3;(
),calculated at zero volumes.

Infig.7A,B,Cthedistributions areobtainedoveralloftheresiduesalongthechain:
N(e) = X - ^ - ^ ,where 4<e<80
£,,4

"

where n{ek) isthe number of residues with the same local dielectric constant £k and N isthe
length of the protein chain. In fig.7D,E,F the distributions are only over the ionized residues.
Although lysozyme is more compact as a whole, as is seen from fig.7A,B,C, it's ionized
residues are associated predominantly with the aqueous phase rather than in R Nasa A andR
Nasa Tl-fig.7D,E,F. There is also an influence from the screening effect of the mobile ion
atmosphere. Therefore a lower polar environment around ionized residues is necessary to
compensate for the decrease of electrostatic interactions. Ascan be seen from fig.5A and fig.6
this effect isgreater below and above pH= 4 and pH= 10, respectively. Within these ranges
we have 2,3•RT•q° •(pH- pKt) >0 for both. At low salt concentration the Debye screening
length is much longer than the effective radius of residue charges, such that the interaction of
ionized residues withmobileionscanbeneglected.Thustheprobability ofthe charged formof
theresidue when p H ~ pK depends onlyonthe self energy of theBorn transferring value and
the electrostatic interactions between the titratable groups. Born effects always decrease the
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robability of the charged form, whereas electrostatic interactions stabilize the charged form of
acidic residuesat pH< 4 andfor basicresidues at pH> 10.
Regions of the chain which are rich in ionized residues (loops or bends) are located on the
surface of the protein globule. The deviation between different proteins comes from the depth
of immersion of these parts inside the globule. It can be observed from fig.7D,E,F, where
N(e) changes approximate linearly with £ and from one protein to the other, there is a shift
alongtheordinate.

Figure-7. Local dielectric constant and it's distribution along the protein chains of Lysozyme (
), RNasa
A(
) and R Nasa Tl (
). In the case of A, B and C all residues along the chains are taken into
account while in D, E and F only ionized residues are taken into account. Volume groups are represented as
follows: Aand D- group 1;Band E- group 2;Cand F -group3.

In fig.5B the experimental titration curve of the denatured form of lysozyme isgiven in6M
o

GuHCl. In this case, the Debye screening length is approximately 1A. In these circumstances,
even the ionized residues closest along the chain cannot interact. The overall charge of
lysozyme depends on the individual titration of each ionized residue. In contrast, in the
situation of low salt concentration, the Debye-Huckel self energy term from the mobile ion
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environment now contributes a significant role to the stabilization of the charged form of
residues.

Protein Stability

Free energy differences between the native and denatured states of R Nasa A and R Nasa
Tl, shown infig.8, areobtainedbytheminimization ofequation(7):

F/RT

0

2

F/RT

4

6

8

pH

10

12

14

pH

Figure-8. Electrostatic part of the free energy difference between the native and denatured states of R Nasa
A and R Nasa Tl. Experimental data' ( • ) for R Nasa A(A) are at ionic strength 0.15, for R Nasa T1(B) at
ionic strength 0.1.Curves arecalculated at zeroresidue volume: (
) ionic strength 0.15(A) and 0.1(B); () ionic strength 0.03(A); ( )ionic strength 0.01(A andB).

The use of PDB space coordinates shows that local motions of residues do not disrupt the
good relationship between the theoretical and experimental results (fig.5 and fig.6). However
in denatured states the picture is different. Long-range pair contacts have an entropic
contribution which is restricted only by the chain length placed between them. The
characteristic length connected with the electrostatic interactions can be introduced on the
assumption that

= 1. Therefore we have Ar„ =-——
, where Ei( is the'y
RT
'
RT
electrostatic interaction between the residues i and j . A simple estimation based only on the
shows that (Ar)
RT

V

=8A . In the denatured form, only the electrostatic interactions

•* / m a x
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between residues can be considered which are close within the chain but not further than 3
residues apart. Because in this situation the deviation of ftj (distance between the ionized
residues along the chain) is small, relative to that in the native state, it is possible to
approximate the denatured state using the coordinates from the native form. Minimization of
free energy is also based on equation (7). Thus, the electrostatic part of the free energy
difference between thenative anddenaturedform isexpressedas:
* T-,el

j? native

r<detwl

The experimental results infig.8are obtained assuming that the total free energy difference
(including not only the electrostatic interactions) is proportional to the concentration of
denaturant. The expected values of free energy can be obtained by extrapolation to zero
concentration of denaturant. If it isassumed that the non electrostatic part of the protein chain
interactions in the denatured state does not change on average from one conformation to the
other it is possible to anticipate that the electrostatic part of the free energy is shifted at
constant values >0 relative to theexperimental one.This isobserved infig.8.With decreasing
ionicstrength thefree energy minimum becomes sharperanddeeper.

pKa Shifts
For several proteins such as bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, ribonuclease A ,
ribonuclease Tl, hen egg white lysozyme and T4 lysozyme, detailed experimental data on the
individual pKa's are available. In this study, we present the results based on the self-consistent
field and cluster field approaches, and, where available, the results reported by the other
authors. The calculated pKa sets for each protein are compared with the experimental data
using the root-mean square deviation. From the analyses of the section on titration curves and
protein stability, the pKcalculations arecarried out asfollows: for henegg white lysozyme the
volumes of group-3 are used; for all other proteins zero volumes are used. Apart from
o

o

ribonuclease A where the Debye radius is 6.8A, a value 8.0A is used for other proteins in
order tofit theexperimental conditions.
TableVIA,Bpresentstheresults onpKshift calculationsfor triclinic andtetragonal crystal
forms ofHEWL.Inbothcases,self-consistentfieldgiveshigher values for the r.m.s. compared
to the null model. Explanation for this result is the incorrect predicted pK shifts of Tyr23 and
Tyr53. This occurs because close to each of these tyrosine groups there are basic ionized
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groups as follows: Arg44(5.32A) and Arg60(7.71A) around Tyr23; Arg61(12.9A),
Arg45(9.9A) andArg68(8.7A) aroundTyr53.

56.22

Null

10.6
2.6
10.3
5.8
2.8-3.0
10.3
9.8
10.4
6.1
4.3
3.4-3.7
12.1
1.5-2.5
3.5-3.75
10.7
10.1
4.0-4.5
10.2
2.7-3.1

10.4
4.4
10.4
6.3
4.0
9.6
9.6
10.4
4.4
4.0
4.0
9.6
4.0
4.0
10.4
10.4
4.0
10.4
3.8

Residue Expt.
Lvsl
Glu7
Lvsl3
His15
Asp18
Tyr20
Tyr23
Lys23
Glu35
Asp48
Asp52
Tyr53
Asp66
ASD87

Lvs96
Lys97
AsplOl
Lvsl16
CTER
r.m.s.d.

1.0

Table VI
A.pKa's intriclinic crystal structure of lvsozvme
Model
Self-consistent Cluster field Antosiewicz
field
etal
10.1
11.3
11.4
2.5
2.5
3.1
10.7
11.6
11.8
5.4
5.9
5.1
2.9
3.0
3.0
10.2
10.6
10.1
14.4
11.6
9.7
10.5
9.9
10.3
4.4
4.1
4.0
2.8
3.4
2.8
3.4
3.7
3.9
11.0
16.2
12.1
3.4
3.4
2.1
2.6
2.6
2.6
10.4
10.8
11.2
10.9
10.7
11.0
3.7
3.2
3.1
10.5
10.0
10.1
2.7
2.9
2.8
1.65

0.95

0.67

Yang and
Honie
10.2
3.4
12.0
6.7
4.0

3.1
1.6
10.5
11.4
6.4
10.6
2.6

Bashford anc
Karolus
9.6
2.1
11.6
4.0
3.1
14.0
11.7
9.6
6.3
1.0
7.0
20.8
1.7
1.2
10.4
10.6
7.9
9.9
2.3

1.3

2.7

10.2
5.6
1.6
5.2

Expt. -experimental pKa's (Kuramitsu and Hamaguchi ,Bashford and Karplus );Null - intrinsic pKa's;
r.m.s.d. -root-mean-square deviation; CTER ,NTER -'C and 'N terminus of thechain; "<x" -thedeviation is
set tozero and computed relative to "x"ifthecalculated value is greater than "x"; - "<x<" -thedeviations are
computed relative to the midpoint.

This is the situation when at low dielectric environment and high repulsive interactions the
self-consistent field leads to errors. If these two groups are not accounted for in the r.m.s.
estimation the result is exactly that of the null model. This implies that only the closest amino
acidsinthe spacecontributetosuch effects.
The cluster field approach can correct for such basic environment of tyrosine groups but
nevertheless theoverallr.m.s.deviation isstillslightlylowerthanthat ofthenullmodel.Oneof
the reasons is that all ionized groups are seen simultaneously as part of the solvent or
boundary. Thisisappropriate for our analysisoftheapproximations madeinthesolution ofthe
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PB equation but at lower dielectric constants, overestimation of some of the short-range
interactions occurs.

Residue Expt.
Lysl
Glu7
Lvsl3
His15
Asp18
Tyr20
Tyr23
Lys23
Glu35
Asp48
Asp52
Tyr53
Asp66
Asp87
Lys96
Lys97
AsplOl
Lysl16
CTER
r.m.s.d.

10.6
2.6
10.3
5.8
2.8-3.0
10.3
9.8
10.4
6.1
4.3
3.4-3.7
12.1
1.5-2.5
3.5-3.75
10.7
10.1
4.0-4.5
10.2
2.7-3.1

TableVI
B, pKa'sin tetragonal crystal structure of lysozvme
Model
Self-consistent Cluster field Antosiewicz
Null
field
etal
11.4
11.5
10.8
10.4
2.6
3.0
4.4
2.6
11.4
11.8
11.9
10.4
4.9
5.9
4.8
6.3
3.1
3.0
3.1
4.0
11.1
12.2
9.6
9.6
12.0
9.4
9.6
15.5
10.3
10.2
10.4
9.8
4.1
4.4
4.4
4.2
3.4
3.3
3.3
4.0
4.2
3.9
5.2
4.0
11.8
11.2
9.6
15.7
3.8
3.8
2.8
4.0
2.7
2.9
4.0
2.8
10.4
10.9
10.4
10.1
11.0
10.8
10.4
10.7
4.3
3.3
3.3
4.0
10.4
10.4
10.0
10.4
2.0
2.5
2.5
3.8
1.0

1.84

1.0

0.83

Yang and
Honie
12.1
2.4
11.5
5.6
3.0

5.6
2.2
10.0
11.0
6.8
10.4
0.5

Bashford and
Karolus
10.8
1.2
10.1
2.4
2.6
12.1
10.1
7.7
6.2
1.6
8.5
18.8
2.2
0.8
8.9
8.4
4.3
9.7
2.2

1.7

2.5

10.4
5.4
3.6
7.2

It isclearthat thesamedifficulties alsoexist for other methods ascan beseen from tableVI
A,B. Only the PB approach of Antosiewicz et al1 significantly beats the null model. Table
VII,VIII and IX show theresults onpK shift calculations for BPTI, R-Nasa Aand R-Nasa Tl
respectively. The results are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. For BPTI in
table VIII the overall r.m.s. deviation is0.31(0.27) for self-consistent field and 0.29(0.24) for
clusterfieldapproach compared to ther.m.s. of the null model 0.60. In parentheses are shown
results on r.m.s. when experimental pKa's of Asp3 and Asp50 are reversed because the NMR
could not distinguish these two groups. The results obtained with self-consistent and cluster
field approachescanbecompared with thebestPBmodel ofAntosiewicz etal..1
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TableVII
pKa'sinBPTI
_

Residue Expt.
NTER
Asp3
Glu7
Lysl5
Lys26
Lys41
Lys46
Glu49
Asp50
CTER

57 ,5X ,59

8.1
3.0
3.7
10.6
10.6
10.8
10.6
3.8
3.4
2.9

r.m.s.d.
r.m.s.d.

Residue Expt.
NTER
Glu2
Glu9
His12
Asp14
Asp38
His48
Glu49
Asp53
Asp83
Glu86
Hisl05
Glulll
Hisll9
Aspl21
CTER

7.6
2.8
4.0
6.2
<2.0
3.1
6.0
4.7
3.9
3.5
4.1
6.7
3.5
6.1
3.1
2.4

r.m.s.d.

r.m.s.d.

Model
Cluster
field
7.9
3.4
3.6
10.8
10.9
11.3
10.8
3.9
3.1
3.2

Antosiewicz
etal
7.1
3.4
3.7
10.5
10.5
10.8
10.2
3.9
2.7
3.5

Yang
etal."
7.0
3.6
3.4
10.7
10.8
10.3
10.3
4.5
1.7
3.6

0.60
0.60

0.31
0.27

0.29
0.24

0.47
0.40

0.77
0.66

Table V i n
pKa'sinRNasa A
Model
Null
Self-consistent Clusterfield
field
7.5
7.5
7.9
4.4
3.2
3.0
4.4
4.1
3.8
6.3
5.9
6.5
4.0
3.1
3.0
4.0
3.0
2.8
6.3
6.9
6.7
4.4
4.2
3.9
4.0
3.8
3.5
4.0
3.2
3.0
4.4
3.9
3.7
6.3
6.6
6.8
4.4
4.0
3.8
6.3
6.7
6.5
4.0
3.1
2.9
3.8
3.0
2.8
0.86

Residue Expt.*
His27
His40
His92
Glu58

7.5
4.0
4.4
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4
4.4
4.0
3.8

Self-consistent
field
7.6
3.5
3.7
10.5
10.6
11.2
10.5
4.1
3.2
3.3

Null

7.3
7.9
7.8
4.3

0.44

TableIX
nKa'sinRNasa Tl
Model
Null
Self-consistent
field
6.3
7.1
6.3
6.9
6.3
6.6
4.4
3.3
1.2

0.93

0.50

Antosiewicz
etal
7.0
2.5
4.1
4.5
1.9
2.8
6.5
4.6
3.6
2.0
3.8
6.2
3.8
5.9
1.5
2.3
0.75

Cluster
field
7.2
7.0
6.9
3.3

Antosiewicz
etal
6.7
7.5
6.9
2.5

0.81

1.1
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Theresults of these authors are asfollows: for BPTI0.47(0.40); for R-Nasa A0.75 and for
R-Nasa Tl 1.1. For BPTI, R-Nasa A and R-Nasa Tl the self-consistent and cluster field
approaches significantly beatboth thenullandthebestFDPB approaches.

Residue
His31
Asp70

Expt.
9.1
<1.4

Null
6.3
4.0

TableX
DKa'sinT4 lvsozvme
Model
Self-consistent Cluster field
field
7.5
8.7
0.6
0.6

Antosiewicz
etal.'
8.0
2.6

Yang
etal."
8.0
3.3

Table X shows the results for the salt bridge His31-Asp70 in T4 lysozyme. The calculated
pK shifts are inexcellent agreement with theexperimental data andbeat the nullmodel as well
as the PB approaches of Antosiewicz et al.1 and Yang et al..4 Our present results are also
consistent with the fact that the bridge is buried. The best agreement with the experiment is
obtained with volumes of group 2.This showsthat the account of hydrophobic environment is
very important to fit the experimental data. This is confirmed by recent investigations on pK
shifts insyntheticpeptides.51
In conclusion, a self-consistent field theory for treating the electrostatic interactions in
proteins ispresented. Thisincludes,not onlythenative state, but arbitrary chain conformations
andthepossibility ofpredictionsof avarietyofpHdependent properties:individualpK and pK
shifts for the ionized groups in addition to the wide range of ionic strengths; titration curves
and the free energy of the electrostatic part of protein stability. The main results are: Firstly,
the approximate solutions of PB equations, inthe case when ionized residues are seen as part
of the high dielectric medium, rather than the interior of the protein molecule are in excellent
agreement with the experimental data. This is also supported by the recent theoretical
calculations of the dielectric constant of proteins.40-41 The results obtained show that when
charged portions of the charged side chains are viewed as part of the solvent medium the
theoretical analysis and molecular dynamic simulations are consistent. Secondly, the solutions
ofPBequation outsidetheprotein interior, depend onlocalcharacteristics, suchasthe packing
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of chain portions around ionized residues rather than on the detailed shape of the protein
molecule. Lastly, the contribution of electrostatic interactions at neutral conditions to the free
energy difference between theunfolded andfolded states ofprotein molecules isclose to zero.
This indicates that the main driving forces for folding of protein molecules under these
conditionsarehydrophobic andbackbond-backbond hydrogen bondinginteractions.
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SUMMARY

The NMR structure of the 98 residue (3-elicitin, cryptogein, which induces a defence
response in tobacco, was determined using 15N and 13C/I5N labelled protein samples. In
aqueous solution conditions in the millimolar range the protein forms a discrete homodimer
where theN-terminalhelicesofeachmonomerform aninterface. The structure was calculated
with 1047 intrasubunit and 40 intersubunit NOE derived distance constraints and 236 dihedral
angleconstraints for eachsubunit usingthemolecular dynamicsprogramDYANA.The twenty
best conformers were energy-minimized inOPAL to give a root-mean-square deviation to the
mean structure of 0.82 A for the backbone atoms and 1.03 A for all heavy atoms. The
monomeric structure is nearly identical to the recently derived x-ray crystal structure,
(backbone rmsd0.86A for residues 2to 97) and showsfivehelices,atwo stranded antiparallel
(3-sheet and an £2-loop. Using 'H,'5N HSQC spectroscopy the pKa of the N- and C-termini,
Tyr-12, Asp-21, Asp-30,Lys-61, Asp-72,Tyr-85 andLys-94were determined and support the
proposal of several stabilizing ionic interactions including a salt bridge between Asp-21 and
Lys-62. The hydroxyl hydrogens of Tyr-33 and Ser-78 are clearly observed indicating that
these residues are buried and hydrogen bonded. Two other tyrosines,Tyr-47 and -87, are also
removed from the solvent and show pKa's > 12, however, there is no indication that their
hydroxylsare hydrogen bonded. Calculation oftheoretical pKa's show general agreement with
the experimentally determined values and are similar for both the crystal and solution
structures.
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INTRODUCTION

One of more challenging questions in the biology of the interactions between plants and
pathogens, is the identification of the molecules that interact to initiate defence responses.
Molecules from each partner in the interaction presumably bind, resulting in the induction of
signal cascades which lead to the generation of an antimicrobial environment and successful
repulsion of the attempted invasion. Generally, the complexity and heterogeneity of the
molecules produced by many microorganisms which elicit such plant response, has hindered
thedetermination of their structures. However, membersof a subgroup of such elicitors which
are peptides of proteins have been purified, cloned and/or sequenced, thus enabling the
examination of their structure/function properties (De Wit, 1992; Kooman-Gersmann et al.,
1996;Jonesetal., 1994).
One group of protein elicitors, the elicitins, have properties which make them particularly
well-suited as model elicitors to use in the study of structure/function relationships in their
interaction with plants. Elicitins are small proteins that are secreted by members of the genus
Phytophthora and by a limited number of species in the genus Pythium (Huet et al., 1995;
Gayler et al., 1997). Preliminary studies have shown that they belong to the group of proteins
described as cysteine-knot proteins (Myers et al., 1993), but show no homology to other
known families of proteins. While the role of elicitins in the biology of the microorganisms
which secrete themremains indoubt (Grant et al., 1996)theseproteins havethecapacitytoact
as elicitors of both the hypersensitive response and systemic acquired resistance in tobacco
(Bonnet et al., 1996) and in some members of the family Cruciferae, particularly radish
(Kamoun et al., 1993). Their capacity to act as elicitors in these species, together with their
small size and highly conserved amino acid sequences, make elicitins ideally suited as
compounds inwhichthe effect of substitution of specific amino acids on the three dimensional
structurescanbedetermined andrelatedtoalterations inbiological activity.
Moreover, in radish the presence of different genotypes which show differences in their
response to elicitins (Keizer et al, 1998) opens the possibility of the isolation of specific
proteins which confer elicitin-sensitivity, and in turn the possibility of determining how these
latter proteins act as receptors for elicitins, and the ways in which elicitin and such receptors
interact. Recent studies by Wendehenne et al (1995) have indicated specific elicitin binding
sites in membrane proteins isolated from tobacco and it seems probable that the same will
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provetobetrue intheradish system.
Determination of the three-dimensional structure and the functionally important residues of
the elicitins is aproblem of importance. Thecrystal and solution structures of cryptogein have
been reported by Boissy, et al (1996) and Fefeu et al. (1997), respectively. The crystal
structure showed a unique fold which consisted of six helices, a two stranded (3-sheet and an
£2-loop, where the loop and sheet formed a «beak motif». The protein also showed two salt
bridges: the N-terminus to Asp-72, and Asp-21 to Lys-62.The solution structure was similar,
but showed some differences in the 64-70 and 83-88 region and the salt bridge between Asp21andLys-62 wasnot apparent.
The N-terminus, Asp-21 and Asp-72 are amongst the least conserved residues of which
include other ionizable residues,Lys-13, Lys-39,Lys-48,Lys-61, Tyr-85 and Lys-94. At least
some of these surface residues are expected to be functionally important, for example,
substitution of Lys-13 with Val reduces the activity of cryptogein in tobacco by 100-fold
(O'Donohue et al., 1995). Characterization of the surface properties, such as the ionization
states of surface residues, of elicitins will assist in understanding the molecular interactions
which these proteins can undergo. NMR spectroscopy isthe method of choice for determining
pKa's of individual residues (Forman-Kayet al., 1992;Nakamura, 1996). As the N-H bond is
moreeasilypolarized thantheC-Hbond,the 15Nresonance showslarge chemical shift changes
with pH and therefore the 2D 'H, ~NHSQC experiment is an excellent method for analysing
pHdependencies ofchemical shift.
In thisreport wedescribe the refined solution structure of cryptogein, and show that under
millimolar solution conditions theprotein forms adimer.The individual subunits, however, are
nearly identical to the crystal structure. The experimental pKa's of a number of ionizable
residues are determined and compared to the theoretical pKa's calculated with both the
solution andcrystal structures.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

PhytophthoraGrowthConditions and Cryptogein Purification

Cryptogein waspurified from liquidculturesofP.cryptogea Pethybr &Laff (IsolateP7407,
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supplied byProfessor M. Coffey, UniversityofCalifornia). For isotopic labelling,P. cryptogea
was grown in 500mlof modified High Phosphate Ribeiro medium (Fenn &Coffey, 1984) pH
6.2, which contained 50 mM l3C-glucose as a carbon source, 3 mM 15N-ammonium chloride
and 1.5 mMpotassium 15N-nitrate,asnitrogen sources.For l5N labelledcryptogein, culturesof
P.cryptogeawith only 15N-labelled substrates were prepared. Cultures were grown inthe light
for 21 daysat26°C.
Culturemediumwasharvested byfiltrationthrough twoGF/Cfilters(Whatman) to separate
mycelia from the culture filtrate. Crude culture filtrate was concentrated and subjected to
ammonium sulfate (55%) precipitation. Cryptogein remained in the supernatant, which was
desalted by dialysis against 10mM sodium acetate. Cryptogein was then separated by cation
exchangechromatography usingaSHyperDcolumn (Beckman).

NMR spectroscopy
NMR measurements were performed at 40°C on either 15N-labelled or 15N,I3C double
labelled protein on Varian INOVA-400 and Varian INOVA-600 spectrometers. Cryptogein
was dissolved to a concentration of 1mM in 90% H2O/10% 2 H 2 0, at pH 6.8. The following
experiments were collected using the l5N-labelled sample at 400 MHz: 2D 'H,1SN-HSQC, 3D
'H,15N-TOCSY-HSQC (40 msmixing time), NOESY-HSQC (100 msmixing time) (Zhang et
al., 1994), HSQC-NOESY-HSQC (100 ms mixing time) (Frenkiel et al, 1990), HNHA
(Vuister andBax, 1993)andHNHB (Archer et al., 1991);and the following experiments were
collected with the

l3

C,'5N-double-labelled sample at 600 MHz: 3D CBCA(CO)NH

(Muhandiram and Kay, 1994), 13C-HCCH-TOCSY (Kay et al, 1993), l3C HSQC-NOESY
(100 ms mixing time) (Majumdar and Zuiderweg, 1993) and l3C HSQC-ROESY (25 ms
mixing time). 2D and 3D 13C-edited, 12C-filtered NOESY spectra (120 ms mixing time)
(Vuister et al., 1994;Folmer et al, 1995) were acquired on samples of mixed labelled (1:1 of
l3

C/15N and ,2C/14N). All spectra were processed with NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995). 'H

chemical shifts were referenced to residual water at 4.64 ppm relative to TSP at 40°C. The
corresponding 13C and 15N reference frequencies were calculated from the H spectrometer
frequency. Allspectrawereanalysed byNMRView (Johnson andBlevins, 1994).
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Structure Calculations

Structures were calculated with the torsion angle dynamics program, DYANA (Giintert et
al., 1997). NOEs were converted to distance constraints with the macro CALIBA and angle
constraints were derived from intraresidue NOE data and coupling constants with HABAS
(Giintert et al., 1991). The calculations included the disulphide bonds previously determined
for capsicein: Cys-3to Cys-71, Cys-27 to Cys-56 andCys-51to Cys-95 (Bouaziz, et al 1994).
Typically, 100structures were calculated withthe 20structures showing lowest residual target
function being retained for further NOE assignment. The 20 structures from the final
calculation were energy minimized with OPAL (Luginbiihl et al, 1996) using the default
values, except a dielectric constant of 4 and 2500 steps of minimization were used. Structure
analysis and all color figures were performed in MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996) or Insight
(MSI,Inc).

pHtitrations
Theeffect ofpHonchemical shift was followed in2D 'H,15N HSQC spectraover the range
pH 1.5 to 11.2 in approximately 0.5 pH units. In addition, the tyrosine resonances were
followed in ID and 2D 15N-filtered spectra (Ikura and Bax, 1992) and 2D NOESY spectra
over the range pH 2 to 11.2. Appropriate buffers (ionic strength, 45 mM) were used for each
pH: for pH 1.45, 2.03 and 2.66 (potassium chloride/ hydrochloric acid), pH 3.36, 3.75, 4.24,
4.76, and 5.20 (d3-acetate), pH 6.13, 6.80, 7.54 and 7.96 (phosphate), pH 8.52 and 9.03,
(boric acid/borax), pH 9.47, 9.87 and 10.44 (carbonatefticarbonate), pH 10.8 and 11.15
(phosphoric acid/sodiumhydroxide).
pKa's were determined byfittingto the Henderson-Hasselbach equation expressed in the
form:
8= [5acid +c ^ l O ^ - ' ^ M l + l0<pHpKa)]
where 8istheobserved chemical shift ofaresonance,8ac[dand 8basearethechemicalshifts at
extreme low and high pH, respectively. The program Microsoft Excel (Solver version) was
used toperform non-linear least-squaresfitsof thedata to (1).Data from alltitration curvesof
nuclei that sensed the ionizable group and showed a reasonable shift were fitted. Based on

(1)
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structural analysis, apparent pKa's were assigned to single ionizable groups, and thus the
averagepKafor each ofthesetitrations isreported.

Theoretical pKa Calculations

Theoretical pKa values were determined using a novel method for treating the pH
dependent properties in proteins with multiple interacting titratable groups in the frame of
Macroscopic Continuum model (Dimitrov and Crichton, 1997). The method is based on the
approximation ofelectrostatic interactions between thetitratablegroups with the interaction of
each of them with a self-consistent determined molecular field. Thefieldcan be different for
different titratable groups or for identical groups placed at different spatial coordinates. The
useof molecularfieldapproximation givesthe possibility to replace the comlexdependence of
electrostatic interactions onthespacedistribution ofresiduechargeswithasumover separated
energy terms, each of which depends only on the coordinates of the coresponding ionized
residue. Calculations are based on the average charges of titratable groups (Dimitrov and
Crichton, 1997), the distance of separation between these groups, their intrinsic pKa's (which
define the free energy of charging the ionized groups when they are disconnected from each
other and separated at a distance where they cannot interact and where there is no dissolved
electrolyte), on residue volumes (Zamyatnin, 1972) and the local dielectric constant (Dimitrov
and Crichton, 1997).Thecharge portions of residue groups are taken as spheres with charges
placed at their centers and defined as a center of mass between the heavy polar atoms.
Dielectric properties of protein molecules are described in terms of local dielectric constants
determined by the space distribution of residue volume density around each ionized residue.
The volume used incalculations are obtained by subtraction of the volume of the polar part of
side groups as well as the volume of amino and carbonyl groups from the whole volume of
residue groups.The residue center of mass isdefined between theremaining heavy atoms after
deletion ofthepolarparts.Local density around eachresidue charge iscalculated inthe sphere
withradius 8Awith the space coordinate of nonpolar parts. The internaldielectric constant of
residue groups is4, the dielectric constant ofthe solvent mediumis 80 and the effective radius
ofthechargeof ionizedresidues is2A.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Characterisation of Aggregation

Linewidths inthe initial 'HNMRspectra ofcryptogein suggested that theprotein mayhave
a tendency to aggregate. Pulsed field gradient NMR diffusion experiments (Dingley et al,
1995) showed that ImM solutions of cryptogein havediffusion coefficients of about 0.9 x10"6
cmV compared to that of lysozyme, 1.04 x 10'6 cmV and therefore showed an apparent
molecular weightof -20kDa.
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Figure 1. 2D 'H, l5N HSQC spectrum of l5N labelled cryptogein at pH 6.8 and 40°C. All resonances
are assigned except for the peak (#) near 6.9 ppm ('H) and 112 ppm (l5N) which would belong to either
the side chain amide resonances of either Gln-8 or Asn-93. These are the only l5NH resonances not
assigned. The correlations of Thr-37, Leu-73, Val-75 and Gly-90 are folded in this spectrum. Boxes
indicate the chemical shift positions of the l5NH resonances of Ala-2, Ala-5, Thr-6, Ala-22, Thr-44 and
Thr-54, which are observed atpH4, but due toexchange with water are not observed atpH 6.8.

Acquiring spectra, either at pH values of 4, 5or 6.8, at low or high ionic strength (0, 200
and 400 mMNaCl in 10mM phosphate, pH 6.8) and in the presence of 5, 10, 15or 20mM

6.2
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CHAPS (pH 6.8, 45 mM phosphate) did not substantially change the diffusion coefficient.
Ultracentrifugation experiments on 20 |iM samples at pH 5 or 7.5 showed that the protein had
apparent molecular weights of 14 kDa or 11 kDa, respectively, indicating that dimerization is
both pH and concentration dependent. We concluded that under most solution conditions and
at 1mM, cryptogein ispredominantly adimer.
Collection of 'H, 15 N HSQC spectra at pH 4 or 6.8, and the eventual complete assignment,
showed a single set of resonances was present (Figure 1), showing that if the predominant
form is a dimer then it must be symmetric. In the analysis of l3C-filtered spectra (Figure 2) of
samples of mixed label (1:1 of 13C/15N and 12C/I4N labelled sample) a number of intermolecular
NOEs were assigned, proving that the protein dimerizes.
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Figure 2. Sections of a 3D

13

C-edited,

12

C-filtered NOESY spectrum that show key

intermolecular NOEs that define thedimer interface. The spectrum was acquired on a sample of
1 mM cryptogein in the ratio 1:1 of 13C/'5N:12C/I4N dissolved in 45 mM phosphate, pH 6.8,
100%2H2O, at45°C.

Structure calculation of the dimer of cryptogein

The sequence specific assignments, intramolecular and intermolecular NOEs of cryptogein
were determined using a standard combination of three-dimensional spectra acquired on three
samples: a 15N labelled and a 13C/I5N labelled sample in 90% H 2 O/10% 2 H 2 0, and a mixed
sample of labelled and unlabelled protein. The complete assignment of all observable
resonances is summarized in the 2D 'H,''N HSQC spectrum in Figure 1.
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Table 1.Structural statistics for Cryptogein Before and After Energy Minimization

Residual target function (A )

3.22± 0.14

Total Energy (kcal/mol)

1141 ±65

-1013+254

n.a

Van der Waal's (kcal/mol)

713 ±48

-769 ±102

Distance violations''
RMSD

0.031±0.002

0.030 ± 0.002

Sum (A)

20.5 ±0.6

23.3 ±1.8

Maximum (A)

0.32 ±0.01

0.10 ±0.00

Angle violation'
RMSD

1.19 ±0.58

0.44 ±0.02

Sum (°)

46.9 ± 6.0

66.2 ± 7.2

Maximum (°)

4.2 ±0.7

2.6 ± 0.4

Bond angles (°)

n.a

1.660 ±0.101

Bond length (A)

n.a

0.0054 ± 0.0004

0.80

0.82

Rmsd deviations from ideality

Rmsd of atom coordinates of dimer c
All heavy backbone atoms
(Ca,C',N,0)(A)
All heavy atoms (A)

0.99

1.03

PROCHECK"
Residues inmost favoured region
of Ramachandran Plot A, Band L (%)

87.9± 1.3

± 1.5
H-bond energy std dev
Bad contacts/ 100 residues

1.1 ±0.0

0.7 ±0.0

8.5 ±1.5 0.0

(a) The final 2134 NOEs are categorised as: 1047intrasubunit NOEs (105 intraresidue, 321 sequential, 305
short range and 323 long range) and 40 intersubunit NOEs (b) 236 dihedral angles (c) For each monomer the
rmsd of the backbone and all heavy atoms are 0.49 and 0.79A, respectively (d) PROCHECK parameters
determined byPROCHECK and PROCHECK-NMR.
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The distance constraint data was accumulated from five spectra. The NHj to NHj (j > i+1)
NOE data were assigned in 3D 'H,I5N HSQC-NOESY and HSQC-NOESY-HSQC spectra.
All other interresidue NOEs, including all NHj to CHj (j > i+1) were assigned in a 3D 13C
NOESY-HSQC recorded in 90% H2O/10% 2 H 2 0. The sequential assignment data are
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summarized in Figure 3. Intraresidue NOEs were assigned in a 3D l3C ROESY-HSQC
recorded in 90% H2O/10% 2 H 2 0, but only ROEs that clearly indicated preferred rotamers
were included. Intersubunit NOE data were assigned ineither a 3D l3C-separated, 12C-filtered
NOESY or 2D 13Cfilteredspectra (Figure 2). After trial structure calculations several NOE
violations (Val-16 to Pro-76) assigned to intrasubunit NOEs were clearly intermolecular and
were reassigned. These peaks were not observable intheX-filtered spectra, presumably due to
the lack of sensitivity of these experiments on mixed label samples. The final 2134 NOEs
(Table 1) were complemented with 236 angle constraints per subunit derived from sequential
and intraresidue NOEs, 58 3JHNHacouplings (Figure 3), determined from 3D HNHA spectra,
and 29pairs of 3JHNHP couplings from 3DHNHB.Thecoupling constant data from the HNHA
experiments were considered quantitative and were given the limits of ± 1Hz, whereas the
couplings from the HNHBexperiment were treated qualitatively and given the limits of ±2Hz.
Stereoassignments of CPH2 were determined by considering intraresidue ROE, sequential
NOE data and assignments of C(3Hresonances inthe 3D HNHB spectra. Atotal of 26 CPH2
were unambiguously stereoassigned out of 62 spin systems. Similarly, nine pairs of Leu C8H3
methyls and four pairs of Val CyH3 methyls were stereoassigned on the basis of intraresidue
NOEs and ROEs (themethyl resonances of Leu-82 could not beresolved from each other nor
could themethylsofVal-84).
Structures were calculated using the molecular dynamics program DYANA (Guntert et al,
1997).An iterative process of calculation wasemployed, where successive rounds of structure
calculations were used to further the NOE assignments. After the final round of calculation
with DYANA the20structures with the lowest residual target function were energy minimized
with OPAL.Structural statistics arepresented before andafter minimization inTable 1.

Description ofthedimersolutionstructureofcryptogein andcomparison tothe X-ray
crystal structure.
The solution structure presented here was solved independently of the X-ray crystal
structure (Boissy, et al, 1996)andtherecentlypublished solution structure (Fefeu et al., 1997).
The solution structures of the homodimer show convergence to a single fold (Figure 4A) with
theinterface formed bytheN-terminalhelix(al) and residues at thetipofQ-loop and P-sheet.
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Comparison of the monomers of the solution structure with the crystal structure for the full
protein (1 to 98) (Figure 4B) show an rmsd of 0.94 for the backbone atoms and 1.38 for all
heavy atoms, and for residues 2 to 97, an rmsd of 0.86 and 1.33 for backbone and heavy
atoms, respectively. The global folds of the solution and crystal structure and analysis with
PROCHECK (Laskowski et al, 1993;Laskowski et al., 1997) show that despite the solution
structure forming ahomodimer there arefew differences observed between thetwo structures.
Interestingly, Asn-67, which terminates helix-4, shows left-hand helix 0,\|/ angles in both
structures.
One difference to be noted is that the crystal structure has a clear break in the C-terminal
helixat residues Asn-89to Gly-90resulting ina sixth distinct helix. For the solution structure,
the NHj-NHj+i NOE data (Figure 3) this break is not observed, and the short-range NOE data
showsthatthishelix iscontinuoustoSer-97.
A loop region that has been classified as an £2-loop is observed between helices-2 and -3
encompassing Tyr-33 to Pro-42 (Figure 4). The neck of this loop is characterised by NOEs
between the side chains ofTyr-33 and Pro-42. Sequential NOEs show that the region Met-35
to Ala-38 is helical-like, and the region encompassing Ala-38 to Leu-41 has alternating
daN(U+l) and dNN(u+l) NOEs (Figure 3), and several short range NOEs suggesting that the
loopconsists of severalbends.TheQ-loop ispositioned over thetwo-stranded (3-sheet to form
what hasbeen termed the beak motif (Boissyet al. 1996).Asobserved inthe crystal structure,
Tyr-33 which is at the neck of the £2-loop, is buried in the hydrophobic core. The hydroxyl
proton of this residue can bereadily observed inhomonuclear 'H spectra between pH 4 and 7.
The ring of Tyr-33 is stacked against the ring of Pro-42 in both the solution and crystal
structures.Thehydrogen bond acceptor of the OHproton ofTyr-33 isthe carbonyl of Ala-40
in the crystal structure, which is observed in the family of solution structures. As previously
noted (Fefeu et al., 1997)the hydroxyl of Ser-78 isobserved inNMR spectra and its acceptor
appears to be the carbonyl of Ala-38. These hydrogen bonds maycontribute to the stability of
the£2-loopand the overall protein. Recently, the solution structure of P14a, aprotein isolated
from tomato,hasbeen reported (Fernandez etal., 1997).
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Figure 4. A) Heavy atom backbone trace of the family of 20 final structures
superimposed for minimal rmsd for the residues 2 to 97 in each monomer. Helices are
shown in red/yellow: a-1, Ala-5 to Ser-20; a-2, Ala-22 to Asp-30; a-3, Thr-44 to Cys-51;
a-4, Thr-54 toThr-65; ot-5, Val-84 toSer-97.The two stranded p-sheet (Asp-72 toThr-74;
Val-81 to Asn-83) is shown in cyan. The il-loop that spans Tyr-33 to Pro-42 is shown in
yellow. The interface is characterized by helix a l from one monomer running parallel and
at an angle of XX to the same helix of the other monomer. These helices make contacts
with residues of the (3-sheet and ii-loop of the opposing monomer. B) superposition of the
first monomer of the family of 20 solution structures on the xray crystal structure (lbeo) for
minimal rmsd (0.86 Afor backbone atoms) for residues 2to97.
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This protein is induced in response to pathogen invasion and displays antifungal activity.
PI4a shows a network of internal side chain hydroxyl hydrogen bonds and it is suggested that
such bonds would each contribute about 5 kJ mol"1 to the free energy of folding. These
hydrogen bonds would make a significant contribution to the stability of the protein, which is
important for the integrity of the protein in the harsh extracellular environment. While the
elicitins do not appear to be structurally related to PI4a it is noteworthy that a similar pattern
of sidechainhydroxyl hydrogen bonds hasbeen identified and these mayhave similar roles for
structural stability. Another tyrosine residue, Tyr-87, is also buried in the protein and near to
Tyr-33, with its hydroxyl withdrawn from the surface of the protein, however no hydrogen
bondacceptor isobserved.
In the family of solution structures, thering of Tyr-47 appears to beeither stacked or edge
on to the opposite face of Pro-42 with respect to Tyr-33. In the crystal structure Tyr-47 is
stacked against Pro-42. Nevertheless, this stacking and proximity of aromatic rings to Pro-42
results in significant upfield shifts of the Pro resonances and should contribute to the stability
ofthe protein. Another unusual feature of the hydrophobic core of the protein isthat the three
methionines form a cluster. These residues show a substantial number of NOEs to various
residues including those between Met-59 to both Met-35 and -50, which supports the
formation of this cluster. The presence of buried tyrosine residues, the side chain hydroxyl
hydrogen bonds and the clustered methionine residues may place unusual constraints on the
packing andstability oftheprotein,andconsequently thehighconservation oftheseresidues.
TheN-terminalhelix (helix-1) isassociated with theedge of the sheet and Q-loop, whereas
the other helices form a globular unit. We have qualitatively used amide exchange rates at pH
6.8 and 27°C to analyse the stability of the overall protein, in particular helix-1, and to
determine ifGly-90breakstheC-terminalhelixintotwo independent helices.Analysisof amide
exchange rates (Figure 3) shows that the NH protons of helix-1, and those of the region that
encompass helix-6 of the crystal structure (or the Gly-90 to Ser-96 of helix-5 of the solution
structure), exchange markedly faster than the NH protons of the other secondary structure
elements of cryptogein. Consequently, the N-terminal helix and the region Gly-90 to Ser-96
are less stable compared to the other helices and P-sheet of cryptogein. The Q-loop does not
appear to be stabilized byany main chain hydrogen bonds whereas the NH hydrogens internal
tothe (3-sheetshow theexpected slowexchange.
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Measurement ofpKa's

The crystal structure shows two salt bridges: Asp-21 to Lys-62, and Asp-72 to the Nterminus,whichmaybestructurally and/orfunctionally significant.

Table 2.Experimental and Calculated pKa Values for Cryptogein.

Xrayb
Residue

Exp pKaa

N-terminal Thr-1

7.43

Tyr-12

-11.5

Lys-13
Asp-21
Asp-30
Tyr-33

2.49±0.05
2.57±0.12
>12

Lys-39
Tyr-47

>12

Lys-48
Lys-61

10.1

d

Lys-62
Asp-72
Tyr-85
Tyr-87
Lys-94

2.61±0.15
10.35±0.15
>12
9.4d

C-terminal, Leu-98 3.51+0.01

DYANAC

OPALc

Calculated pKa

8.05

7.87

7.90

10.47

11.75

11.82

10.93

10.94

10.90

2.83

3.31

3.18

3.90

3.86

3.88

11.68

11.27

11.25

10.91

10.94

10.93

12.38

12.24

12.34

10.88

11.02

11.10

10.81

10.87

10.87

12.05

11.59

11.67

3.25

3.54

3.50

10.40

10.41

10.23

12.39

12.40

11.92

10.85

11.09

11.44

3.31

3.33

3.20

(a) Experimental pKa values determined at 40°C. Mean and standard deviations are given for pKa's
determined by following the pH dependence of a number of chemical shifts: N-terminus (peptide l5N of D72);
Asp-21 (peptide l5N of S20, D21, S23, T65 and peptide NH of A22, S23); Asp-30 (peptide 15N of D30, S31,
G32, T54, A55); Lys-61 (peptide l5N of 163); Asp-72 (peptide 15N of D72, T74, peptide NH of V84 and side
chain l5 N5 2 of N70); Tyr-85 (peptide l5N of Y87, N89 and ring HE of Y85); Lys-94 (peptide 15N of T43); Cterminus (peptide l5N of S96, S97, L98) (b) pKa's calculated for the X-ray crystal structure (lbeo) (c) pKa
calculated for the 20 lowest energy conformers determined with DYANA and after energy minimization with
OPAL using a dielectric constant of 4 (d)pKa could not be assigned unambiguously, for Lys-61 this pKa may
beassignable toLys-62 and for Lys-94 thispKa may beassigned toLys-48.
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Figure 5. pH dependence of the chemical shifts of (A) the 15N resonances of Asp-21, Asp-30, Asp-72 and
Leu-98; (B) the l5 N resonances of Thr-43,Ile-63, Thr-65, Leu-73 and Asn-89; and (C) the CeH resonances of
Tyr-12 and Tyr-85.Data for (A) and (B) were from 2D 'H,15N HSQC spectra and for (C) from ID and 2D l5Nfiltered NOESY and 2D 'H,'H NOESY spectra. Curves are shown for only the portion of the data fitted to
obtain single pKa's.
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Visual inspection of the solution structures suggests that the former bridge may be present,
but the disorder of the N-terminus makes it difficult to support the presence of the latter
(Figure 4). Several NOEs were assigned between the N-terminal region and Asp-72, including
the C(JH2 of Asp-72 to the CPH 3 of Ala-2, which supports an interaction between the Nterminus and Asp-72. Amongst the elicitins, the N-terminal residue and position 72 are
homologously conserved, where the N-terminal is either Ala or Thr and position 72 is either
Asp or Glu. Position 21 and 62, however, are not conserved, and although these residues are
frequently Asp and Lys, respectively, position 21 may also be Glu, Lys or Thr and position 62
may also be Asn, Glu or Thr. In cryptogein, the salt bridge between Asp-21 and Lys-62 would
present a stabilizing interaction between helices-2 and -4. These salt bridges and the ionization
states of other residues are important elements of the surface of the protein which may play
significant roles in receptor recognition.
The pKa values of the N- and C-termini, Asp-21, Asp-30, Lys-62, Asp-72, Tyr-85 and Lys94 were determined by collecting a series of 2D 'H, I5 N HSQC spectra at approximately half
pH units over the pH range 1.5 to 10.8 at the same ionic strength, and fitting the chemical
shifts to the Henderson-Hasselbach equation. Collecting ID

15

N-filtered and 2D

15

N-filtered

NOESY spectra over the pH range 2 to 11.2, the effect of pH on Tyr-12, -33, -47, -85 and -87
could also be observed. Representative plots of nuclei that show significant shifts (A8 > 0.1
ppm for l5 N) with pH are plotted in Figure 5 and all experimental pKa's are described in Table
2. The ionizable residues in cryptogein and those residues affected by pH are shown in Figure
6.

pKa's of C-terminus and Asp residues

The C-terminus shows a typical pKa of 3.5 (Figure 5A) indicating that it does not interact
with any residues, which is in agreement with the effects of its ionization being limited to the
region Ser-96 to Leu-98. In contrast, all three Asp show low pKa's 2.5 to 2.6 (Figure 5A),
suggesting that they interact with positive charges. These data support the presence of the two
salt bridges observed in the crystal structure: Asp-21 to Lys-62 and Asp-72 to the N-terminus.
Indeed, the titration of Asp-21 is reflected in the chemical shift of the 15NH resonances of Met59 and Thr-65 (Figure 5B). Asp-30 is not near any positively charged residue. However, this
residue which is at the C-terminal end of the short helix-2, is located near the N-terminal end
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ofhelix-4and itsposition suggests that itmaybe aligned with the helix dipole, thus effectively
capping that helix. The titration of Asp-30 is clearly observed on the chemical shifts of the
15

NHresonancesofThr-54andAla-55whicharethefirst residuesofhelix-4.

pKa'sofN-terminusandLysresidues
ThepKa of the N-terminus wasdetermined byfollowing the peptide l5N resonance of Asp72 (Figure 5A) and is estimated to be 7.3, similar to a pKa expected for a free N-terminus.
This pKa is somewhat incompatible with the observed low pKa of the carboxylate of Asp-72,
which itself supported the presence of asalt bridge between thecarboxylate of Asp-72 and the
N-terminus,andperhapsthelowpKaofAsp-72isduetootherinteractions.
Several other shifts are observed in the alkaline pH range, which may be attributable to
lysineresidues (Figure 5B).The ' Npeptide resonance ofThr-43 shows a smallbut significant
pH dependence (A8 = 0.12 ppm) with an apparent pKa of 9.4 and as Thr-43 is near Lys-94
(~8A) we assign the pKa to this residue. However, Lys-48 is also relatively close to Thr-43
(10A) and may have an effect and thus we can not assign this pKa unambiguously. The 15N
peptide resonance of Ile-63 has an apparent pKa of 10.1.As this residue is near both Lys-61
and Lys-62 this pKa also can not be assigned unambiguously. The 15N peptide resonance of
Thr-65 shows three pKa inflections, the first pKa is 2.4, and is assigned to Asp-21 whose
carboxylate forms a salt bridge with Lys-62. The next two inflections do not give reasonable
fits, butaremost likely duetotheN-terminus andeitherorboth Lys-61 and-62.

pKa'sofTyr residues

The ring resonances of the tyrosine residues are substantially unaffected between pH 2 and
8.5. The CeH resonances of Tyr-85 show a large chemical shift dependence (A8=0.26 ppm)
which fits to a pKa 10.2. The pKa of Tyr-85 appears to be reflected in the peptide 15N
resonances ofTyr-87andAsn-89withapparent pKa's of 10.5and 10.4,respectively. TheCeH
resonances of Tyr-12 show asmallpH dependence between pH 7 and 11 (A8=0.09 ppm) that
does not appear to fit to a single ionization. The difficulty with this titration is that it may
reflect the ionization of both Tyr-12 and Lys-13 in both the monomeric and dimeric species
(Figure 6). Several l5N peptide resonances of residues located inthe (3-sheet and near Tyr-12
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show pH dependence in both the acid and the alkaline regions. The 15N resonance of Leu-73
shows three pH inflections (Figure 5B). The first (A8=1.09 ppm) is readily fitted to a
carboxylate ionization with apKaof 2.7 and isthus assigned to Asp-72. The second inflection
occurs between pH 5and 8(A8=0.24ppm),and whileitwasnotpossible to fit this inflection it
must be due to the N-terminus. The third inflection occurs above pH 9 (A8=0.5 ppm). If this
latter shift isfitted, anestimate of anapparent pKaof ~11.5(with reasonablefitsranging from
pKa of 11 to 12) is observed and thus we assign this pKa to Tyr-12. The CeH resonances of
Tyr-33 show no shifts at all, while those of Tyr-47 and -87, show small shifts above pH 9.0
(A5=0.02 and 0.03 ppm, respectively), suggesting that the pKa's of these three tyrosines are
greater than 12.
The titration behaviour of all the tyrosine residues mostly agrees with the extent of their
solventexposure andtheirinteractions.

/'S\ „
'• i! ' \ , i i/

K62

;

D2L

>

X ~ K13
U Y85

Figure 6. The dimer solution structure highlighting the ionizable residues. Aspartate residues are colored in
red, tyrosine in yellow, lysine in green. The N- and C-termini are indicated on one monomer. Tyr-12 and Lys13are the only residues at the interface of the dimer. Tyr-12 lies parallel tothe protein surface of the monomer
and the side chain of Lys-13 is well exposed to the solvent. The pKa's of these residues do not appear affected
by dimerization.

Tyr-85 is completely exposed to the solvent giving a typical pKa, and Tyr-12 is mostly
exposed, but liesflat against the protein in both the solution and crystal state.Tyr-33 and -87
are allpartially or completely buried. Tyr-33 isburied with itsOHhydrogen bonded. Tyr-87 is
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alsopredominantly buriedwithitshydroxylwithdrawnfromthe solvent, however, wehavenot
detected this hydroxyl hydrogen in any of our spectra. The hydroxyl of Tyr-47 is exposed to
the solvent,but isstacked against Pro-42 andnear to Phe-91, and therefore isinahydrophobic
environment. Further this residue is near Tyr-87 and thus the deprotonation of these two
residues may affect each other. All experimentally determined pKa's of the tyrosines, except
the pKa of Tyr-87, are in reasonable agreement with those determined by UV difference
spectroscopy (Nespoulous et al., 1994).Tyr-87 wasfound to have a typical pKa by this latter
method.

CalculationsofthepKa'sbasedonthecrystalandsolutionstructures.

The theoretical pKa's were determined byusing the crystal structure (Boissy et al, 1996),
theunrefined andrefined solutionstructuresthat aredescribed above.InTable2the calculated
pKa's of the individual ionizable groups are reported along with the experimental pKa's. In
most cases, the experimental and calculated values agree well, and the data for the crystal
structure is similar to both the refined and unrefined solution structures. The five tyrosine
residues have valuesthat ingood agreement andconsistent with their interactions and/or their
exposure to the solvent as discussed above. Tyr-12 is on the protein surface, but lies flat
against its own monomer. This residue is at the interface of the dimer, and is near the Lys of
the opposing dimer (Figure 6). However, the pKa of Lys-13 is calculated to have a typical
value and thus we do not expect an interaction between these residues. The calculated pKa of
Tyr-12 is similar for both the solution and crystal structures and therefore the effect by
dimerization appearsminimal.
The calculated pKa for Lys-94 ismarkedly lower to the experimental pKa of 9.4, however,
theassignment ofthispKaisambiguous (Table 2).Recent calculations of the pKa's of Lys-94
andTyr-47 suggest that these residues interact to raisethe pKa of Lys-94 to 13and lower the
pKaofTyr-47 to 9(Vogel&Huffer, 1998).This interaction isnot apparent inour calculations
nor in the experimental data for Tyr-47. The remaining Lys residues have typical pKa's (-11)
except for Lys-62 which is expected to participate in a salt bridge with Asp-21. The
experimental and/or theoretical pKa's for Asp-21 and Lys-62 agree with the presence of the
salt bridge (Table 2).The saltbridge between Asp-72 and the N-terminus is less apparent with
both anormal experimental andtheoretical pKafor theN-terminus.Thelowexperimental pKa
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for Asp-72 mayreflect other interactions that remain to be determined. These conclusions are
supported by the calculations of the pKa's of Asp-21 and -72 reported by others (Vogel and
Juffer, 1998)which are inbetter agreement with our experimental data.The theoreticalpKaof
Asp-30 istypical for an Asp residue insmallpeptides, which is incontrast to the experimental
pKa. The method (Dimitrovand Crichton, 1997)that we haveused heredoes not account for
aligned partial charges that would occur in helix dipoles. Calculations by others using a
different approach (Juffer et al., 1997;Vogel and Juffer, 1998) also show that Asp-30 has a
typical pKa, and these methods do include partial charges and should therefore consider
interactions with helix dipoles. While it is clear from the experimental data that this residue is
not interacting with other ionizable residues, we can not conclude on the actual nature or
importance of theinteractions that lowerthepKaofAsp-30.

Functionally Important Residues

The >70% identity of the sequences of the elicitins, and the absence of a characterized
receptor reduces the conclusions that can be made with respect to which are functionally
important residues. One would expect that the evolutionary pressure to conserve residues
amongst the elicitins would be due to the unknown function of the elicitins within the genera
Phytophthora and Pythium, and not the advantageous induction of defence responses
displayed within the resistant plant. In this report, a number of potentially important
structural/dynamic features have been raised: firstly, the amide exchange rates of helix-1, that
include the functionally significant Lys-13, highlights the relative instability of the first helix
compared to the other helices and the p-sheet; secondly, the three Asp residues show low
pKa's and may be involved in both salt bridges and other interactions that stabilize protein
structure; thirdly, four of thefiveTyr residues show shifted pKa's and withdrawn completely
or to some extent from the solvent; finally the protein shows a tendency to dimerize at
concentrations above 20 |iM. While it is tempting to suggest that dimerization may be
important for inducing a defence response, this activity is observed at concentrations < 1nM,
where dimerization is less likely. Interestingly, the regions that appear to interact, ~20s, ~30s
and the -70s, are on the same side of the protein as is the functionally important residue 13.
Whether these residues are important in protein-protein interactions can only be proved
through site-directed mutagenesis studies andtheisolation of thereceptor.
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FORMATION OFATWO-STATEFOLDING REACTION.
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SUMMARY

The folding problem of two-state small monomeric proteins is reduced to the question of
how the folding nucleus at the transition state (TS) is formed from the ensemble of rapidly
interconverting partly structured conformations in the denatured state. It is shown that in the
denatured state the folding is energetically favored by certain highly fluctuating nucleation
regions (a-helices and(or) /?-hairpins), which in the experiments based on site directed
mutagenesis are revealed by their high 4>-values. In the TS the folding is favored by the
packing of these nucleation regions together with some other portions of the polypeptide
chain, thus leading to a broad distribution of the O-values. The packing process results in a
nucleus with native like-topology, approximately correctly formed secondary structures and
loopregions with different degreesoforder.Thisnative-likenucleusisseparated from allother
folding alternatives by a high free energy barrier. The calculations of the free energy of the
folding nucleus are based on: 1) statistical mechanics of a linear cooperative system; 2) aselfconsistent molecular mean field theory previously developed for electrostatic interactions
(Dimitrov, R. A., & Crichton, R. R. (1997). Self-Consistent Field Approach to Protein
Structure and Stability. I. pH Dependence of Electrostatic Contribution. Proteins Struct.
Fund. Genet.27, 576-596), and 3) a lattice model based on packing of idealized a - and(or)
/?-secondary structures. The model was tested on a set of proteins for which the 4>-value
analysis of the TS is experimentally well studied: barley chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2);
association of two fragments of barley chymotrypsin inhibitor -[CI2-(20-59) and CI2-(60-83)]
and association of the two domains of the Arc repressor of phage P22. Finally, the model
successfully predicted the experimental O-values of the activation domain of human
procarboxypeptidase (Ada2H) (unpublished data of L. Serrano EMBL, Heidelberg). From the
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calculated O-values it follows that the key residues for the folding of Ada2H domain are
ILE23 from the amino end of the second a-helix and ILE15 from the fourth /?-strand.
Together with LEU26, from the amino end of the second a -helix, and ALA52 and VAL54,
from thefirst /?-strand,theyconstitute theproposed nucleation site.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental analysis of the folding reaction of proteins larger than 100 residues have
shown that these proteins normally displaykinetic intermediates (Villegaset al., 1995). Kinetic
intermediates are believed to reduce significantly the conformational freedom of the
polypeptide chain and thus to speed up the search for productive interactions. On the other
hand, detailed kinetic and equilibrium experimental studies on small monomeric proteins with
less than 80 residues (and no disulfide bridges)- a-spectrin SH3 domain (Viguera et al.,
1996), IgG-binding domain of protein G (Alexander et al., 1992), cold-shock protein CspB
(Schindler et al., 1995), acyl-coenzyme A binding protein (Kragelund et al., 1995), barley
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) (Jackson & Fersht, 1991), N-terminal domain of A6_85
repressor (Burton et al., 1997) and the activation domain of human procarboxypeptidase
Ada2H (Villegas et al., 1995)- have shown that these proteins fold without accumulation of
kinetic intermediates.
It seems that the folding pathway of small monomeric proteins is determined by the
sequence ability to stabilize only productive transition states and not by conformational
restrictions in the denatured state. Thus, a thorough understanding of the structural
reorganization which takes place inthe TS for folding is needed. The principal approach is to
convert the experimental measurements of the rate and equilibrium constants along the folding
pathway to free energy profiles for the folding pathways. A O-value analysis has been
introduced (Fersht, 1997) as a measure of the perturbation caused by mutants on the free
energy profile of the wild-type protein. O-value analysis has shown that the TS for small
monomeric proteins, which fold and unfold as a single cooperative unit, is compact but
relatively uniformly unstructured, with tertiary and secondary structure being formed in
parallel.Theobserved O-values range from 0(site unfolded intheTS) to 1 (site fully folded in
theTS),being ingeneralhigher inthehydrophobiccorethan onthe surface of theprotein. The
distribution oftheO-valuesisbroad andonly afew oftheresidueshaveO-valuesclose to 1.
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Recently, characterization of the refolding properties of a number of simple monomeric
proteins has shown that the distribution of the O-values isstrongly dependent on the topology
of the final folded form of the protein. The influence of other factors, such as equilibrium
stability of the native state and the chain length, are not apparent (Plaxco et al, 1998).
Therefore, the important question is to understand how the topological restrictions on the
folding pathway result intheexperimentally observed broad distribution of the O-values. None
of the current theoretical models addresses this subject properly. Thus, in the nucleationcondensation mechanism (Fersht, 1997) the TS is seen as an uniformly expanded form of the
native state with a largediffusive nucleus. It iscomposed of both neighboring residues inlocal
secondary structure and long-range tertiary interactions. However, topological properties of
the TS are not specified. In the funnel picture (Bryngelson, 1995), the TS is structurally
degenerated. It is represented by a diffuse ensemble of states, distributed over the top of a
broad free energy barrier. The nucleus is delocalized over the sequence and tertiary contacts.
Finally, in the nucleation growth mechanism (Abkevich, 1994; Ptitsyn, 1994) the topological
dependence applies totheaccumulation of akinetic intermediate with anative-like overall fold.
In this study we present a statistical thermodynamic theory which properly addresses the
topological restrictions on the structural properties of the TS ensemble of conformations. Our
approach is based on the existence of a high free energy gap at the TS level. The role of this
gap is to increase the population of conformational states with productive interactions along
the folding pathway. Thus, at its lowest free energy state, the TS is dominated by
conformations with native-like topology, approximately correctly formed secondary structures
andflexibleloops.The population of allother folding alternatives, which include both changes
in topology and secondary structures, are strongly reduced. A lattice model is introduced
which takes into account the mutual packing of the secondary structures. Conformational
states of the polypeptide chain are described bythe fluctuations of the lengths and location of
the secondary structures along the sequence and in the lattice. A theoretical approach, based
on the statistical mechanics of alinear cooperative system and a self-consistent molecularfield
theory, is developed for the calculation of thefree energy of theTS.O-Values are determined
AAFTS

from the expression O =——

, where AAFTS and AAFN_D are the perturbations of the

free energy of theTSandthatoftheunfolding free energy upon mutation.
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The theoretical model was tested on a set of small proteins for which the experimental Ovalues are well determined- barley chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) (Itzhaki et al.,1995);
association of two fragments of barley chymotrypsin inhibitor -[CI2-(20-59) and CI2-(60-83)]
(de Prat Gay et al., 1994), association of the two domains of the Arc repressor of phage P22
(Millaet al., 1994;Millaet al, 1995)andtheactivation domain of human procarboxypeptidase
(Ada2H) (unpublished data of L. Serrano EMBL, Heidelberg).The calculated O-values are in
goodquantitative agreement with theexperimental O-values.

THEORY

Latticemodel
The lattice model is based on packing of a - and(or) /?-secondary structures. Steric
restrictions between the secondary structures are taken into account by averaging over the
backbone coordinates ofknown 3D-protein structures.Thevolumesof amino acid residue side
groups are usually much smaller than the volumes of a - and /?-secondary structures and
therefore cannot seriously influence the crude packing of these secondary structures.
Therefore, we use a simplified model for the secondary structures. They are represented by
hypothetical cylindrical surfaces on which C„-atoms of the polypeptide backbone form aright
handed spiral. The side groups of amino acid residues are treated as spheres, the center of
which represents the average displacement of the side groups from the Ca-atoms. The lines
whichconnect the Ca-atomsandthecenter of the sidegroups areperpendicular to the axesof
the spirals,fig.1. Lattice conformations are described by the conformational freedom of the
loops and bythe fluctuations of the lengths and locations of the regular a- and (or) (3-regions
alongthesequence andinthelattice.

Freeenergyofproteinconformations atTS

The functional form of the Hamiltonian of the protein conformations and its lattice
representation aredetermined, based onthefollowing experimental observations: 1)Proteinsin
theTS areexpanded relativetothenative stateby approximately 10%to 15%(Fersht, 1997).
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P strand

OC-helix

1.5A

B

oc-helix
Figure.l. Geometrical representation of the idealized OC - and /?- secondary structures. /?-strands and CC helices are represented by the right-handed spirals. The main characteristics of these idealized structures are:
distance between the Ca-atoms along the helix axis-d ; helix radius-/? ; rotation angle between two closest
o

o

C a -atoms along the helix axis-ip. For /?-structures we have: t/=3.3A, 7?=0.25A, cp=189.15". ForOC0

0

_^

structures we have: d =1.5A, R =2A, (p=100°. The direction of the strand is marked by a and b is the
direction of the side group placed at the central position r ( w ) of the strand. The effective directions of
Ca —>H and Ca —>O hydrogen bonds are also shown. For OC -structure effective hydrogen bonds are
directed toward the helix axis, but it is important to note that they are not involved in intramolecular longo

range interactions. Both for OC - and /3-structures the length of Ca —>O and Ca —>H is on average 2 A .
The average displacement of the side groups from C a -atoms is 3A .

lO2
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As a consequence the van der Waals interactions are greatly weakened (>50% relative to
the native protein). 2) Electrostatic interactions on the surface of the protein are also weakened
(Oliveberg & Fersht, 1996). 3) The enthalpy of the TS is higher than that of both the native
and denatured states, which means that the gain in enthalpy resulting from the weakening or
breaking of internal interactions (especially in the loop regions) in the native state is not
completely compensated by the hydration effect in the TS (Segawa & Sugihara, 1984). The
latter has been shown to amount for more than 80% of the total heat capacity change in going
from the TS to the unfolded state (Privalov, 1979). Thus in the TS the interior of the protein is
partly intact and highly hydrophobic (unsolvated) but its surface is flexible especially in the
loop regions. 4) Secondary structures are not fully formed: a-helices are mainly flexible in their
N- and(or) C-terminus, (i-sheets are flexible in the ends of the P-strands and at their edges
(Itzhaki et al., 1995; Viguera & Serrano, 1997). 5) Also as follows from kinetic experiments
(Itzhaki et al., 1995; Serrano et al., 1992; Lopez-Hernandez & Serrano, 1995; Viguera et al.,
1996; Milla et al., 1995), the close packing of the side chain groups in the hydrophobic core is
never completely broken before the TS for unfolding or completely formed before the TS for
refolding. This means that at least some partial packing constraints exist at the TS which lead
to an increased rigidity of the secondary structures around their buried hydrophobic groups.
For the denatured state D the experimental results show that the sum of the differences in
heat capacities ACp in going from the denatured state (D) to the TS and from the native state
(N) to the TS under strongly refolding and unfolding conditions agree well with the difference
in heat capacity in going from D to N in equilibrium conditions, AC;,TS_D- ACpN.TS ~ ACpN_D
(Tan et a l , 1996). This suggests that under strongly refolding conditions the D state is
approximately as hydrated as the denatured state under strongly denaturing conditions.
Therefore, as a first approximation the free energy of protein conformations, which populate
the TS, is calculated with reference to a ground state with completely unfolded conformations.
Thus, interactions between residues which are far apart in the sequence, but close in space are
neglected and amino acid residues which are close in sequence are considered as energetically
uncoupled.
From the above, it follows that the main contributions to the stability of the protein
conformations in the TS are determined by: the free energies of the individual residues forming
during the coil-a-helix and coil-/?-structure transitions, free energy of residues transferring
from polar to nonpolar medium, as well as the free energy of a-helix initiation, free energy of
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bend formation between a-a, a-fi or /?-/? structural regions and their non specific
interactions with the rest of the polypeptide chain and the excess free energy of the fl -sheet
marginalchains.
Because of the increased rigidity around the hydrophobic core, the most probable
fluctuations of the secondary structures, as indicated by the O-values analysis (Itzhaki et al.,
1995; Viguera & Serrano, 1997), is at their N- and C- terminus. Taking into account that in
the TS the terminus of the secondary structures are connected by relatively long and flexible
loops itfollows that asafirstapproximation itisreasonableto neglect therestrictions from the
loopconnectivity and to use the meanfieldapproximation-considering the N- and C- terminus
ofthe secondary structures asindependent. Therefore, it isconvenient to represent interactions
between the secondary structures in terms of interactions between their N- and C- terminus.
For this,each secondary structure isseparated intwoparts, oneof which is associated with its
N-terminus andtheother with itsC-terminus, fig.2.

Figure.2. A schematic representation of the allowed positions for the N- and C- terminus of the secondary
structures. '©-Marks the position (x) of the C a -atoms along the axis of a given secondary structure, whereas
O-marks the position ( n ) of a given residue in the sequence. The space coordinate ( r 0 ) of O is variable,
whereas the space coordinate (ik) ofw is fixed. Thus, \fj,ni J and [rj+l ,nj+l J are the coordinates of the Nand C-terminal residues, whose C Q -atoms correspond to the entering or exiting of the polypeptide chain
relative to the axis of the secondary structure. The boundaries marked at the left side of fig.2 represent the
domains of fluctuation. The right side represents the separation of secondary structures in two parts, which are
ascribed to N- or C- terminus. These regions participate in energy interactions between the terminus of
secondary structures.
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Thus the free energy can be presented in the form:

£(0 =L£,(^",)+I^+,(^",^+p",+l)+7><SX£,,;(^«,;^^,)
2
, j

(i)

I*]

where Q\^ri},{«;}) determines the locations of the secondary structures along the sequence
and in the lattice as well as the topological connections between their N- and C-terminus. Ei is
the internal energy associated with each terminus (for example the sum of free energies of
elongation for a- or /?-secondary structures for the individual amino acid residues which
contribute to the given termini). £,,.,.,-the energy of interaction between nearest neighbors
termini along the sequence (for example the bending energy of loop connections between the
N- and C- terminus of adjacent secondary structures). Et•-non-local

energy interactions

between residues which are far apart in the sequence but close in space- for example
hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions.
Strictly E(Q) is the free energy of the solution when the protein conformation is fixed
which means that one has to average over the solvent degrees of freedom. Therefore, in
general E,, Eii+i and E,j depends on such parameters as temperature, salt concentration,
dielectric constant and so on.

Statistical mechanics of the protein conformations in an external field

In the presence of an external field (pthe last term in (1) is represented in the form:

Therefore, the free energy of the protein conformations, which populate the TS at its lowest
free energy state, is presented in the form:

£"(2)=I(^(^«,)+^(^«,))+l£,,+,(^«1;^n",+l)
where Efxf^n^)

is the free energy of the termini i in the presence of the external field.

Hence, to each protein conformations we can ascribe a statistical weight:

(
exp

E"{Q)^
RT
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The free energy of the TS can be obtained by taking the logarithm of the sum over all
possible weights for the available conformational states in the TS. Because in the presence of
an externalfieldthe terminus of the secondary structures do not interact with each other the
calculation of the partition function Z is best carried out step by step (de Gennes, 1979;
Dimitrov &Crichton 1996;Dimitrovet al., 1998).We can begin from the N -terminus of the
protein chain andaddanew structural terminusiateachstep:
Z(l,i + l)=
=^

{El+]{ri+],nM) + ££,{fM,ni+l)) + EIJ+1(/j,n,.;rM ,nM )

Z(l,/)xexp

\\

RT

where A(n,,n,+I)= A(«, +I -(n, +AnM•

mm

' {r,,rM))) and 6nma-"^m{r„rM)

xA(n,.,n,.+1)

is the number

of residues between the endsi and i +1, the A(x) function isequal to 1 if x=0 and zeroif
xjtO.

Thesameprocedurecanbedoneifwebegin withthe C-terminusofthechain.
Z(i+IN)= I

zO^.^xexpf-^'^^'^-^'^^lxA^n,,,)

where A(nM,ni+2) = A(«, + 2 -(ni+l + An'""p(rM,ri+2j)) and An'""p(rl+l,ri+2) is the minimal
loop length between the ends i+1 and i+2. To obtain the whole partition function we must
multiplythe N-and C-partition functions for sometermini ;' and takethe sumover allofit's
possible states ({A; },{n,}).
Z{l,N)=

Fv=-RTx

^Z(\,i)xZ(i,N)

ln(z(l,N)) and P*(?•,«,)=

' ^'

(2)

Calculationoffree energy
The free energy of the TS can be calculated on the basis of minimization rules described in
our previous study (Dimitrov &Crichton, 1997). For our purpose as a starting point for the
minimization procedure the most appropriate approach is the well known classical statistical
mechanics Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality (Gibbs, 1902; Callen, 1985), which is quite general
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and does not depend on the character of the investigated system. It states that the free energy
of the system of interest is less than, or equal to, the free energy of the system in the presence
of an external field which approximates part or all of its internal interactions. If we represent
the free energy and the energy levels of the system with and without the presence of an
external field (p by F, {is,} and F9, \E?\

correspondingly, the Gibbs-Bogoliubov

inequality takes the form:

F<F9 +{E-E9)p,
Therefore, the free energy of the system of interest can be obtained as a minimum of the
right sideof theinequality (3)overtheexternal field:
F = min{F* +

{E-E9)pr]

where F9 and P9 are determined as in (2). It is important to note that inequality (3) gives
only the upper limit to the free energy. Therefore, the choice of the adjustable parameters and
the corresponding potential functions for the pairwise residue interactions are restricted by the
requirement that the limit on the right of inequality (3) be as small as possible.

General charges and minimization of the free energy

From the description of free energy in terms of space and sequence coordinates of the Nand C- terminus of the secondary structures ({'j}>{",•})> w e P a s s to the description in terms of
the physicochemical characteristics of the individual residues. This gives the possibility to
represent the free energy of the protein conformations in terms of some average characteristics
of its sequence, such as distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues along the
sequence, as well as the distribution of residue volumes which are important to account for the
steric restrictions, distribution of ionized groups important in electrostatic interactions and so
on. For this, it is necessary to represent the non-local interactions between the residue groups
which are far apart along the sequence, but close in space in a few multipliers one of which is
associated with the physicochemical characteristics of the individual residues and the other
with the distance between them. The most appropriate form comes from the analogy with the
electrostatic interactions proposed in our previous studies (Dimitrov & Crichton, 1997; Gooly
et al., 1998). The non-local pairwise residue interactions are taken in the form:

(3)
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AF#(»i>B(;iv,nJ=AF;.(n i )x/ 9 (/;,? > )xAF J (n > )

(4)

where(fi ,n;.) represent all space and sequencepositions insidetheN- and C- terminal partsof
the secondary structures; AF:and AF, are associated with the physicochemical properties of
the individual residue; fJ^ ,FJ=/JF ; ,J;J is the geometrical factor which characterizes the
distance dependence of residue-residue interactions determined within a sphere with radius R
(depending onthetypeofresidue-residue interactions)andhastheform:

/»MMH^-?;l)-'(N-4*)
#(/?-]>;-r,.|)=0if \rt -r,.|>/?
tf(«-|^-r;.|)=l

if |?5-r,|</{

/ ( r ; - rlJ,Rjis the weight radial factor inside the sphere which has to smooth out the
distribution ofresidue sidechains.
In the Gibbs-Bogolubov inequality (3) the last term \E-E'p)p^

has to be averaged over

thespace and sequencecoordinates oftheN-andC-terminalresidues using theprobability Pv
defined in the presence of an external field (p. It is important to remember that averaging is
madeunder the assumption that theN-andC-terminus areindependent. In other words, wedo
not take into account the restrictions imposed by the chain connectivity. So each residue can
interact with itself. This is the price of the mean field approximation. Whether or not the
probability P9 for such a situation will tend to zero depends very much on the protein
sequence. Taking into account the expression for the pairwise interactions (4), and if the
interaction of the individual residues with the externalfieldsare defined as AFxcp,the free
energy of theprotein conformations canberepresented inthe form:

I

r.

m

The summation in(5) isover theterminus ofthe secondary structures ;',over their internal
coordinates ri and over the type of residue charges m and n. qm(fi) ={AFim)

gives on

average themost probable sequence regions and thecorresponding residue characteristics init,
such ashydrophobicity, hydrogen-bonding propensity and so on, which under the fluctuations
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arelocated attheinternalcoordinate rj oftermini i interacting withthegiven molecular field
<pm{rj). Wecall q"'^) thegeneral charge byanalogy with theelectrostatic interactions.For
theself-consistent solution from

SF
8F
r^r=0 and——r-r=0 weobtain:
5q>m{?)
Sqm(f,)

— p - =9m(r-)and<pm(r-)=X I I / , , ( ^ r ; ) . ^ ( r ; )
cxp \r-)

Mi

rt n

where (p™^) plays the role of a self-consistent field for the charges of type m. The selfconsistent fields (p"'^) solve theproblem offinding theappropriate external fieldsbywhich
the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality (3) hasto be minimized. Moreover they are determined in
terms of some average physicochemical characteristics of theprotein sequence. Minimization
of free energy in(5)iscarried outbyaniteration process. Wecanbegin with some arbitrary
chosen molecularfieldsor some distribution of average charges. Ineach step of the iteration
procedure using the equation (6) we define the molecular fields (pm{r) which act at each
position r inthe lattice. Thesefieldsdepend onthedistribution of mean charges obtained at
the previous step. Thus atequilibriumthecharge distribution obtained bythemolecularfields
must coincide with the charge distribution by which the molecular fields are defined.
Depending onthesharpness ofthe minimum it ispossible that thefree energy will increaseif
the step istoo long andtheminimum ispassed. This isovercome byintroducing aparameter
A (0<A<1)intheform:
<p{7)= A•((p(r),- <p(F),_,)+(p{7)t_x
where1 isthenumber ofiteration steps.Ifthefree energy increases Aisdecreasedbyhalf.

RESULTS
Calculations were carried out with different sets of parameters for the secondary structure
formation presented in table 1. In allcases themutations of only hydrophobic residues were
considered. This isdone fortwomain reasons. Firstly, theO-values of hydrophobic residues
are based on packing consideration and thus correlate with the change of solvent exposure
(Fersht at al., 1992;Milla et al., 1995;Burtun et al., 1997). Secondly, the change of rate
constantsonmutation ofhydrophobic residuescorrelate withthechanges innoncovalent bond

(6)
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energies and the reorganizations in the molecular structure caused by the mutation (Fersht et
al., 1992;Matouschek etal., 1995).

Table 1. Coil-helix and coil-sheet formation parameters (kcal/mol) for each of the 20
naturally occuringaminoacids.Alldataarepresented withreference toALAresidue.
p-sheet

Helix

Residue Minor&Kim, 1994 O'Neil & Chakrabartty Sheraga
site
internal

DeGrado, etal., 1994
edge

1990

Munoz

etal.,
1990

&

Yanget
al., 1997

Serrano,
1995

ALA

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

CYS

-0.52

-0.08

0.54

0.83

0.05

0.60

1.17

ASP

0.94

0.10

0.62

0.90

0.27

0.59

0.78

GLU

-0.01

-0.31

0.50

0..69

0.06

0.34

0.21

PHE

-0.86

-0.16

0.36

0..93

-0.01

0.47

1.11

GLY

1.2

0.85

0.77

1.88

0.35

1.10

1.05

HIS

0.02

0.01

0.71

1.28

0.26

0.62

0.53

ILE

-1.0

-0.02

0.54

0.71

-0.04

0.35

0.38

LYS

-0.27

0.40

0.12

0.37

0.08

0.15

0.58

LEU

-0.51

0.24

0.15

0.28

-0.04

0.19

0.36

MET

-0.72

0.02

0.27

0.51

-0.07

0.21

0.52

ASN

0.08

0.24

0.70

0.90

0.19

0.60

0.85

TYR

-0.96

-0.11

0.60

0.60

0.03

0.47

1.94

PRO

>3

>4

3.77

4.26

3.35

2.72

2.56

GLN

-0.23

-0.04

0.44

0.57

0.05

0.32

0.80

ARG

-0.45

0.43

0.09

0.21

0.02

0.06

0.41

SER

-0.70

-0.63

0.42

0.79

0.20

0.50

0.76

THR

-1.1

-0.83

0.66

1.33

0.16

0.57

0.88

VAL

-0.82

-0.17

0.63

1.06

0.07

0.51

0.73

TRP

-0.54

0.17

0.32

0.91

-0.02

0.47

1.11

HO
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The mutations cover all positions in the final folded structure of the protein which are
important for the stability of the structural frame around which the folding pattern and
topology are formed in the TS: 1) in the hydrophobic core of the protein, 2) at the edges of the
hydrophobic core and 3) at the surfaces of the secondary structures which are exposed to
water.
The change upon mutation of the difference in free energy between the TS and the ground
state is determined mainly by the difference in free energy of the TS (F TS ) between the mutant
and wild-type proteins, RT\n(kwfu"-'ype 1^"™') => F™""" - FTf d-yp*. The rate constant of
folding according to the TS theory of the two-state folding reaction is taken in the form,
kf = e v

RT,

I eK

RT

' (Zwanzig, 1997). Theoretical O-values (O™''"'"""") are obtained

with reference to the experimentally determined change of free energy in going from D to N
states between the mutated and wild-type proteins, AF e ™' e m = F 7 ' a " ' - F D m u , a n ' and
A rpcalculated
AF»M-W«
experiment

^ pmu-w _ pmu-w*

AAF
' " " experiment

N

D

=AF"""""' , -AFm'pe,
experiment

O 0 ""'"" 1 =

Hence,
'

and AF™"

' - " experiment " w v » *-" TS

\ \ p

= F",
TS

,

where

- experiment

- FTT
' TS

Barley chymotrypsin inhibitor 2

The three-dimensional structure of CI2 represents a globular a+fi

domain with 64

residues, no disulfide bridges and ris-peptidyl-prolyl bonds (Harpaz et al., 1994). The
hydrophobic core is formed by the packing of six-stranded mixed, parallel and antiparallel, /?sheet against a single a-helix. In the f}-sheet there are 8 hydrophobic residues which
contribute to the hydrophobic core. The a -helix consists of three turns with 4 hydrophobic
groups on its buried side, which contribute to the formation of the hydrophobic core. In
addition there is a small hydrophobic pocket near one end of the reactive-site loop, which
forms a right-handed crossover between the /J-strands 3 and 4.
Detailed kinetic and equilibrium experiments have established that the folding and unfolding
of wild-type CI2 and a range of mutants conform to a two-state model with a single ratedetermining TS (Jackson & Fersht, 1991). <6-Value analysis has shown that mutations
affecting residues in the hydrophobic core have higher O-values than those on the surface of
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the protein (Itzhaki et al., 1995). However, the O-values have a broad distribution and only
one residue ALA16 has its full native interaction energy in the TS (indicated by a O-value of ~
1.0). In general, the TS of CI2 is compact but relatively uniformly unstructured, with tertiary
and secondary structure being formed in parallel.
Our calculations together with the experimental O-values are represented in fig.3. The
calculated and the experimental O-values are in remarkable agreement. From the calculated Ovalues it follows that in CI2 the loop regions, which connect the a-helix with the /?-sheet are
flexible and conformationaly degenerated but still continue to contribute to the screening of the
hydrophobic core. On the other hand, loop flexibility increases the conformational variability of
the a-helix and the /?-strands in the fl-sheet, which makes the packing between the a-helix
and the /?-sheet less effective. From the calculated O-values it also follows that the N-terminus
of the a-helix (ALA35-O=0.94) and the /?-hairpin formed between the 5 and 4 /?-strands
(LEU68-0=.39; ILE76-O=0.1) are the regions which are most effectively packed in the TS.
This is in full agreement with the experimental O-values for these regions: 1.06 for
ALA/GLY35 mutation and 0.53 for LEU/ALA68 mutation (Itzhaki et al., 1995). It follows
that our model predicts correctly the key role of residue ALA16 in the nucleation condensation
mechanism for the folding of CI2 protein.
Interestingly, the calculations show that the O-values in the minicore are above the
experimental O-values. The usual interpretation of the fractional O-values for the minicore
suggests that the minicore is not a nucleation center for folding via hydrophobic clustering, nor
that the tertiary interactions appear to form later than secondary interactions, but instead are
formed in parallel with them (Itzhaki et al., 1995). Also because the Bronsted plot of lnkF
versus AFN_D I RT is 0.3 the interpretation is that approximately 30% of the interactions in
the minicore are formed in the TS state relative to the native state N. According to our model
the right-handed crossover between the /?-strands 3 and 4, which form the minicore, has to
appear already in the D state. As a consequence some of the interactions in the minicore in the
TS are approximately the same as in the denatured state. As a result the perturbation of such
interactions will result in small and in some cases zero O-values. This follows from the fact
that hTS

- tTS

«tD

- fD
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CI2

main core
—experiment
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Figure.3. Experimental 3>-values, from refolding kinetic experiments, arecompared with the calculated<1>values for the barley chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2).The 4>-values for mutation in the core and in the minicore
of the CI2 are shown separately. O-values are represented together with the schematic representation of the
secondary and tertiary structure of the CI2 as well as its lattice model and the mutated hydrophobic residues.
Calculations are carried out with a set of different experimentally determined parameters for the coil-OC -helix
and coil-/?-strand transitions, table 1.
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Association oftwofragments ofbarley chymotrypsininhibitor -[CI2-(20-59) andCI2(60-83)]

CI2 has been truncated in two fragments CI2-(20-59) and CI2-(60-83) (de Prat Gay et al.,
1994).TheTSfor theassociation ofthesefragments has been analyzed byprotein engineering
methods.It hasbeen shownthat thetwofragments associate inasecond-order andthat theTS
for the association reaction is very similar to the TS for the folding reaction of the intact
protein.
According to our modelthe topology plays acritical role intherate limiting step of protein
folding. Therefore, the experimentally observed similarity between the TS of the intact and
truncated proteins is very intriguing taking into account that for the folding reaction of the
truncated protein there are not any topological preliminary requirements for folding. The
calculated and the experimental O-values are represented infig.4.The agreement between the
two sets of data is reasonable. According to our model the fragments should not form nativelike structures prior to their association in full agreement with the experimental data. More
importantly the agreement with the experimental data strongly supports the mechanism in
which the folding reaction for the truncated protein also proceeds through the formation of a
high free energy nucleus at the TS level. Thus, the main result from the comparison of the
theoretical and experimental O-values is that the truncated and the intact proteins have the
same nucleation sitesasindicated bytheir highO-values. Calculated O-values are shifted down
relative to the experimental O-values. This is a result of the fact that in our model we do not
take into account the volume effects and van der Waals interactions. On the other hand the
shift clearly showsthat theTSfor thetruncated protein isnearer tothenative state thantheTS
for theintactprotein.

Association ofthetwodomainsoftheArcrepressor ofphageP22

The Arc repressor of phage P22 consist of two polypeptide chains each 53 residues long
(Breg et al., 1990;Millaet al., 1995;Millaet al., 1994).Theprotein has awell-defined dimeric
structure which consists of an intersubunit, antiparalell /?-sheet and a four a-helices packed
around a single hydrophobic core. The association reaction of the two polypeptide chains
occursreversibly andwithout detectableintermediates inbothequilibrium andkineticstudies.
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Figure.4. Experimental 0-values, from refolding kinetic experiments, are compared with the calculated <5values for the association of twofragments of barleychymotrypsin inhibitor -[CI2-(20-59) and CI2-(60-83)]. Ovalues are represented together with the schematic representation of the secondary and tertiary structure of the
CI2 (because of its structural similarity with its truncated form) as well as its lattice model. Mutated
hydrophobic residues are also shown. Calculations are carried out with a set of different experimentally
determined parameters for thecoil-CC-helix and coil-/?-strand transitions, table 1.

This indicates that the TS for the association reaction, similarly to the association reaction
of the truncated CI2 protein, isrepresented by a single folding nucleus. The experimental and
theoretical O-values are represented in fig.5. The agreement between the two sets of data is
good. All nucleation sites, indicated by their high O-values, are located in the hydrophobic
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core. The calculated O-values, similar to the association reaction of the truncated form of CI2
protein, are shifted down relative to the experimental data. This is because the size of the
nucleus is approximately the same for the Arc repressor, CI2 and the truncated form of CI2
proteins, the position of the TS along the reaction coordinate is mainly determined by the total
exposure of the loop regions. Thus, our prediction is that the TS states for the Arc repressor
and the truncated form of CI2 protein are closer to the native state than the TS of the CI2
protein.

Activation domain of human procarboxypeptidase

The three-dimensional structure of Ada2H represents a globular open-sandwich

a+fl

domain with 80 residues, no disulfide bridges and 4 Jrans-prolyl peptide bonds (Garcia-Saez et
al., unpublished data; Vendrell et al, 1991). The hydrophobic core is formed by the packing of
a four-stranded antiparallel /?-sheet against two a-helices. The two helices are oriented
almost exactly antiparallel to each other, are all on the same side of the /?-sheet, and the helix
axes form an angle of ~ 45° relative to the direction of the /?-strands. The loops linking the
secondary structures are significantly less well ordered than the rest of the molecule.
Equilibrium denaturation by urea or temperature is fully reversible at pH 7.0 and fits to a twostate transition (Villegas et al., 1995).
Kinetics of unfolding and refolding followed by fluorescence does not show the presence of
any kinetic intermediates accumulating in the folding reaction (Villegas et al., 1995). All these
data indicate that the folding of this domain is consistent with a nucleation condensation
mechanism, where the folding pathway has to proceed through the formation of a high free
energy nucleus (Fersht, 1995).
The data for the free energy of denaturation, extrapolated to zero concentration of
denaturant, are represented in Table 2 (unpublished data of L. Serrano EMBL, Heidelberg).
The calculated <J>-values together with the schematic representation of the secondary and
tertiary structure of Ada2H domain are represented in fig.6. As follows from our calculations
over the different sets of xperimentally determined parameters for the coil-a-helix and coilP-strand transitions, the residues, which are involved in the folding nucleus of the Ada2H
domain, are ILE23, ILE15, LEU26, ALA52 and VAL54. Their O-values, as calculated based
on O'Neil and DeGrado parameters which seems to be more consistent with the experimental
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O-values, are 2.60 for the ILE/VAL23 mutation, 1.0 for the ILE/VAL15 mutation, 0.59 for
the VAL/ALA54 mutation, 0.41 for theLEU/VAL26 mutation and 0.35 for the ALA/GLY52
mutation.
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Figure.5. Experimental <l>-values, from refolding kinetic experiments, are compared with the calculated Ovalues for the association of the two domains of the Arc repressor of phage P22. O-values are represented
together with the schematic representation of the secondary and tertiary structure of the Arc repressor and the
mutated hydrophobic residues. The lattice model of Arc repressor is also shown. Calculations are carried out
with a set of different experimentally determined parameters for the coil-a-helix and coil-/?-strand
transitions, table 1.
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Table2.Freeenergies ofthewild-type andmutantproteinson
denaturation, extrapolated tozeroconcentrations of denaturant.
Protein

free energy of denaturation
(kcal/mol)

wild-type

-4.410.1

VAL/ALA12

-2.6±0.2

ILE/VAL15

-3.9±0.1

ILE/VAL23

-4.3±0.1

LEU/VAL26

-3.1±0.1

PHE/LEU37

-2.3±0.2

ALA/GLY52

-2.7±0.1

VAL/ALA54

-3.3±0.2

PHE/ALA67

-2.8±0.1

ILE/VAL73

-2.910.1

ILE/ALA77

-2.510.1

Thus, our prediction is that ILE23 and ILE15 are the key residues for the folding of the
Ada2H domain. It is connected with the stability of the N-terminus of the a -helix 2 and its
packing against the /?-sheet. Inparticular ILE15from the /3-strand 1and ALA52 and VAL54
from /?-strand 4 form a small hydrophobic pocket, that packs against the ALA26, while the
ALA23 is screened by the short proline rich connection between /?-strand 3 and /?-strand 4,
fig.7.

DISCUSSION
Kinetic and experimental studies have shown that small monomeric proteins follow a twostate folding mechanisminwhichonlythedenatured state and the native states are significantly
populated (Viguera et al., 1996; Alexander et al., 1992; Schindler et al., 1995;Kragelund et
al., 1995;Jackson &Fersht, 1991;Burton et al., 1997;Villegas et al., 1995).This means that
thedenatured state andthenative stateareseparated by afree energy barrier.
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Experimental and theoretical studies represent strong evidence that at the top of the free
energy barrier the folding toward the native conformation is based on the nucleation growth
mechanism (Abkevich et al., 1994;Fersht, 1995;Lopez-Hernandez, Serrano, 1996).Thus, the
folding problem is reduced to the question of how the folding nucleus at the top of the free
energybarrierisformed from theensemble ofpartly structured conformations inthe denatured
state.

Ada2H
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Figure.6. Representation of the calculated <I>-values, based on experimental data for the free energy of
denaturation of the Ada2H domain, ^-values are represented together with the schematic representation of the
secondary and tertiary structure of the Ada2H domain and the mutated hydrophobic residues. The lattice model
of the Ada2H domain is also shown. Experimental data for the free energy of denaturation together with the
sequence and coordinates for the Ada2H domain as well as the hydrophobic residues, which had been mutated,
was kindly provided tous byL.Serrano EMBL, Heidelberg (unpublished data).
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a - helix 2

Figure.7. Schematic representation of the stabilization of the N-terminal region of the OC -helix 2 from the
Ada2H domain in the TS by interactions of the side chains of ILE23 and LEU26 with residues that will form
the hydrophobic core. The field spheres are drawn with the full van der Waal's radii. The N-terminal region of
the a -helix 2 and the residues ILE15 from /?-strand 1and ALA52 and VAL54 from /?-strand 4 constitute the
proposed nucleation site.

In this study we address this question byfocusing on the role of topological restrictions on
theformation ofthefolding nucleus.The important roleof suchrestrictions is shown inrecent
characterization of the refolding properties of a number of small monomeric proteins. It has
been shown that there is a very strong correlation between the distribution of the sequence
distance between allpairsofcontacting residues andtherate at whichthe proteins fold (Plaxco
et al., 1998). Moreover, there is direct experimental evidence that both sequence and
topological restrictions, operate not only at the TS level but in the denatured state as well
(Martinez et al., 1998; Grantcharova, 1998). This leads to certain obligatory steps in the
folding pathway. For example, it has been shown that optimum sequences for particular ahelices or /?-turns along the polypeptide chain significantly stabilize the protein, and in many
casesproduce anacceleration ofthefolding reaction (Vigueraetal., 1997).
Thus, while inthe denatured state the nucleation process isfavored by certain a-helices or
/?-hairpins along the sequence, in the TS the nucleation process is favored by their packing
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together with someotherportions ofthepolypeptidechain.It isbecauseofthe requirement for
maximum screening of the hydrophobic groups, minimum screening of the hydrophilic ones
and the maximum saturation of the hydrogen backbones, that the packing of the polypeptide
chain in the TS leads to the formation of the folding nucleus with native-like topology and
approximately correctly formed secondary structures. All other folding alternatives which
includeboth changes intopology and secondary structures are separated bya high free energy
gap. The folding nucleus is represented bythe packing of a- and(or) /?-secondary structures,
thetype and mutual contacts of which determines the folding pattern of the nucleus.Whereas,
the order in which loop regions with different degrees of order connect the secondary
structures inthefolding pattern determines thetopology ofthenucleus.
Loop regions play a critical role in the nucleation process (Grantcharova et al., 1998;
Martinez et al., 1998;Gruebele &Wolynes, 1998). For simplicity we assume two main types
of loopregionsinour model: 1)loopregionsinvolved incrossover and2) loop regions located
in the periphery (for example /?-hairpins). Along the polypeptide chain loops are located
predominantly inregions rich inpolar residues, whereas a- and(or) /?-secondary structures are
found predominantly in regions rich in hydrophobic residues. These sequence restrictions
combined with the topology determine the order of the mutual packing of the secondary
structures leading to the formation of the folding nucleus. In general the loop regions located
at theperiphery are shorter, solvent exposed and with lesstertiary contacts with the rest of the
protein than the loop regions involved in crossovers. As a first approximation, we take into
accountonly thetertiary interactionsofthecrossovers.
Because of the flexibility of the crossovers, secondary structures connected to these loops,
have relatively independent conformational freedom. Therefore, the free energy of the
secondary structures is mainly determined bythe free energy resulting from the interactions of
residues within and between the secondary structures and the entropy associated with their
conformational freedom. From these considerations it is clear that changes in both topology
and secondary structures of the folding nucleus result in redistribution of the secondary
structures along the sequence and the order of their mutual packing. As a result of this
redistribution thetermscontributing to thefree energyofthesecondary structures andthe loop
regions change. This would lead to the change of the relative contributions of the folding
nucleus and the loop regions to the free energy of the protein molecule at the TS level, thus
changing theO-values, fig.8.
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Figure.8. Schematic representation of the redistribution of the lengths between the secondary structures in
the nucleus and the loop regions, as seen through the change of the free energy profile of the mutant relative to
the wild-type protein. Reaction coordinate is represented bythe solvent exposures of the D state (l D ), TS (lTS )
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and theN state(l N ).It is assumed that the mutations do not change the difference of solvent exposure between
the D and N states, A(/ D -lN)~0,
A(lD —lNj~0

while for the TS A ( / „ - lN) = A(lTS ) * 0 . The assumption that

is based on the fact that for two-state proteins only the D and N state are significantly

populated. In the D state there are reconfigurations which include both topological changes and local hydrogen
bond breaking and formation, while in the N state there are only local reconfigurations around the site of the
mutation. Hence the effect of the mutations on the change in solvent exposure in going from N to D state is
negligible. The interpretation of the experimental data is based on the fact that the TS ensemble is dominated
by conformations in which the contacts between a few residues, which serve as a nucleation sites, are highly
populated, fig.8A. This follows from the requirement of hydrophobic core formation. Thus CC- and(or) /?secondary structures, which are packed around the core, have one hydrophobic (in fig.8A this corresponds to
residues n , n + 1 and n +4 from the CC-helix) and one hydrophilic surface (residues n — 1, n + 2 and
n +3 from the (X -helix). Along the sequence they are separated by flexible loops rich in polar residues. All
other conformations, in which hydrophobic residues are exposed to the water (for example conformations in
which residue n from position i along the CC -helix is translated to position i + 2 ) or hydrophilic residues
are buried in thecore (for example conformations in which residue n +3 from position ( +3 along the CC -helix
is translated toposition i ), are separated bya free energy barrier. The protein structure around the nucleus has
the most conserved geometry, while other protein portions, such as loop regions, are in process of being
formed, so they are more flexible. The loop regions are characterized not only with degenerate conformations,
but also with the fluctuations of their lengths. Increasing or decreasing of the stability of particular secondary
structure, leads to an increase or a decrease in solvent exposure of some of the hydrophobic groups located on
the edges of the hydrophobic core. This change of solvent exposure is a mesure of the redistribution of the
lengths between the secondary structures and loop regions and corresponds to the movement of the TS toward
the denatured D or the native N states, respectively. At the same time, because of the general inequalities
><& =

AF„
" >0
AAF„_ D

AFT,
and - 1 < 0 = , A " < 0 , it follows that 0 < A F „ < AAF„
or
n '""-"
TS —
AAF„_ D

0 > AFTS > AAFN_D and AFTS > 0 > AAFN^D or AAF^,,, > 0 > AFTS , respectively. This leads to an
increase or a decrease of the rate constants of unfolding ku and folding k{ for the mutant protein relative to
the wild-type, as is shown in fig.8B.

In the case of CI2 the folding nucleus is located in the hydrophobic core formed by the
packing of asingle a-helix against a six-stranded mixed, parallel and antiparalell, /?-sheet. The
crossover loops are those between the a-helix and the corners of the /?-sheet as well as the
right-handed crossover between /?-strands 3 and 4. There is only one relatively short loop

N-D
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connection which is located in the middle of the /3-sheet. The symmetry of the lattice, the
symmetry ofthe location of thecrossover loops and the location of the /?-hairpin inthemiddle
of the /?-sheet force the residues with the highest O-values to be located in the hydrophobic
core. Moreover, the location of the residues with highest O-values is not changed if the
crossover between the 3 and 4 /?-strands is cut. Arc repressor, a predominantly oc-protein,
consists of two different polypeptide chains whose association results in a structure in which
the secondary structures and the loops are symmetrically distributed around a single
hydrophobic core. Similar to CI2, inthe Arc repressor, the residues with highest <6-values are
alsolocated inthehydrophobic core.
Our results together with the experimental data are in contrast to the funnel scenario for
protein folding where the TS is represented by an ensemble of structurally different
conformations with similar energies (Bryngelson, 1995). According to this approach, the
folding occurs down a funnel along different parallel pathways. This implies the existence of
different regions along the sequence and in thefinalfolded structure that serve as nucleation
sites. One expects that bybreaking loops it ispossible to favour certain pathways, rather than
others.This meansthat theO-valuesfor certain nucleation sitescould be drastically reduced or
even nullified. However, this is incontrast to the experimental results reported for CI2 where
actually one of the crossovers was cut, as described above, but the experimental ^-values did
not change significantly. Our calculated O-values for this modified protein show the same
distribution as the experimental 4>-values, but with the actual O-values shifted down (fig.4).
According to our model we interpreted these results as a shift of the position of the TS along
the reaction coordinate toward the native state. This is due to increasing of the tertiary
contacts between the fragments of CI2 and decreasing of their entropic contributions. This
means that both the wild-type CI2 and the CI2 with the active side loop cut have the same
common nucleation sites.This strongly supports our assumption that the TS at its lowest free
energy state is populated principally by conformations with native-like topology and
approximately correctly formed secondary structures.
Because of lack of symmetry essential for the localization of the nucleation sites fully inthe
hydrophobic core, in some proteins these nucleation sites might in part be situated at the
periphery. This isthecase for example for theAda2H domain whose nucleation sites arepartly
located at theperiphery according toour calculations. IntheAda2Hdomain theonly /?-hairpin
islocated at the periphery of the (1-sheet, not inthe middle as inthe CI2. Other /?-strands are
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connected withcrossovers withthetwo a-helices which arepacked from the same side against
the /?-sheet.According to ourcalculations thenucleation sitesare located between the first ahelix and the /?-hairpin formed between the 3 and 4 /?-strands. This is similar to the
experimental results which have been reported for the SH3 domain family, where the
nucleation sites are located at theperiphery on a single distal loop /?-hairpin (Grantcharova et
al., 1998;Martinez et al., 1998). It has been shown that the formation of this ^-hairpin is an
obligatory and rate-limiting step in the folding reaction (Martinez et al., 1998). This strongly
suggests that the formation of the /3-hairpin between the 3 and 4 /?-strands is also an
obligatory stepinthefolding pathway oftheAda2Hdomain.
Our model has some limitations. The geometrical representation of the loop regions does
not include knowledge of their space coordinates. Therefore, it is not possible to account for
the detailed contacts between residues located in the loop regions and the rest of the protein.
Nevertheless, some contributions are taken into account. These include: 1) the free energy of
their bending;2) connectivity restrictions between the secondary structures and 3) non specific
hydrophobic interactions inthe case of crossover loops. We have to maintain that the detailed
knowledge of the loop coordinates are mainly needed for the electrostatic interactions, for the
short turns (as in /?-hairpins) and for thefinalpacking of the loops with the rest of the protein
bodyinthenativestate.IntheTSlong loopsaredisrupted from therest oftheprotein and asa
result their long-range interactions are strongly weakened, whereas the short connections have
negligible long-rangecontacts.
Conclusions

A theoretical model for the folding of a two-state small monomeric proteins is proposed.
Thefolding problem isreduced to the question of how the folding nucleus inthe TS is formed
from the ensemble of rapidly interconverting partly structured conformations in the denatured
state. It is proposed that in the denatured state the folding is energetically favored by certain
highly fluctuating nucleation regions (a-helices and(or) /?-hairpins), which in the experiments
based on sitedirected mutagenesis arerevealed bytheir highO-values. Inthe TS the folding is
favored by the packing of these nucleation regions together with other portions of the
polypeptide chain, thus leading to abroad distribution of the O-values. As a result, in the TS
folding nucleus with native-like topology, approximately correctly formed secondary structures
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and loops with different degrees of order are favored by the existence of a high free energy
gap. A self-consistent molecular meanfieldtheory and a lattice model of the folding nucleus
are presented. The lattice model is based on packing of idealized a- and(or) /?-secondary
structures. A statistical mechanics theory of a linear cooperative system is used to 'inscribe' a
given sequence onto its corresponding lattice model. Molecular mean fields are used to
approximate the non-local interactions between residues which are far apart in the sequence
but close in space.The local interactions between residues, which areclose in sequence - asin
the a-, P- or loop regions, are accounted for in an explicit form based on experimental
parameters. Thedistribution of the a- and (or) P-regions along the sequence and inthe lattice,
together with the molecular fields, are self-consistently optimized - threading the sequence in
the initial fields, determining the distribution of the secondary structures along the sequence
andinthelattice,optimizing thefields tothisdistributionetc.
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SUMMARY

Recent experimental and theoretical studies strongly support the fact that at the transition
state (TS) level the folding of two-state small monomeric proteins, toward the native
conformation, is based on the nucleation growth mechanism. The activation barrier of twostate folding reaction is predicted to have a strong uphill slope with small (narrow activation
barrier) or large (broad activation barrier) movements along the reaction coordinate. On the
bases of our previous results (Dimitrov, R. A., Laane, C, Vervoort, J., & Crichton, R. R.
(1998). Topological requirement for the nucleus formation of a two-state folding reaction.
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Implications for O-values calculations. Protein Science, submitted) as well as the present
results we will show that the high-energy nucleation for two-state small monomeric proteins is
most likely to propagate approximately isoenergetically at the TS level, where local and longrange interactions are cooperatively consolidated trough the overall native fold of the protein.
All other folding alternatives, which include both changes in topology and secondary
structures, are separated by a high free energy gaps. Our strategy can be formulated as follows.
Firstly, using the library of different packing patterns (represented as a set of most favorable
packing of a- and (or) fj-secondary regions) and a limited set of thermodynamically most
favorable topologies associated with them, a statistical mechanics theory of a linear
cooperative system is used to 'inscribe' a given sequence onto these packing patterns in order
to recognize which topology and packing pattern fits the sequence best. Secondly, the main
features of the packing patterns are determined by molecular fields. Thirdly, the topologies and
the molecular fields are self-consistently optimized by threading the sequence in a initial field,
by determining the topology in this field, by optimizing the field to this topology, etc. The free
energies of the native packing patterns and topologies are separated by a gap from their
alternatives. However, the free energies of the protein topologies from the same packing
pattern are rather close.

INTRODUCTION

From known X-ray protein structures, it is now well established that proteins are very
similarly organized, if one restricts the comparison of protein structures to the protein chain
tertiary folds without reference to the exact geometry, chain length and amino acid sequence.
In such a presentation the tertiary fold is fully determined by the sequence of rigid a- and (or)
(}-secondary structures, by their mutual position and orientation in space, and by the irregular
pattern of their connections. 111 Detailed analysis and comparison of different primary and
tertiary protein structures have shown that in general protein sequences adopt the same fold
and that the folds fall into a limited set of families.12-15 Although we still cannot say how many
protein folds there are, some preliminary estimations show that natural proteins have likely
descended from approximately 1000 different ancestors, and that the number of distinct protein
folds is likely to be between 400 and700.13,16-19
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The limited set of protein folds led to the suggestion that the problem of protein structure
prediction can be solved by accumulating sufficient structural data and deriving corresponding
methods for sequence-structure recognition 18-36 . As a consequence known 3D structures are
used to model their folds. The usual procedure can be represented in a few steps. Firstly, the
known 3D protein structures from the PDB bank are filtered according to criteria such as:
resolution, sequence homology and structural match. Secondly, on the bases of compatibility
scoring functions and appropriate algorithms, the sequence of the tested protein molecule is
aligned to each target fold. Lastly, scores derived from the sequence-structure alignments are
ranked to find the most probable target fold. However, such a intuitively clear approach has its
limitations. The reason is that there is no general mathematical prove for the existence of a
simplified scoring function with native-like structures as global minima. Nevertheless, the
searching for universal scoring functions have lead to the formulation of general physical rules,
which govern the hierarchy of the organization of protein structures. 37 These rules impose the
geometrical constraints with respect to the packing and to the mutual orientation of secondary
structures, as well as the restrictions on the arrangement of irregular connections between the
secondary structures. As a consequence the possible protein folds are limited. 6 - 3841
The objective of this study is to show that the problem of protein structure prediction can
be reduced to find suitable compact packing patterns built by a - and (or) j3-regular regions
and the limited set of protein topologies associated with them, followed by the detailed atomatom energy calculations to predict the atomic coordinates within this framework of the
thermodynamically most favorable packing pattern. This approach is supported by the results
of recent experimental and theoretical studies on the structural properties of the transition state
for the protein folding of two-state small monomeric proteins. 42 " 46
Thermodynamical experiments have shown that in most cases protein folding and unfolding
involves only two thermodynamically distinct states or phases. 47 The folded state consists of a
spatially narrow distribution of structures, whereas the unfolded state contains a much larger
number of distinct configurations with broader spatial distribution. The state at the maximum
in the free-energy profile is called the 'transition state' for protein folding. In general the
double-well free energy profile suggests two relaxation times: one for the motion of a protein
chain in the free energy minimum corresponds to the unfolded state and is very fast. The other
relaxation time is determined by the free energy difference between the folded and unfolded
states and is rate-limiting for the protein folding reaction. In the fast folding part there is a
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reconfiguration via a collapsed 'burst-phase' intermediate, but this strongly depends on the
conditions. Thus at higher temperatures (another way to control the presence of intermediate
states is to lower the pH or to increase the concentration of denaturants) at which the entropy
contribution is more pronounced, partly structured intermediates are favorable. In contrast, at
lower temperatures, in which the energy contribution to the free energy barrier becomes
dominant, low energy intermediates are disfavored. Finally, the cooperativity suggest that
kinetically the protein folding transition follows a nucleation mechanism. The nucleus is the
lowest of all the free energy barriers in the transition state ensemble of the conformations. It is
represented by certain nonlocal native contacts, which lead to the formation of a critical
fragment, after which the subsequent dynamics lead unidirectionally to the native state.
It is the aim of the present work to show that the high-energy nucleus is most likely to be
formed by the (crude) characteristics of the overall native fold of the protein molecule. After
the nucleation process is started, the protein propagates further,

approximately

isoenergetically, at transition-state level where local and long-range interactions are
cooperatively consolidated through its overall fold. The competing folds are discriminated by
an energy gap. 45
Our strategy can be formulated as follows. Firstly, protein conformations at the TS are
described using a lattice model which is based on the packing of a- and(or) (3-secondary
structures (packing patterns). Steric restrictions between the secondary structures are taken
into account by averaging over the backbone coordinates of known 3D-protein structures. A
set of packing patterns is constructed which has to be consistent with the length of the tested
protein chains. The computational procedure is not restricted to the idealized geometric
characteristics of the secondary structures but in this article we will use only such simplified
structures. They are represented by hypothetical cylindrical surfaces on which Ca-atoms of the
polypeptide backbone form a right handed spiral (fig.l). The side groups of amino acid
residues are treated as spheres, the center of which represents the average displacement of the
side groups from the Ca-atoms. The lines which connect the Ca-atoms and the center of the
side groups are perpendicular to the axes of the spirals. Lattice conformations are described by
the conformational freedom of the loops and by the fluctuations of the lengths and locations of
the regular a- and (or) P-regions along the sequence and in the lattice. Secondly, to each
packing pattern, as a consequence of thermodynamic restrictions, a limited set of topologies is
associated. Thirdly, calculations are carried out to determine the free energy of the protein
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over all available sets of packing patterns and topologies associated with them. Fourthly, the
packing pattern and topology with the minimal free energy is expected to be the same or at
least very similar to the native fold. As a final result one obtains the distribution and
corresponding fluctuations of the secondary regions along the sequence and their contacts in
space.

THEORY

Free energy of protein conformations at TS

Previously45 it has been shown that the free energy of the TS transient conformations can be
presented in the form:

£(fi)=l£ i (r;«,)+IVi('i-' l i;'i*pv,)4 x II £ 'j( r 'A;').» J )
I

Z

i

i

j

<*i

where 2 ( { ^},{«,}) determines the locations of the secondary structures along the sequence
and in the lattice, as well as the topological connections between their N- and C-termini. Ei is
the internal energy associated with each terminus (for example the sum of free energies of
elongation for a- or /3-secondary structures for the individual amino acid residues which
contribute to the given termini). Et ,+1-is the energy of interaction between nearest neighbors
termini along the sequence (for example the bending energy of loop connections between the
N- and C- terminus of adjacent secondary structures). £ i; --is the non-local energy of
interaction between residues which are far apart in the sequence but close in space- for
example hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions. Following equation (1) for each
protein conformation in the TS we can ascribe a statistical weight:

f
exp
V

RT

J

The free energy of the TS can be obtained by taking the logarithm of the sum over all
possible weights for the available conformational states in the TS. 4 5 . 4 9 . 5 0

(D
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Calculation of free energy

The free energy of the protein fold can be calculated on the basis of minimization rules.45-48"
50

For our purpose, as a starting point for the minimization procedure, the most appropriate

approach is the well known classical statistical mechanics Gibbs-Bogoliubov 51 ' 52 inequality
which is quite general and does not depend on the characteristics of the investigated system. It
states that the free energy of the system of interest is less than, or equal to, the free energy of
the system in the presence of an external field, which approximates part or all of its internal
interactions. If we represent the free energy and the energy levels of the system with or without
the presence of an external field O by F , \ £ , } and F 0 , ^ , 0 } correspondingly the GibbsBogoliubov inequality takes the form:

F<F*

+(E-E°)P„

Therefore, the free energy of the system of interest can be obtained as a minimum of the
rightsideoftheinequality (3)overtheexternal field:

F=

mm{F°+{E-E»)pt}

where F * and F * are determined in (3). It is important to note that inequality (3) gives only
the upper limit to the free energy. As a result, the choice of the adjustable parameters and the
corresponding potential functions for the pairwise residue interactions is restricted by the
requirement that the limit on the right of inequality (3) is as small as possible.

Lattice model of the packing patterns and protein lattice conformations.

Thermodynamically favorable packing patterns must fulfill the natural requirement of maximum
screening of hydrophobic groups, minimum screening of hydrophilic ones and the maximum
saturation of hydrogen backbones between {S-regions. 37 Thus /3-strands are grouped in sheets
which form layer structures with other sheets or helices packed on their hydrophobic faces.
When the twist of the /5-strands and their curl is varied, the curl of the /?-sheet is also varied
and this makes it possible to pass from a sandwich or a I/5 structure to a barrel structure, a Helices are either stacked around a central core, or form their own layered structures. Steric
restrictions between structural blocks can be taken into account by averaging over the

(3)
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backbone coordinates of known 3D-protein structures andbyusing some simple symmetrical
considerations forthe mutual positions ofthe structural regions.
Lattice conformations of a given protein chain arecharacterized by:45 1) type of packing
pattern; 2) number of occupied segments in this pattern-k; 3) N —> C direction of the chain
relative to the direction of the occupied segment-T,; 4) position of TV and C ends of
secondary regions along the chain and along the segments of the packing pattern- (n,r). So
each end i is characterized by: n™1 <n < n™\r™° <r <r™x and T, = 1 when the N ->C
direction ofthe chain andthat ofthe segment, through which thechain, passes isthesame. In
the opposite case T, =—1(fig.2).
(mn
l,!

"

^Jk'.rf),
)=
\{r3'.rtt

T,=l 'AT ,
T f =l •C'V
*

m)_l{rf,r>),

HfcV/),

T , = - l 'AT
T , = - l -C

where p is the number of one of the packing segments and the following relations must be
fulfilled:
1<p < k, 1 <i <2k , rxp< r2p < r0"and rf <r/' < r / .
To each end of the secondary regions we ascribe only a part of the chain with internal
coordinates describedby:
rt < r < r / - l , T, = 1 N'
rp<r<r.,

T, = 1 C

rp <r<ri ,

T , = - l 'A/'

r,<r <rp - 1 , T,.= - 1

C

where forthe distribution of n=n,• - Tp •(rt, - r) alongthechainwehave:
0<An<A/-(2fe-l)L

n™=n™+An
Here L is a parameter, the meaning of which is the minimal length of globular structural
elements ( a -or ji -regions and loops).

Contribution ofthe closest residues along the chain
Recently, using site-directed mutagenisis, it wasshown for the ft -structural propensities that
they vary depending onboth the protein and the site ofmutation inthe protein. 53
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Fig.l Geometrical representation of the idealized a - and /}- secondary structures. /?-Strands and OC helix are represented by the right-handed spiral, the main characteristics of which are: distance between the
C -atoms along the helix axis-<i ; helix radius-R ; rotation angle between two closest Ca -atoms along the
o

o

helix axis-(jD. For (3-structures we have: d =3.3A, R =0.25A, ^U=189.15 . For CC -structures we have:
0

d=l.5A,

0

R=2A,

_

(p=100°. The direction of the strand is marked by a , and b is the direction of the side

group placed at the central position ro of the strand (see also in the text). The effective directions of
Ca —> H and C a —> O hydrogen bonds are also shown. For (X -structures effective hydrogen bonds are
directed toward the helix axis but it is important tonote that they are not involved in intramolecular long-range
o

interactions. Both for a - and /}-structures the length of Ca —> O and Ca —» H is 2 A . The average
0

displacement of side groups from Ca -atoms is 3A .
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Fig.2 Schematic representation of allowed positions for 'N' and 'C ends of structural segments in packing
patterns.Each segmenthas 12or 16positionsfor Ca-atomsfor p% or (X-structure,respectively. Thefirstand
lastposition ineachsecondarystructurearenottaken intoaccounttheyonlymarkthedirection ofenteringand
exiting ofthechain, when it goesthrough somesegment. The boundaries marked at the topof fig.2 represent
the domains of vibration and the boundaries marked at the bottom represent the separation of secondary
structures in twoparts which are ascribed to 'N' or 'C ends. These regions participate in energy interactions
betweentheendsofstructuralregions.

Also, as a consequence of the comparison of helix propensities derived from small model
peptides (which are mainly determined by the local interactions) and those derived from a
protein, it was shown that there is a link between variation in helix propensity among amino
acids and helix-tertiary interactions.54 To avoid these difficulties we make the following
approximations: firstly, in the unfolded state of the protein chain, which is taken as a zero free
energy level, each amino acid residue freely explores all its conformational space. In other
words, amino acid residues along the chain are considered as energetically uncoupled;
secondly, the loop regions between the structural blocks in the frame of the packing patterns
are considered as random-coiled like parts of the protein chain with uncoupled residues along
it; thirdly, the free energy of the residue secondary structure propensities does not depend on
their position along the structural regions and the location of the structural regions along the
protein chain. This follows from the assumption that the tertiary interactions are much stronger
determinants for residue preferences to be in a a - or P-state than the short-range interactions
between residues inside the a - or p -structural regions. Further, in equilibrium the structural
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regions in the frame of the packing patterns can be seen as quasi-independent systems
separated by regions with decoupling residues which destroy the linear memory of chain
conformations.
As a consequence of the above approximations the free energy of the structural regions is
described in the form:
£,_,, = A/tf ( A V I )+ £,_,,(;•_,,#>,._,;jj,/.,.)+ AF? (a„ ) = £,..,(j-_,,»,._,)+ E, {r,,n,)
£,-,('•-,.«,-,) = " £ ' A F T ' - " " * " ( « „ ) + AJtf(a„.,)

£,(r>,)=I A f r ' ^ k ) +A^k)
regul

where ^f^"'-

r

" ( ^ J j s the free energy of elongation; an stands for one of the natural amino

acids and n is its position along the protein chain; A/^,(a„ J and A/^ c (a /1 I are the free
energy of initiation and termination, respectively. For the free energy of a - and ft -structural
propensities we have used the experimental values determined by O'Neil and DeGrado 55 and
Milnor and Kim.56-57 The free energy of initiation and termination are determined mainly by the
fixation of the loop regions between the corresponding structural regions along the chain and
are discussed in detail below. For a -helical regions the initiation and termination of free
energy contributions include also the fixation of residues at the N- and C-termini of the helical
regions itself. In the most simple case, when the residue specificity is not taken into account,
the value of 4kcal/mol is taken from the experimental work of Platzer et al.. 58 The only
exception is the Pro residue for which a value - RT = -0.6 kcal/mol is added when it occupies
the first (N-terminal) positions of a - and /J-structural regions.
As a first approximation the contribution from the loop regions is separated into two main
parts. In the first part residues are evaluated by their tendency to be exposed to solvent. The
loop term has a form:

£,+1(n,+1^+l)= l A O ( f l . )
/i=]
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hphob X\

AF.

where AF'""1' = -RTIn 1 + wi exp
v

v

represent the loop propensities for the
JJ

residuegroups36and AFjhp''"h isthe difference inhydrophobic free energy when apolar residue
is transferred to a nonpolar medium.59 Only interlayer connections are taken into account for
which w, =0.1; otherwise w,=0. This approximation follows from the requirement that the
hydrophobic coreofprotein molecules hastobewellisolated from thewater environment. The
approximation is also consistent with the distribution of hydrophilic residues along the chain
whicharemainly concentrated intheloopregions.
The second loop term is connected with the free energy of loop bending. This term
approximates the expression for the free energy of bend fluctuations of long polymer
molecules:60
AFw=^x(A0)2
2L
where a is the persistent length, L is the chain length, R is the gas constant, T is the
temperature and A0 isthe total bending angle between the ends of the chain. The rigidity of
the loop regions imposes restrictions on the chain pathway. For example, antiparallel
association between two /3-strands closest along the chain is more favorable than a parallel
ones.37 For a -helicesthe rigidity ofthe loop regionsdoes not impose such strong restrictions.
This follows from the fact that in a typical protein chain the a-helical regions are usually
directed perpendicular to the helix axis. The most simple way to take into account both a and p-structural regions is to approximate the total bending angle between the ends of the
loop regions bythe bending angles 6}(/;) and 6i+l(ri+iJ at the ends of the structural regionsrt
and fM and the shortest possible loop between them-|^+] -r\. The length of the loop can be
taken into account bythenormalization constant. Asaconsequence, thefree energy AF1""11 of
loopbendingbetween twocloseststructural regions alongthechain isapplied inthe form:
E

u+i{n>ni'ri+l,nM) = A-

(g200+fl(U)
21

2

where ri and ri+lare the spatial coordinates of the terminal residues; A is the free energy for
the total bending angle n which corresponds to an antiparallel association of two p-strands
closest along the chain. When the loop is attached to an a -helical region the protein chain
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does not change its direction relative to the shortest loop and the corresponding bending angles
are closest to zero. We distinguish two main contributions to the free energy of chain bending:
firstly, the bending of irregular chain portions between closest structural regions along the
chain.37 In this case, the normalization constant A is taken to be =3kcal/mol; secondly, the
bending of structural regions itself. This term is mainly connected with the P-strands and gives
the possibility to account for the free energy of a p -sheet curl. In this case A is taken to be =8
kcal/mol.

Free energy of long-range interactions

1. Hydrogen bonding interactions

The main role of hydrogen bonding interactions in long-range interactions is stabilization of
P-strands arranged in parallel, antiparallel or mixed p -sheets in the protein globule. For an
a -helix the majority of hydrogen bonds are already saturated and they cannot be involved in
these sheets and should form their own layers (or clusters). The stability of P-sheets and their
dimension (lengths and number of P-strands) is mainly determined by the sum of free energies
of individual residues during the P-structure-coil transition, as well as by the loss of free
energy of the bend formation and by the excess free energy at their edges. The free energy of
bends or loops is already described above. So each amino acid residue involved in a P-sheet
structure can be characterized by two states, when it is placed in the middle or at the edge of a
P-sheet. A residue in the middle of a P-sheet is stabilized by hydrogen bonds on both sides.
From one side the residue is stabilized by its own hydrogen bonds, from the other side it is
stabilized by the hydrogen bonds of previous and subsequent residues along the chain. At the
edges P-sheets residues are stabilized only from one side by their own hydrogen bonds or by
the hydrogen bonds of their neighbours. To account for these two states it is appropriate to
involve two points O and H which are placed on both sides of each C a -atom (fig.3). These
points must lie on the plane of the P-sheet. The expression for the hydrogen bonding
interactions has the form:
„h\dr

£,/ =q,

hydr . , / • / — — I . ,

h\dr

x/,^'rJx^
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where the hydrogen bonding charges are: qf'dr =-&F'dse and qf'dr=\. The geometrical factor
fij is determined by # ( / ? - p j - r J ) , where R =4 A. It is seen that hydrogen bonding
interactions arenotsymmetrical: £,-,*g .

AF

Fig.3 Representation of a model for long-range hydrogen-bonding interactions inside ft -sheets. Effective
hydrogen bonds are formed between H" —> C^ +v and O" —>C^+tl atoms. C^ + v - and C^+>1-atoms are
located on both sides of C£-atom, V and fl are their separation along the chain relative to the C"a-atom. To
each effective hydrogen bond we ascribe an energy term AF n =—A F / g", where A F / *'*>0 is an additional
free-energy of a residue n at a p"-sheetedge.-*' For the intrinsic free energy of residues, in order to compensate
the additional edge terms, we put AF; n l™" = AF/""-" 8 """ + 2 XA F / * ' , where AFfl™'-"**"tar is freeenergy difference between the interior of p-sheet and coil.-'o
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2. Hydrophobic interactions

Of-Helix-a-helix, a-helix-/J-sheet or /J-sheet-ft-sheet contacts are stabilized mainly by
hydrophobic interactions. Using the local density as defined by the residue volume distribution
around each position in the lattice, 48 we represent the hydrophobic free energy of the
individual residues as:
e!,phob = AF,*** x p ( r - ) , p{rt) = £ ^ - X#(R - \r, - r , | ) x f(\r, - r,|,J?)
j

'

where AFihp'"''' is the difference in hydrophobic free energy when a polar residue is transfered
to a nonpolar medium and p, (AJ) is the local density.
Therefore, for the pairwise interactions, it follows:
hphob _

hphob

f

I-

-• \

hphob

where the hydrophobic charges are q.'""'h =AFihl""'hand q"1""'" = — ;

Vj

is the side chain

volume of residue j along the chain and V is the volume of the interacting sphere
V =J47cAr2 • f(Ar,R)dAr

for each position along the packing segments. 48 The geometrical

factor fjj is determined by i?(/?- j ; - ? J J x / l j ; - r J , / J J . The radius R of the interacting
0

sphere is 8A . As in the case of hydrogen bonding interactions, hydrophobic interactions are
also asymmetrical: e^ £y,.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to simplify the test of the theory developed in the present paper, we restrict
ourselves to small two-state monomeric proteins with less than 80 residues which nevertheless
cover all basic protein architectures: engrailed homeodomain (lhdd.pdb file) -a 3a-helix
protein; alpha-*amylase inhibitor HOE-467*A (lhoe.pdb file) -a 6 stranded /3-sandwich;
lz(sash)*112 50 S ribosomal protein (lctf.pdb file) -an a Ij3-sandwich with 3a-helixes and
3p -strands; protein G (Bl domain, 2gbl.pdb file) -an a Ip -sandwich with 1-helix and 4/?strands; major cold shock protein ( lcsp.pdb file) -a 6-stranded /?-barrel.
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A key question is to what extent, from a thermodynamic point of view, the protein
architectures are determined in the TS on the rough level of the overall chain fold, through the
secondary structure packing and loop connection constraints. Our previous results have shown
that at its lowest free energy minimum of the TS, the protein molecule propagates toward its
native state approximately isoenergetically through nucleation-growth mechanism.

45

The

nucleus is characterized by a native like-topology, by approximately correctly formed
secondary structures and by loop regions with different degrees of order. In this study, the fold
recognition strategy is a consequence of the fact that the native-like nucleus is separated from
all other folding alternatives by ahigh free energy barrier.
As a first approximation, we do not take into account the internal degrees of freedom for
the secondary structures including main chain as well as side chain bonds of residue groups.
Hence localization of the secondary structures in the packing patterns is controlled by two
main factors: optimal orientation of residue side groups towards or apart from the core of the
packing patterns with respect to their hydrophobic or hydrophilic character, and maximum
saturation of hydrogen bonds between the P-strands. As a consequence, the secondary
structures of the packing patterns can only be moved and rotated as a whole or twist and curl
for the P-strands. In this paper, we do not take into account the steric restrictions coming
from the packing of residues with different volumes of their side chain groups in the core of
the packing patterns. It is well known 61 that high packing densities are readily attainable
among clusters of the naturally occurring hydrophobic amino acids. Therefore, in this study we
address the question to what extent in the TS the protein sequences can select their native fold
from competing folds with high core hydrophobicity but different packing organization.
Geometrical characteristics for the packing patterns are taken from the statistical observation
of known or from theoretical considerations of simplified idealized protein structures. In fact
the packing analysis of a -helices, p -sheets and a -helices with p -sheets has shown that this
packing is determined mainly by the properties of the polypeptide backbone. 8 ' 9 - 37 In a
structures a -helices are packed at the angles of - 50° and +20°; in a IP or a +P structures
a -helices are usually packed parallel to (5-strands and the right-handed twist of a j3-sheet
leads to an angle of 40° between two a -helices neighboring in space; in the aligned class of
P structures, where P-sheets pack face to face, the mean twist angle is 17°, while in the
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a//i

structure this angle is 19° and 32° in the barrel structure. The packing patterns of

protein molecules on which the theory presented here is tested are shown in fig.4.
We have examined all possible topologies for the packing patterns of the tested protein
molecules. The usual consideration isbased on the fact that for a given packing pattern the full
set of available topologies is represented by 2M M\, where M is the number of the
secondary structures of the packing pattern. 6 As a consequence of the assumption that the
connections between the secondary structures neither cross each other, make knots or pass
across the outside of the sheets or helix layers, the number of allowable protein topologies for
each packing pattern is reduced to the sets shown in fig.5. Connections between the secondary
structures which pass across the outside of the sheets or helix layers are not taken into account
because they would essentially create additional layers.
The free energy of the protein at its lowest free energy minimum at the TS is obtained by an
iteration process. 45 - 48 Calculations begin within a given topology and packing pattern. The
protein topology is determined by: 1) the distribution of N- and C-terminus of the secondary
structures along the sequence and in the packing pattern n,™° < n < n™*,r™ < r <r™*(see
fig.2); 2) a secondary structure type associated with each terminus along the sequence; and 3)
the N—»Cdirection of the sequence relative to the direction of the secondary structures in the
packing pattern. Starting conditions include one of the following possibilities: 1) some
arbitrary fixed protein conformation; 2) distribution of mean charges l/?,™^)}' where m
marks the type of charges; 3) external fields 40"'(r H ; and 4) probabilities / } ( n , , ^ j for the
distribution of the terminus of the secondary structures along the sequence and in the packing
pattern. The free energy of the protein topology is minimized with reference to the protein
fluctuations in the TS. The results concerning the distribution of protein topologies, with
respect to the free energy over the whole available set of topologies and their corresponding
packing patterns, is shown in fig.6. The results show that hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding
interactions are accurate enough, as a first approximation, for the prediction of the rough
protein fold of the folding nucleus. However, there are exceptions. One small protein, for
which the lowest free energy of the nucleus was not attained at its own native packing pattern
and native topology, is HOE.
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<x !

" V.

HOE

CTF
c

^ * - ^k

•2^

2GB1

•^•^-yy/r

CSP

«/ V x 1

Fig.4Representation of lattice models for several protein architectures. The distance between p -strands in
o

the central region of each P-sheet is 4.7A. The twist of the /3-strand (p=189.15" gives rise to the right
twist of fi -sheets with an angle of 19° between the closest p -strands in the sheet. The P -sheets in their turn
o

form an angle of 30° between each other. The distance between the central regions of j8-sheets is 10A. The
o

distance between the a-helices and the p -sheet is also 10A. The arrangement of a -helix in the HDD
molecule is obtained after averaging over its X-ray structure. The geometrical characteristics for the p -barrel
are taken from the paper of Murzin et al.°>" The direction of central side groups in all packing patterns is
toward the center of their cores. The effective directions of C —>H and Ca —> O hydrogen bonds, when
the N —> C direction of the chain is the same as in the P -segment through which the chain passes, are
\b Xa\ and -\b Xa I, respectively. When the chain direction is opposite to that of the p -strand, we have for
the direction of Ca —> H -[b x a] and for Ca - > O [b X a\.
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Fig.5 Most favorable set of tertiary folds for each packing pattern. Fig.5A presents the available folds for HDD,
CSP and GB1 protein molecules. For HDD, in thecase of left-handed Ot-helix bundle, there is an additional set
of folds which are not shown because they are mirror-images of those shown. Fig.5B include the available folds
for HOE protein. Together with their mirror-images, indicated by the position and orientation of the Nterminus of the chain, they form the full set for CTF molecule. For each protein molecule and its packing
pattern thecoresponding native fold is presented.
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The folding nucleus for this protein molecule prefers the packing pattern of the barrel
structure, rather then its own aligned packed /?-sandwich structure. In the barrel structure,
because of the absence of sheet edge effects, the concentration of the hydrophobic residues
withbulkysidechains ismainlydirected towards thecore ofthebarrel. Calculations show that
the dimension of nucleus core, with a barrel packing pattern in terms of occupied core /3strand positions, is the same for all protein sequences- 5 positions on each fi-strand. As a
consequence the protein sequences differ from each other by the density they produce in the
nucleus core. HOE isaprotein molecule inwhich thevolumeof the hydrophobic nucleus core
is very large and approximately one additional alanine residue greater than in the case of the
CSPmolecule.The other protein sequences, compared with that of the CSP molecule, cannot
achieveefficient internalpacking whenorganized intoanucleuswithabarrelpackingpattern.
This result, together with the experimental fact that the globular proteins are characterized
with high packing densities, confirm the already existing understanding that protein
conformation is linked tightly to internal packing. Thus, depending on the protein sequence,
some folds (which have high core hydrophobicity because of bulky hydrophobic groups) may
notberealized becauseofpackingconstraints.
We have also analyzed the iteration pathway to the equilibrium state in the frame of each
packing pattern and its corresponding topologies. The calculations were carried out from
random starting conditions. Results show that the protein quickly reaches acompact structure
in the packing pattern and after that slowly rearranges until most of the hydrophobic regions
are incorporated in the core of the compact structure already formed. The equilibrium state
does not depend on the starting conditions. It is mainly due to the fact that there are no
restrictions caused by volume overlap of residue sidechains and as aconsequence the average
environment ofaminoacidresidues inthehydrophobiccoreofthenucleusis uniform.
The requirement of maximum screening of hydrophobic groups, of minimum screening of
hydrophilic ones and of maximum saturation of hydrogen backbones, imposes restrictions on
the protein sequences and on the formation and localization of the secondary structures in the
packingpatternsof thenucleus.
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Fig.6 Representation of thedistribution of tertiary folds for each protein sequence over the full set of tertiary
folds and packing patterns. The free energy is presented in RT units (T= 300° K). Black arows show the
positions of the native tertiary folds for the corresponding protein sequence when it is inbedded in its own
nativepacking pattern. Each bar represent a groupof tertiary folds for which thefree energy difference between
the coresponding folds is less orequal to0.5 RT units.
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For example, the a - or /}-regions must have at least one hydrophobic surface through
which they can interact with each other. In our approach such kind of restrictions are
automatically taken into account. Depending on the topology and on the packing pattern of the
nucleus, a- and j3-secondary structures along the sequence are immersed into different
potential holes (in the present paper we analyze mainly the hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding
potentials). The size of the potential holes is proportional to the average size of the nucleus
core around which the secondary structures are stacked. This is illustrated on fig.7B and C,
where in the case of the CTF protein, the distribution of hydrophobic and hydrogen edge
charges in the native nucleus of this molecule are shown. An important feature of the results
presented in fig.7A is the high accuracy with which the native secondary regions along the
sequence are localized in the packing pattern of the nucleus. One has to take into account that
the calculations are carried out over the idealized structures, and in some cases the deviation
of the native structures from the idealized is too high. For example, the average range of the
angle between the /?-strands and the helix axis projected onto the j3-sheet or onto a plane
normal to it is - 20° and + 1 0 ° , or 0 and + 2 0 ° , respectively.37 The explanation is that the
mutual orientation of the secondary structures modify only the shape of the core region, but
not its average size and structure. In order to maximize the hydrophobicity of the core, the
secondary structures have to be packed against each other with approximately the same
sequence regions. When there is a deviation between the mutual orientation of the secondary
structures in some parts of the idealized and native protein structures, this is achieved by the
shift of the corresponding sequence regions relative to the secondary structures in the packing
patterns. In this way the direction of the hydrophobic groups toward the core of the packing
patterns is maintained. In the case of fi-strands the minimal shift is two positions and in the
case of a -helix the shift is one helix turn. This is exactly what one can observe in fig.7A.
Regardless of the topology and the packing pattern of the nucleus approximately the same
sequence regions are involved in the a - and /}-secondary structures. On the other hand, this
ensures approximately the same total surface screen from water.
Taking also into account the dependence of the overall free energy of the nucleus with
respect to the relative orientation of secondary structures by means of loop bending,
calculations show that the fold stability of the nucleus is controlled by the following rules:
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a) P-fold- Sequenceregionsenrichedbystronghydrophobic residuesare located insidethe
P-sheets, while weak ones are located at the edges. Amino acid residues with a small free
energy loss compared with the positions located inside the (3-sheets are also located at the j3sheet edges(fig.7B,C).

Fig.7 Representation of the predicted tertiary fold of the CTFprotein. In fig.7A arrows show the direction of
segments of the packing patterns. The Roman numbers mark the number of pattern segments, the Arabic
numbers accompanied with sign show theposition ofthecorresponding chain regions along the chain and their
direction relative tothepattern segments through which theypass.The calculated sequences and fluctuations of
the structural regions along the chain are marked by bold Arabic numbers. In parenthesis are shown the
corresponding X-ray determined structural regions. Fig.7B,C,D show the distribution of the average
hydrophobic (fig.7B for j3 and fig.7D for a pattern segments) and edge hydrogen binding charges (fig.7C for
P pattern segments). In fig.7B p -strand positions, which areoriented toward thecoreof the packing pattern,
are marked byarrows. It is seen from the figure that for the packing segments, which are situated in the middle
of the CC - or P - layers, the core positions as marked by dashed lines, are occupied by chain regions enriched
by strongly hydrophobic residues. At the same time the P -packing segment are characterized by high positive
edge free energies.

Taking into account that the hydrophobic core of the nucleus has to be well isolated from
the water environment, the free energy of the nucleus has to decrease in the presence of long
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interlayer connections. This is also consistent with the distribution of hydrophilic residues
along the sequence which are mainly concentrated in the loop regions.
b) a -fold- The choice between the left-twist or right-twist of the a -helical regions
depends on the slope between the hydrophobic paths on the surface of the a -helices and their
axes. In addition the dependence of the overall free energy of the nucleus on the relative
orientation of a -helical regions by means of loop bending-fig.7D has to be taken into account.
The free energy of the nucleus topology at a given twist of the a -helix bundle is mainly
determined by the free energy minimum of the loop bending and the maximum screening of the
hydrophobic residues at the last turns of the a -helices.
c) a /P-sandwich fold- The nucleus topology is mainly determined by the competition
between the maximum saturation of hydrogen backbones inside the /}-sheets or their splitting
into a -helical regions and a gain in decreasing the free energies of loop bending. Also the
primary structures of the a -helical regions must be enriched by amino acids with a higher
helix-forming propensities, but the localization of the helical regions in the packing patterns of
the nucleus is determined mainly by the ability of their hydrophobic groups to be built into the
core of the packing patterns.
d) /?-barrel-fold- In a nucleus with a barrel packing pattern, instead of free energy lost at
the edges of the p -sheets, there is a loss of free energy on the curl of the sheets. This is
because the edges of the sheets are hydrogen bonded. The free energy of loop bending does
not change considerably from topology to topology. Instead the main topology restriction
comes from the fact that hydrophobic groups are mainly concentrated on one of the sheet
sides, i.e. the one which forms the core of the barrel.

CONCLUSIONS

At the TS level all possible protein conformations can be split out into different ensembles.
The crude characteristics of these ensembles are described by the limited set of
thermodynamically most favorable folds. At the lowest free energy minimum of the TS the
protein molecule propagates toward its native state approximately isoenergetically through a
nucleation-growth mechanism. The nucleus is characterized by native like-topology, by
approximately correctly formed secondary structures and by loop regions with different
degrees of order. The main contributions, which stabilize the native-like fold of the nucleus in
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the TS, are the long-range hydrophobic and backbone hydrogen bonding interactions, as well
as free energy of loop bending and free energies of secondary structures formation. The
selection of the protein fold is mainly determined by the most general characteristics coded in
the protein sequence such as: the distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues along
the chain, the ability of amino acids to form different secondary structures in compact chain
conformations by hydrogen bonding with their spatial or protein chain neighbours and by the
general rules which govern the packing of the secondary structures. In the TS the free energies
of the native folds are separated by 'gaps' from all other folding alternatives. However, the
difference between the free energies of the topologies from the same packing pattern are rather
small. Also the accurate prediction of the native fold is not possible without taking into
account steric restrictions arising from the packing of residues with different volumes of their
side chain groups. The corresponding method for taking into account the steric interactions
between side chains of residue groups on the basis of the self-consistent field approach will be
presented shortly.
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Summary

Theresearch described inthisthesishasbeen carried out to obtain abetter understanding of
the fundamental rules describing protein folding and stability. There are a few major questions
aroundwhich thisthesisis focused:

- What are the sequence requirements for proteins to fold rapidly and to be stable in their
native conformations?
- What are the thermodynamic mechanism(s) of protein stabilization and the kinetic
mechanism(s)of folding?
-Arethere special native structures (packing patterns) that are more likelyto correspond to
thenativestructures offoldable proteins?
-What isthebest approximation for protein-folding energetics?

Theorganization ofthethesis isasfollows:

CHAPTER 2
After a short introduction (chapter 1),a review of the basic physical principles that govern
protein structure and the thermodynamics, as well as the kinetics of protein folding and
unfolding reactions ispresented.

CHAPTER 3
This chapter focuses on the electrostatic contribution to the protein stability. Electrostatic
interactions are described on the basis of a novel approach which uses the idea of a selfconsistentfieldadapted from statistical mechanics.Thistheoretical approach describes indetail
properties astitration curves, protein stability and pKa shifts. The main conclusions are: firstly,
the calculated results are inexcellent agreement with the experimental data, when the solution
of Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PB) is based on the assumption that the ionized residues are
seen as part of the high dielectric medium (rather than the interior of the protein molecule);
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Secondly, the solution of PB equation outside the protein interior, depends on local
characteristics, such as the packing of chain portions around ionized residues, rather than on
the detailed shape of the protein molecule. Lastly, at "natural-like" conditions the contribution
of electrostatic interactions to the free energy difference between the unfolded and folded
states of protein molecules is close to zero. This indicates that the main driving forces for
folding of protein molecules under these conditions are hydrophobic and backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonding interactions.

CHAPTER 4
Chapter 4 concerns the application of the theory of electrostatic interactions to the
calculation of the pKa's of the 98 residue P-elicitin, cryptogein. Unusual in this protein is the
existence of four ionized groups buried in the hydrophobic core. This touches upon an
important question: what are the dielectric properties of the protein interior? The NMR
structure of the 98 residue P-elicitin, cryptogein was determined using '"N and l3 C/ l5 N labeled
protein samples. The structure was calculated with 1047 intrasubunit and 40 intersubunit NOE
derived distance constraints and 236 dihedral angle constraints for each subunit using the
program DYANA. The twenty best conformers were energy-minimized in OPAL to give a
root-mean-square deviation to the mean structure of 0.82 A for the backbone atoms and 1.03
A for all heavy atoms. Using 'H, I5 N HSQC spectroscopy the pKa of the N- and C-termini,
Tyr-12, Asp-21, Asp-30, Lys-61, Asp-72, Tyr-85 and Lys-94 were determined and the
obtained results support the proposal of several stabilizing ionic interactions including a salt
bridge between Asp-21 and Lys-62. The hydroxyl hydrogens of Tyr-33 and Ser-78 are clearly
observed, indicating that these residues are buried and hydrogen bonded. Two other tyrosines,
Tyr-47 and -87, are also not solvent accessible and show pKa's > 12. However, there is no
indication that their hydroxyl atoms are hydrogen bonded. Calculation of theoretical pKa's
show general agreement with the experimentally determined values and are similar for both the
crystal and solution structures.

CHAPTER 5
In chapter 5 the topological requirement for the nucleus formation of a two-state folding
reaction is considered. The self-consistent field approach is discussed to calculate the free
energy of the folding nucleus. A self-consistent field is used to approximate the description of
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the elementary long-range interactions, such as hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic
interactions. Residue propensities for the corresponding a-, ft- and irregular chain regions as
well as the free energy of chain bending are considered in an explicit form based on
experimental parameters. A theoretical model for the folding of two-state small monomeric
proteins is proposed. The folding problem is reduced to the question of how the folding
nucleus in the transition state (TS) is formed from the ensemble of rapidly interconverting,
partly structured conformations in the denatured state. It is proposed that in the denatured
state the folding is energetically favored by certain highly fluctuating nucleation regions (ahelices and(or) /?-hairpins). In experiments based on site directed mutagenesis these nucleation
regions are revealed by their high O-values. In the TS folding is favored by the packing of
these nucleation regions together with other portions of the polypeptide chain thus leading to a
broad distribution of the O-values. As a result, the folding nucleus with native-like topology
and approximately correctly formed secondary structures and loops is favored over other
folding nuclei.

CHAPTER 6
In chapter 6 a discussion of the problem of protein fold recognition of small monomeric
proteins with less than 80 residues is represented. The fold recognition strategy is based on the
fact that: firstly, at the transition state level all possible protein conformations can be split out
into different ensembles of similar structures. The crude characteristics of these ensembles can
be described by the limited set of thermodynamically most favorable protein folds; secondly,
the folding nucleus with native-like overall fold is separated from all other folding alternatives
by a high free energy barrier. As a result, at the lowest free energy minimum of the TS state the
protein molecule propagates towards its native state approximately isoenergetically through an
ensemble of conformations of its native fold. The main contributions, which stabilize the
protein folds at the TS level, are the hydrophobic and long-range backbone hydrogen bonding
interactions, as well as the free energy of chain bending, and free energies of secondary
structures formation. The selection of the protein architectures is mainly determined by the
most general characteristics encoded in the protein sequence, such as distribution of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues along the chain, the ability of amino acids to form
different secondary structures in compact chain conformations by hydrogen bonding with their
spatial or chain neighbors, and the general rules which govern the packing of the secondary
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structures. At the TS, the free energies of the native folds are separated by a 'gap' from the
lowest free energies of the folds from structurally different packing patterns. However, the
difference between thefree energies ofthenativefolds andthelowest free energies of the folds
from thesamepackingpatternsisrathersmall.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this thesis has resulted into new insights on the folding of protein molecules
and how the folding reaction depends on such characteristics as environment conditions
(concentration of denaturants, pH, temperature etc.) and amino acid composition. In particular
thefolding problemof asmalltwo-state monomericproteins isreduced to the question ofhow
the folding nucleus in the TS is formed from the ensemble of rapidly interconverting partly
structured conformations in the denatured state. It is shown that sequence, topological and
symmetricalrestrictions fully determinethefolding pathwaybetween the quasi-equilibriumpretransition region and the TS. It is realized that the search for a unique structure involves the
discrimination between different overall folded structures, and that the collapse into a globule
having secondary structure does not by itself solve the problem of the search for a unique
three-dimensional structure. An improvement in predicting the correct energetics of the
residue-residue interactions is achieved. A lattice model, based on a more realistic
representation of protein chain conformations, including secondary structure formation and
side chain packing which are crucial for the formation and stabilization of the native state is
presented.
Future research should elucidate the role of sequence and topological restrictions on the
nucleus formation in multi-domain proteins. Steric restriction arising from the packing of
residues with different volumes of their sidechain groups should betaken into account also.In
addition a more realistic representation for the loop regions is needed in the case of proteins
with sequencesgreaterthen 80residues.

Samenvatting
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is erop gericht een beter inzicht te krijgen in de factoren
die bijdragen tot eiwitvouwing en eiwitstabiliteit. Op de volgende vragen wordt getracht een
antwoord te verkrijgen:

-Aan welke voorwaarden moet de aminozuurvolgorde van een eiwit voldoen om snel en
stabieltevouwen toteen stabiele,natieveconformatie ?
-Watzijn dethermodynamische karakteristieken vaneiwitstabilisatie?
-Watzijn dekinetischmechanismen vaneiwitvouwing?
-Zijn er speciale basisstrukturen ("pakkingspatronen") dieovereenkomen met de strukturen
vaneiwitten?
-Wat isdebestemanieromdeenergie-processen vaneiwitvouwingte beschrijven?

De opbouw van dit proefschrift isals volgt: Na een korte inleiding over het belang van de
bestudering van vouwingsprocessen (Hoofdstuk 1), volgt een overzicht van de elementaire
fysische principes die de structuur van een eiwit bepalen (Hoofdstuk 2). Naast
thermodynamische grondslagen worden ook de kinetische aspecten van vouwing en
ontvouwing behandeld. Hoofdstuk 3 handelt over de rol van electrostatische interacties. Om
inzicht te krijgen in de rol van electrostatische interacties in eiwitten is een nieuwe fysische
benadering toegepast: -i-Self-Consistent Field Approach-. Deze theoretische benadering kan
gebruikt worden zowel voor pKa als voor eiwitstabiliteit berekeningen. De belangrijkste
conclusiesuitHoofdstuk 3zijn:

a) De verkregen oplossingen van de Poisson-Boltzmann vergelijkingen zijn in zeer goede
overeenstemmingmetdeexperimentelegegevens;

b) De oplossingen van de Poisson-Boltzmann vergelijkingen buiten de kern van een eiwit
molecuul zijn afhankelijk van locale eigenschappen, zoals de pakking van de zijketens van
aminozuurresiduen rondgeladen groepen;
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c) Tenslotte, de bijdrage van electrostatische interacties aan de vrije energie verschillen
tussen gevouwen en ontvouwen eiwitten is onder natuurlijke condities zeer gering. De
belangrijkste drijvende krachten bij eiwitvouwing zijn hydrofobe en +backbone-backbone- Hbrug interacties.

Hoofdstuk 4: pKa's van geladen aminozuren van P-elicitine worden berekend. Hierbij wordt
gebruik gemaakt van de door ons ontwikkelde theorie van electrostatische interacties.
Opmerkelijk is in p-elicitine dat er vier geladen aminozuren in het hydrofobe centrum te vinden
zijn. De vraag kan derhalve gesteld worden: Wat zijn de dielectrische eigenschappen in het
inwendige van dit eiwit ? De drie-dimensionale struktuur van dit 98-aminozuur grote eiwit is
bepaald met behulp van bekende NMR methoden. Het was noodzakelijk het eiwit te verrijken
met

15

N en

l3

C/ 15 N. De 3D struktuur is berekend met het programma DYANA,

gebruikmakende van 1047 intrasubunit, 40 intersubunit afstanden (verkregen uit NOE spectra)
en 236 dihedrale hoeken. De 20 beste strukturen zijn energie geminimaliseerd met behulp van
OPAL. Uit de NMR resultaten zijn de pKals van Tyr-12, Asp-21, Asp-30, Lys-61, Asp-85 en
Lys-94 verkregen.
De berekening van de pKa's van deze residuen, met behulp van de +Self-consistent Field
Approach- uit hoofdstuk 3, laat zien dat er een goede overeenkomst is met de experimenteel
verkregen waarden.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt de topologische vereisten voor +nucleus—vorming van een tweetoestanden vouwingsreactie bestudeerd. De +Self-consistent Field Approach- wordt gebruikt
om de vrije energie van de vouwings +nucleus- uit te rekenen. Een goede berekening van de
H-brug en hydrofobe interacties is hierbij essentieel. Ook worden aminozuur "propensities"
("neigingen") voor a-helices, P-sheets en "loop" gebieden, alsmede de vrije energie van een
polypeptide keten "vervorming" in een expliciete vorm (dmv experimentele gegevens)
meegenomen in de berekeningen. Een theoretisch model voor de vouwing van een tweetoestanden vouwingsreactie van kleine monomere eiwitten wordt door ons geponeerd. Het
vouwingsprobleem wordt gereduceerd tot de vraag hoe de vouwings "nucleus" in de
overgangstoestand gevormd wordt uit een ensemble van snel in elkaar overgaande, gedeeltelijk
gevormde strukturen van de ontvouwen toestand. Wij stellen voor dat in de ontvouwen
toestand van een eiwit de vouwing energetisch bevoordeeld wordt door snel fluctuerende
"nucleation" gebieden (a-helices of P-hairpins). In experimenten van Fersht en Serrano worden
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deze gebieden gekenmerkt door hoge O-waarden. In tegenstelling tot de ontvouwen toestand
van een eiwit wordt de vouwing van de overgangstoestand bevorderd door de groepering
("packing") vandeze "nucleation" gebieden met andere gedeelten van depolypeptide keten. In
de overgangstoestand heeft de vouwings "nucleus" een struktuur die op de werkelijk
gevouwen toestand lijkt (een "native-like topology"), met bijna correct gevormde secundaire
strukturen en "loops". Het ensemble van op elkaar gelijkende strukturen in de
overgangstoestand heeft eenenergieverdeling meteenBoltzmann distributie.
In hoofstuk 6 wordt het probleem van eiwitvouwing van kleine momomere eiwitten
besproken. We trachten de vraag te beantwoorden waarom een eiwit in een bepaalde "fold"
terechtkomtennietineen andere "fold". Onzestrategicisgebaseerd ophetgegeven dat:
a) in the overgangstoestand alle mogelijke conformaties van een eiwit uitgesplitst kunnen
worden in verschillende ensembles van op elkaar gelijkende strukturen. De (grove)
karakteristieken hiervan kunnen beschreven worden door een beperkte set van de
thermodynamischmeestwaarschijnlijke "folds".
b) de vouwings +nucleus- met de "fold" die het meest lijkt op de natieve toestand is
energetisch gescheiden (dwzlagerinenergie) vanalleandere vouwingsalternatieven.
Dientengevolge, gaat het eiwit molecuul in de laagste energie toestand van de vouwings
"nucleus" bijna isoenergetisch, via een ensemble van conformaties van de natieve "fold", naar
de natieve gevouwen toestand. De belangijkste bijdragen aan het stabiliseren van de eiwit
"folds" in de overgangstoestand zijn hydrofobe en "long-range backbone-backbone" H-brug
interacties, de vrije energie van een polypeptide keten vervorming en de vrije energie van
secundaire struktuur formatie. De beantwoording van de vraag waarom een eiwit in een
bepaalde "fold" terecht komt en niet in een andere "fold" wordt bepaald door algemene
karakteristieken, zoals de aminozuur sequentie, de distributie van hydrofiele en hydrofobe
residuen, de mogelijkheid van aminozuren om verschillende secundaire strukturen aan te
nemen, alsmede door algemene regels die de pakking bepalen van secundaire struktuur
toestanden. In de overgangstoestand zijn de vrije energieen van de natieve "folds" lager in
energie dan de laagste vrije energie niveaus van de andere "folds". Echter het verschil in
energieisgering.
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3aKJiK)MeHne
TTpoBeoeHMTe

B npenciaBeHaia

nocropcKa

nncepTaun$i

ncJiensaHUji MM8T 3a ueJi na pa3iunp5iT n yroMHAT ctmecTByBaLUHTe
npeACTaBH 3a cfiyHnaMeHTajiHHTe $H3HMHH npuHunnn KOMTO onncBaT
6ejiT^MHaTa KHHeTHKa (6K) H TepMonnHaMUMHa cTa6miHOCT (TC) Ha
6e^TtMHaTa MO.neKy.na (BM). CnenHme $yHnaMeHTa/iHH B t n p o c a
CT0H3T B0CH0B8T8 Ha npOBeneHWTe klCJietlBaHHfl:
-KaKBH orpaHUMeHun Tpfl6B8 na ce HaJiowaT B t p x y Bt3Mo>KHHTe
Bapnaunn B pa3npene.neHneTo Ha BMUHO KUceJinHUTe (AK) n o
AtJiKUHBTa Ha 6ejiTtMH8Ta Bepura (BB) 3a na ce HaMajin Bper-ieio 3a
KoeTO 5H npeMUHaBadKH npe3 pe3JiHMHH KOH^OPMBUHOHHH M3MeHeHna
ce TpaHc^opMupa B cBOjua 6no^ornMHo aKTMBHa KOH^opMauHH
(BAK)? KaK Ha.no>KeHHTe orpaHUMeHna B t p x y pa3npene.neHneT0 Ha
AK ce 0Tpa3flBaT Ha TC Ha 6ejiTT,MH8Ta MOJieKyjia?
-KaKBH ca $H3HMecKHTe npuHcuunnn v\ MexaHH3MtT Ha BK v\ TC Ha
BAK?
-CtmecTByBa m cneunajieH Ha6op OT KOH^OPMBLIMH Mpe3 KOPITO n
caMO Mpe3 KOCITO BM MoraT na octinecTBABaT CBOUTe 6nojiornMHO
8KTHBHM $yHKUKH?
-KBKBU

ca

ocHOBHUTe

B3anMonedcTBHji

KOHTO

onncBaT

KOH^opMaLinoHHUTe n eHepreTWMHw H3MeHeHna a TaKa CT>LUO
HanpaBJieHneTO Ha 5K no nocoKa Ha BAK?
n p e n c T a B e H a i a noKTopcna nMcepTai^nji e opraHH3npaHa B
cnenHme rJiaBU:
TJTABA 2
Cnen KpaTKO BtBeneHMe (r.naBa 1), B r.naBa 2 e n3Jio>KeH o63op
Ha cemecTByBaLUUTe $ M 3 M M H H Teopnn 3a (JiyHnaMeHTajiHMTe
npuHunnn KOHTO ca nojiox<eHH B OCHOB8T8 Ha TpeTMMHaia cTpyKTypa
Ha BM, HefiHaTa TC v\ MexaHH3Mi>T Mpe3 KOPITO BM ce TpaHC$opMnpa B
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npoBa H o6paTHa nocoKa Mew a y CBOHTO 6AK n 8HcaM6a.m>T OT
KOH<})opMaunn KOflTO ce no/itMaBa npHHePmaTa aeHaTypauna.
rjfABA 3
B T33H rjiaBa e H3cneflBaHa n p u p o a a i a Ha eJieKTpocTaTHMecKUTe
BsanMoaeCicTBUJi v\ TexHna npuHoc BTC HaBM. E.neKTpocTaTH<-iecKHTe
B3anMOflei>icTBHfl ca pa3r.nen.aHn Ha ocHOBaTa na cTaTncTm-iecKOTa
MexaHUKa,

n3no/i3BoPiKH

MeTona

Ha

caMOCtr-nacoBaHOTO

Mo/ieKy/iapHO no/ie (CMIT). MeToaT>T HQ CMIT naBO BT>3MOXHOCT
jaeTafl/mo no ce n3c.nen.BaT TaKMBa csodcTBa Ha BM KBTO: KPHBH HS
TUTpyBBHe, TC n n3MeHeHHfl BpKHQ PioHHsyeMUTe r p y n n npn THXHOTO
TUTpyBaHe Bc t c T a B t T Ha BMv\ no oTfle/iHO. TTo/iy^eHM ca cnenHHTe
OCHOBHM pe3y/iT8TH:

-ITpoBeaeHUTe

H3MHcneHHfl Ha OCHOBOTO

Ha CMTI n Ha

npenno^oxeHneTO Me CiOHH3yeMHTe r p y n n , KOHTO ca po3no.no>KeHH
Ha noBtpxHOCTTa Ha BM, HMAT Bncoxo flne.neKTpnMHe npoHvmaeMOCT
ca B OTJIUMHO cT>r.necne c eKcnepnMeHTa;iHHTe noHHn, no^y^eHn npn
THTpyBaHe Ha 74 noHH3yeMn r p y n n npuHanJiexcamw HO6BM;
-PeoieHneTo no.nyMeHO Ha OCHOBOTQ Ha CMIT 3aBncn CSMO OT
JioKOJiHOTa rrjitTHocT B pa3npen.eJIeHHeTo Ha 6ejiTT>Mnnsi MaTepno^
OKOJIO noHn3yeMHTe r p y n n , HOHeOT$opMOTO Ha BM;
- B t B $H3no^ornMHn ycnoBHfl npnHoctT HOe/ieKTpocT8THMecKHTe
B3anM0flePicTBnn B TC Ha BM

e MHOTO M O J I ^ K V\M o x e na ce

npeHe6perHe BcparaHeHne c npnHoctT HO xnn.pocJ)o6HHTe v\ BonoponHH
B3anMoaedcTBna.
TJIABA 4
B T83H r/iaBa e pa3r/ienaH0 npn.no>iceHueTO Ha pa3pa6oTeH8Ta B
r-naBa 2 Teopwa HO ejieKTpocTQTHMecKUTe B3anMonev>icTBH?i 3a ou,eHKe
Ha n3MeHeHH«T0 Ha pK Ha noHH3yer-iHTe r p y n n B BM p-clidn cryptogcn.
H3MeHeHnaTa ce OTMHTOT no oTHomeHne Ha eKcnepuMeHTajiHo
onpeoe^eHHTe cT8Hn.apTHn CTOAHOCTH HO

pK H a o m e J i H U T e

PioHki3yeMn r p y n n . M3MHcneHHsiTa ca npoBeneHn H3noji3BafiKtf
CTpyKTypa Ha p-clicin no/iyweHa Ha OCHOBOTO HOJIMP n3noji3BafiKn
I5N
H 1 3r;/1 5JM K Q T 0 napKepn. TpemMHOTO CTpyKTypa HO p-clicin e
no/iyqeHa Ha ocHOBaTa HOHo6op OTNOE po3CTOflHniH-10 4 7 Mewoy
OBaTa AOMeHa n 40 30 BceKn aoMeH n o o m e j i H o . OT no/iy-ieHHTe
CTpyKTypn ca omeJieHn 2 0 - T e Hon-n,o6pn. 3a BCAKQ OT 2 0 - T e
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CTpyKTypn e n3Bi>paieHa MUHHMH3auua HQ HenHQTa eHeprna
v\3noj\3BQi>\KV\ nporpaMOTa OPAL. CpeflHUTe KBanpainMHM oTKJioHeHna
na aTOMHTe OT nenTHflHHTe r p y n n ca 0.82. 3a BCHMKM ocTaHajin
Te>KKH 8T0MH CpenHOTO

KBaOpaTHMHO OTK/lOHeHUe e

V\3nos]3Ba\>\Kv\ HSQC cneKTpo$oTOMeTpnMHHTe naHHM 3a h-ln

1.03.
15

N, pK

HQ cneaHMTe r p y n n ca onpene.neHn: KpaflHUTe N- n C-rpynn HQ 6M,
Tyr-12, Asp-21, Asp-30, Lys-61, Asp-72, Tyr-85 H Lys-94. TIcnyMeHnTe
p e 3 y j u a T n naBaT ocHOBaHne na ce n p e n n o / i o w n Hajin^neTo Ha
MHOxecTBo cTa6njiM3npainn B3anMonencTBnsi Me>Kfly CioHM3yeMMTe
r p y n n 8 Toea qnc.no cojieBa-Bpi>3Ka M e w n y Asp-21

Lys-62.

TTo/iyMeHHTe naHHn noKasBBT om,e, Me Tyr-33 n Scr-78 o6pa 3yB8T
BonoponHa Bpt3Ka n ca pa3nojio>KeHn B xnnpo(j)o6HOTo anpo Ha BM.
Tyr-47 n-87 ca ci>mo HenocTtnHn 3a pa3TBopa n noKa3BaT p K > 1 2 .
Ho no-nyMeHUTe eKcnepnMeHTajiHn naHHn 3a Te3n noHnsyeMn r p y n n
He noTB^p>KnaBaT THXHOTO yqacTne B o6pa3yBQHe Ha BonopoAHH
BpT>3Kn. pK HQ noHH3yer-iHTe

r p y n n n3MncneHn HQ ocHOBQTa Ha

pa3pa6oT eH a i a B r.naBa 2 Teopna Ha e,neKTpocTaTnMecKHTe
B3anM0flencTBHJi,

noKQ3BaT

MHOTO

oo6po

ctrjiacne

eKcnepnMeHTaJiHWTe naHHn. H3MHcneHmiTa npoBeneHn

c

Btpxy

TpeTnMHnie cTpyKTypn Ha (3-clicin, no-nyqeHn Ha ocHOBaTa HQ9MP n
peHreHO-dpycTypeH QHa.nn3, noK33BaT cxonHn pe3y/iTQTn.
TJIABA 5
B T33n r^aBa e pa3r;ieflaH0 B-nnanneTo Ha TonoJiornMecKnTe
orpaHnMenna B t p x y ynoKOBKaTa Ha BB npn o6pa3yBaHeTo Ha
6apnepHna

3apoflnw

HQ 6no/iornMecKn aKTnBHaTQ TpemMHa

d p y K T y p a . Pa3r/ienaH e nonpo6HO B t n p o c t T 3a npnjioweHneTO Ha
CMn 3a npecMSTBHe Ha CBo6onHQTa eHeprns Ha 3apon.nwa. CMTT ce
n3noji3Ba npn omeHKQTo Ha B3QnM0flencTBneTO Me»<ny CTpgHnMHnTe
QTOMHn r p y n n HQAK, KonTO OTenHQ CTPQHQ ca pa3nojio>xeHn 6jin3K0
B npocTpancTBOTO, a OTn p y r a cTpaHa pa3CT0flHneTO M e x n y Tax no
n t j i x n H a T a HQ BB e ro^ar-io. B3anMonencTBneTO M e x n y c t c e n H n no
ntJixnHQTa

HQ

BB

AK

ce

pa3r;ie»cna

na

OCHOBQTB HO

ei<cnepnMeHTO.nHo onpenejienn napaMeTpn. TTpen/ioweH e Mone/i
KonTo o6acH5iBa KQKBM KOHcj)opMau,noHHn TpaHc^opMaijnn n p e T t p n a e a
BM B xofla HQo6pa3yBaHe HQHeCiHaTa BAK. Tana HanpnMep 3a BM c
n t / i x n H a HQ BB He n o - r o j i ^ M a OT 80 AK e noKa30Ho Me BT>B
$H3Ho^ornMecKn yc.noBna KnHeTnKQTa Ha o6pg3yBane Ha BAK
npeMHHOBa npes ABe ocHOBHn CT>CTOJIHH^:
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-AeHaTypupaHO ctcTOHHue c KOMnaKTHO HOnn(J)y3Ha onaKOBKa Ha
BB;
-HH3KoeHepreTHMHO, KpoTKO WHBeemo 6opnepHo ctcTOHHHe.
B aeHaiypupaHOTO c t d o a H H e BM M3BtpujBa tinfjiy3HO flBuweHwe
MeXHy pa3^HMHM KOH$OpiiaU,H0HHH CtCTOHHHfl. KOHCfjOpMOUHOHHUTe
H3MeHeHH5! CO MHOTO 6l>p3H H He BOQ51T no HOTpynBOHe Ha BM B
onpeflejieHH KOHIJJOPMQLIHOHHH CT>CTOJIHHJI. npen/iOKen e MexaHH3T>M
ctr.nacHO KOISTO B onpefle/ieH n o p a a t K no fltJixcwHOTe Ha BB ce
o6pa3yB8T a - c n n p a / i n n P-WTTHJIKH. Te c n y x a T KBTO 3eponnujn 3a
ynaKOBKOTa Ha BB. noJioweHHeTo Ha a - v\ ( 3 - 3 a p o n n u j n T e
fltJiXHHBTa

no

HQ BB ce onpeae/iJi HB ocHOBaTa Ha nepTyp6au.nn B

n3MeHeHneT0 HO CBo6onHQTa eHeprmi Ha BM npn npexona H u OT
aeHaTypupaHOTo

B 6apnepHOTO ctcTOHHHe. 3apoflMQJHTe

ca

pa3noJio>iceHn B Te 3H y<-iacTyu,n no D t J i x u H a T a HQ BB, KT>neTo
n3MeHeHH«Ta B AK BonnT a o

3Ha<-inTe;iHH n e p i y p 6 a u k i n B

nsMeHeH^eTo Ha cBo6onHaTa eHep^fl. OcTOHa.rmTe y>-mcTT>u,n OT BB,
KOHTO B3HM8T yMBCTHe BynaK0BK8T8 HB BM, Ca CpaBHUTe^HO MHepTHH
no OTHooienne Ha MyTau,nn. no T8KT>B HBMHH ynaKOBKaia Ha BB, B
KpaTKO «HBeemnTe HH3K0-eHepreTHMHn 6apnepHn KOH(J3opMau.nn,
Bonn no 06pa3yBaHeT0 Ha umpoK cneKTep OT nepTyp6au.nn B
CBo6onHaTa eHeprmi B rn>jiHO c t r j i a c n e c eKcnepHMeHTaJiHHTe
naHHU. KpoTKO »<nseeiJ4HTe 6apnepHH ctcTOflHHfl ce xapoKTepH3HpaT c
onpenejieH n o p f l a t K Ha BTopnMHUTe CTpycTypn no ni,.n>KHHOTO Ha BB
H T^XHaTa B3anMHa onaKOBKa B npocTpaHCTBOTO. FIocnenHaTa e
CBtp3aHa c pcnflTa Ha HOTHBHOTB Tononorna Ha BM.
FJTABA 6
B T83M r/iasa ce pa3rJie>Kfle B t n p o c a 3a npen.CK83B8He Ha
TonoJior^iJiTa HS KpaTKo »(HBeem.HTe 6apnepHH KOHtJjopnaunoHHH
CT>CTOJ]HH51. 0CHOB8 3a T8K0B0 npenCKQ3B8He ce HBflBaT cnenHUTe
$8KTH:
-BCHMKH 6apnepHH KOH$opMau,HH MoraT na 6 t f l a T po3ne.neHH Ha
r p y n n , KSTO KOH$opMou,HHTe OT BCHKO r p y n a

HMOT enHaKBO

pa3npeae.neHue HB BTopHMHHTe CTpyKTypn no fltJiMOiHaTa Ha BB H
enHaKT>B nopan^K HOTHXHOTO B38HMHa ynaKOBKa B npocTpaHCTBOTO.;
-CBo6onH8Ta eHeprMa HO r p y n a T a OT K O H ^ O P M B U H H , KOHTO ce
0T/iMM8Ba c HOTHBHQ Tono/iorna Ha ynoKOBKaTa HO BB, o6pa3yBa
MUHUMyMa Ha 6opnepnoTo KOH$opMau,HOHHO ctcTOHHHe H ce OTjae;iH
OT cneKTtpa HOCBo6oaHHTe eneprHH HQocTQHa/iHTe r p y n n .
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OCHOBHUTe B3QHMOneflCTBH5l KOHTO CT86HJ\H3V\p3T H8TH8HaTa
T o n o ^ o r n s HO 6apnepnoTO c t c T 0 3 H n e c a : xnnpoc|)o6HM
B3aHM0neClCTBHJi; BOQOponHUTe Bp"b 3KH M e K n y QMUQHHTe v\
xnnpoxn^HH QTOMHH r p y n n HQ OCHOBHQTQ Bepnra OT KOBajieHTHn
Bp^3KH Ha BM; CBO6OAH8T8 eHeprwa Ha ortBaHe HB Hepery/iflpHHTe
y M a c T t u n no atxiKnHOTa HO BB, KOHTO CBtp3BaT BTopHMHMTe
cTpycTypn v\ cBo6onHOTo eHeprwa c KOATO oTnejiHUTe AK yMacTBy6aT
npn o6pa3yB3HeTO HQa - n p-BTop^MHHTe CTpycTypn. Ce/ieKunflTa Ha
6e.nTT>MHOTa TononorHfl ce 5a3npa HOHafi-o6m,n 38K0H0MepH0CTH
3BKoanpQHH B pa3npen,e.neHneT0 Ha AK no n.T>.o<UHaTa Ha BB:
po3npene^eHneTO Ha xnnpoi})o6HHTe v\ xnnpo^nriHn AK; pa3JiHK8TaB
CBo6oflHHTe eHeprHH c KOHTO omeJiHHTe AK yMacTByBaT n p n
o6pa3yB8HeTo Ha BTopHMHHTe dpyKTypH M o6m,HTe npnHU,nnn KOHTO
ynpaBJiMBaT ynaKOBKaTa HaBTopnMHvue cTpyKTypn.
3AKJTKDMEHHE
B 3aKJiK>4eHne, no/iyMeHHTe B npencTaBeHBTa aoKTopcKa
AHcepTeu,k!fl pe3y;iTaTH

BOQHT

no

HOBO

pa36npaHe

n

HOBS

(jiopMyjii'ipoBKa Ha B t n p o c a 3a MexaHH3MtT Ha BK v\ TC Ha
6H0/10rHMH0 8KTHBH8Ta CTpyKTypa H8 BM.T83H H0B8 $OpMyJIHpOBKa
naB8 B1.3M0XCH0CT 38 n t p B H m.T A8 C8 n0CT8B tf H M3CJienB8
B ^ n p o c w 30 po/iHTa Ha HaTHBHaTo TonojiorHfl npn o6pa3yB8He HO
6apnepHMTe KOHt^opMou^n. TaKa Hanpnr-iep B cnyMaa Ha BM c
m>.n>KHHa na BB He no-rcnflMa OT80 AK e npen.no>KeH Mone/i Ha BK
B c t r J i a c w e c KOATO nocneflOBOTeJiHOCTTa OT KOH$opMau,noHHH
TpoHC(jjopMoi4Hn M e x n y neHOTypKipoHOTO H 6apnepHOTo ctCTOMHMe
HaniJiHO ce onpen,e/iJi B paMKHTe Ha onperaeneHO 'KHHeTHMHa
ntTeMKa'. 'KnneTHMHOTa m>TeMKa' OTCBOA cTpaHa ce onpeaexuiOT
noc/ienoBOTe^HocTTa HOAK no fltrDKHHOTa HOBB, a TOKO c t i n o OT
Tono/iornflTa HcnMeTpnsiT0 HO6nojiornMecKn OKT^BHOTO 6eJiTT>MHo
cTpyKTypo. EflHH OT B8>i<HHTe pe3y^T0TM e JICHOTO po36npaHe Me
ynaKOBKOTo HOBB BKOMnoKTHO 6opnepHO ctcTOAHHe c yqacTHeTOHa
MHOXeCTBO BTOpHMHtf CTpyKTypH He peLLiaSO eBTOMSTHMHO n36opa H8
HBTHBHaTa Tono/iorna. Heo6xoflHMa e ce.neKU,H5i H3Me>i<ay pa3jinMHM
KOMnaKTHn ynaKOBKH Ha BB, KOHTO ce onpene^jiT OTpas/iKMHUTe
pa3npenejieHHJi Ha BTopHMHHTe cTpyKTypn no ni>.n>KHHOTa Ha BBw
TaxHaTa ynaKOBKO BnpocTpoHCTBOTo. HHTepecTHO e aa ce 0T6e/ie>KH
Me npaBHxiHua H36op Ha HaTHBHa Tono/iorna ce c t r / i a c y B a n c
HQXlHMHeTO HQ 'KHHeTHMHQ ntTeMKO' 30 ynQKOBKOTO HO BB M C
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HQ^HMkieTO HO KQ TepMOnMHQMUMeH MHHUMyM KOflTO CT>OTBeTCTByB8 HQ
HGTHBHaTa T o n o.norufl. n p e n ^ o x e H e HOB peuueTT>MeH M o n e j i KOCITO
onucBa

6apnepHMTe

KOH^OPMBUHOHHH

ctcTOHHHfl.

T03H HOB

p e u j e T t M e H r-ione/i n o 3 B 0 ^ 5 i B a BM n a ce o n u i u e n o n p o 6 H O n a w e Ha
aTOMHO HUBO. 8 c e m o T o Bper-ie, 6a3npafiKH ce H e ' C t i n , p e w e T t M H H H T
r-ione/i no3BOJiJ)Ba 3a H M K O ^ K O c e K y H n u ( n 3 n o j i 3 B a f l K U n e p c o H a j i e H
K0MTTK)"n>p) a a ce H3MHcnflT C yflMBMTejiHQ TOMHOCT n e p T y p 6 a u n n T e
Ha CBo6&flHaTa e H e p r n a Ha 6 a p n e p H 0 T 0 c t c T O H H u e , K O H T O

ca

n o c T t r T H H caMo B MHOTO cno>i<HH H C K t n o CTpyBamn excnepyiMeHTH.
B

3aK^K)MeHne,

6tneinn

M3CJieflBaHna

Tpa6Ba

na

6t>naT

n p o B e n e H U 6i>pxy MHoronoMeHHH 511. Heo6xonnMO e n a ce H3CJieflBa
ome

B^miHueTo

dpaHUMHUTe

Ha

QTOMHH

CTepHMecKUTe
rpyny

Ha AK

B3 a n M o n e n c T B n a
npn

ynaKOBKaTa

Mexny
Ha

BB.

CTepHMeCKUTe B3QHM0nePlCTBHfl HM8T CHJ1H0 CeJieKTHBHO CBOflCTBO.
klHTepecHo e n a ce y c T e H o s u n a / i n n n p n M o r o n o M e H H m e BM c t m o
CT>u;ecTByBa 'KHHeTHMHa rfbTeMKe'.
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